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ABSTRACT 

 

Wound healing can be described as a cascade of cells activated to restore tissue integrity, in 

order to regain the body’s natural function.  Wound care plays a pivotal role in achieving 

therapeutic outcomes in wounds to counter various factors that can compromise the healing.  It 

is proposed that by utilising aluminosilicates, with therapeutic agents incorporated in its structure, 

wound healing outcomes might be enhanced.  One such entity which has been recognised for its 

wound healing characteristics, is Absorbatox®; a potentiated clinoptilolite belonging to the zeolite 

family. 

In this study, Absorbatox® was synthetically modified to incorporate metal cations in its structure.  

The selected cations included silver and zinc cations, taking form as new Absorbatox® entities.  It 

was hypothesised that the cations would provide additive effects to enhance wound healing. 

The Absorbatox® entities were subjected to analysis and characterisation studies to provide 

supplementary information.  Characterisation studies included x-ray fluorescence (XRF), and 

thermal analysis testing (DSC).  X-ray powder diffractometry (XRPD), as well as Fourier-

Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to show the chemical compositions of the 

entities, whereas scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted to show the surface 

morphologies. 

Thereafter, the in vitro efficacy studies were performed on two skin-derived cell lines seeded as 

monolayer cultures, namely pre-malignant human immortalised keratinocytes (HaCaT) and 

normal human dermal fibroblasts (84BR).  The amount of silver and zinc ions incorporated into 

the Absorbatox® structure were expressed as a percentage of the particular cation per 

Absorbatox® molecule.  The Absorbatox® entities (with either silver or zinc) were administered to 

the cells in two respective concentrations, i.e. 300 µg/ml and 150 µg/ml to provide different 

experimental groups. 

To evaluate the cytotoxicity, the in vitro cell viability was measured by using the methyl thiazolyl 

tetrazolium (MTT) assay.  It was concluded that Absorbatox® with the selected cations improved 

the viability of both cell lines and no cytotoxic effects were observed for the Absorbatox® entities.  

The wound healing scratch assay was used to investigate the capability of the treated cells to 

close an induced wound.  The Absorbatox® experimental groups showed a tendency to enhance 

the ability of both cell lines to close the wound field; Absorbatox® with silver cations incorporated 

into the structure caused a considerably higher cell migration percentage than Absorbatox® alone.  

These findings, together with the reports of other studies, substantiate the in vitro efficacy of a 
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zeolite derivative, namely Absorbatox®, with silver or zinc incorporated in its structure, to provide 

a promising role in wound healing. 

Lastly, wound dressing materials including a silicone gel, as well as a dry dressing comprising the 

Absorbatox® entities were formulated and designed.  The wound dressing materials were 

subjected to different accelerated storage conditions to determine whether a sense of stability 

was maintained over a period of three months.  Upon investigation, the silicone gel comprising 

Absorbatox®-zinc was evaluated as stable, according to the guidelines of the International 

Conference on Harmonisation (ICH).  However, chemical instabilities of the Absorbatox®-silver 

dry dressing were found, relating to unsatisfactory packaging and improved storage operation 

would deem better results with regard to chemical stability. 

Keywords: Absorbatox®, cytotoxicity, in vitro cell culture studies, metal cations, potentiated 

zeolite, silver, wound healing, zinc 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH PROBLEM AND AIMS 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Interventions that promote wound healing have been emerging since the previous millennia (Rhett 

et al., 2008:173).  The complexity behind wound healing still remains a challenge (Withycombe 

et al., 2017:270), and therapeutic treatments are aimed at optimally preparing the immature 

wound bed by enhancing the wound healing process mechanically and physiologically (Han, 

2011:39; Murphy & Evans, 2012:1). 

Commercial wound care products have been used and investigated with regard to the therapeutic 

outcomes, however variability and squandered results are associated with utilising therapeutic 

substances and healing enhancers (Hussain et al., 2017:598; Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:597; 

Rhett et al., 2008:173).  It is proposed that these limitations can be overcome by using 

mesoporous materials, such as zeolites, to incorporate various molecules or cationic species 

(Horcajada et al., 2006:5974; Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:597, 599; Rosa et al., 2000:200). 

The zeolite materials have generated a considerable interest in the medical field where these 

tuneable structures can be potentiated and manipulated to incorporate and retain therapeutic 

agents successfully (Bacakova et al., 2018:974; Pavelić et al., 2018:2, 3).  There are many types 

of zeolite structures (Liu et al., 2006:1488) with differing structural properties, which have been 

researched as unique candidates for treatment of different pathologies and applications (Naves 

& Almeida, 2015:245).  In particular, a zeolite derivative such as the clinoptilolite material, has 

been studied to attribute positive medical effects in wound healing advances (Pavelić et al., 

2018:2, 3; Ninan et al., 2015:453). 

Absorbatox® is a patented name of a clinoptilolite mineral, belonging to the zeolite family (Gast, 

2014:8).  Like all zeolites, Absorbatox® also has a tetrahedral arrangement, resulting in pores and 

a cage-like structure, since the tetrahedral units cannot fill the available space entirely (Liu et al., 

2006:1488).  This explains their ability to intercalate molecular guests, such as nitric oxide, 

metallic cations, antibacterial agents, etc. within the intravoid space (Ninan et al., 2015:470; 

Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:2). 

Absorbatox® has been studied for its biological effects (Gandy et al., 2015:272; Potgieter et al., 

2014:216) and wound healing characteristics (Mncube, 2013:51).  The incorporation of cations 

into its structure, is also known to provide therapeutic results in wound healing (Ferreira et al, 

2016:145; Fox et al., 2010:1520; Sánchez et al., 2014:252).  Since wound healing consists of the 

maturation and differentiation of skin resident cells, cultured cells can be selected accordingly to 
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represent cells of the target system.  Therefore, in vitro cell culture assays are appropriate for 

cytotoxicity tests, as well as for wound healing and migration assays prior to moving a potential 

agent into clinical trials (Broughton et al., 2006:1S).  Another aspect of effective wound care, is 

that the dressing material must be able to facilitate physicochemical stability during induced 

storage conditions (Barnes, 2013:843-844; Kirilov et al., 2015:16). 

1.2 Research problem 

Currently, there is a vast amount of wound care products available, however as highlighted in 

Chapter 2, wound healing outcomes can become squandered due to various straining factors as 

well as storage operations that fail to maintain the physical and chemical stability of the 

therapeutic species.  Absorbatox® (a derivative of the zeolite family) with metal cations 

incorporated in its structure, aims to provide wound healing properties by its wound healing 

efficacy, as well as maintain a sense of stability within proposed wound dressing materials.  The 

utilisation of these entities containing the metal cations to improve wound healing should be 

investigated and compared to Absorbatox® alone in cell-based models and in induced storage 

conditions, since this could provide preliminary results to warrant further clinical interventions as 

effective and stable wound dressing materials. 

1.3 Aims and objectives 

The general aim of this study is to investigate the wound healing and cytotoxic effects of (i) 

Absorbatox®, ii) Absorbatox®-silver and iii) Absorbatox®-zinc, using in vitro cell-based models.  

These cell cultures will form the basis of the in vitro efficacy, the cellular responses of the selected 

cell lines representing how the cells react in the absence or presence to the Absorbatox® entities.  

In addition, this study will also evaluate the wound dressing materials that can work in conjunction 

with these entities for proposed usage for topical wound healing. 

Furthermore, the entities will be evaluated based on stability within a topical application, 

considering the potential ability to warrant new wound care interventions. The specific objectives 

for this study are as follows: 

 Characterisation methods, such as Fourier-Transform infrared (FTIR), X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), were used to provide supplementary data on 

the chemical compositions.  

 To determine the surface morphology using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the 

thermal properties using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 

 Two cell lines, namely premalignant human immortalised keratinocytes (HaCaT) and 

(normal) human dermal fibroblasts (84BR), to be cultured for the in vitro efficacy testing. 
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 To perform the cytotoxicity assay, methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT), was performed to 

evaluate the cell viability of each cell line after treatment with the Absorbatox® entities. 

 To investigate the wound healing potential and cell migration enhancement of the 

Absorbatox® entities at different concentrations with an in vitro scratch assay and a 

CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration assay, respectively. 

 To formulate a silicone gel containing Absorbatox®-zinc, and design a dry dressing 

containing Absorbatox®-silver. 

 To perform stability tests on the wound dressing materials comprising Absorbatox® (with 

either silver or zinc incorporated in its structure), with regard to the physicochemical 

stability of the wound dressing materials. 
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CHAPTER 2 - INVESTIGATION OF ABSORBATOX® CONTAINING 

SILVER OR ZINC FOR WOUND HEALING 

 

2.1 Introduction 

A mutual characteristic of all living forms is their fundamental tendency to adapt to maintain a 

homeostatic environment whereby they can function at their full capacity (Kaplani et al., 2018:1-

2).  The process of wound healing relates to the re-establishment of the injured tissue by various 

dynamic processes, in order to restore the anatomical and physiological integrity of the skin 

(Gurtner et al., 2008:314).  Tissue injury and the subsequent repair are closely intertwined with 

the various cellular cascades (Hussain et al., 2017:594; Theocharis et al., 2016:5), and a highly 

orchestrated process of cell regeneration, cell division and cell migration is mediated (Clark, 

2013a:339; Gurtner et al., 2008:314, 315).  Superficial wounds, mainly referred to as acute 

wounds, rely on regeneration in the epidermal section (Clark, 2013a:339; Schultz et al., 2003:5) 

and treatment can subsequently assist in minimising scarring and accelerate the healing process 

(Han, 2015:11-12).  All chronic wounds commence as a fibrin clot, as is the case with acute 

wounds (Enoch & Leaper, 2007:37); however, the well-defined and systematised process of 

pathobiological healing is compromised due to various factors that strain the wound (Bjarnsholt 

et al., 2007:921; Schultz et al., 2005:9).  Wound healing treatments for chronic wounds aim to 

optimise the wound bed to assist in the general healing capability by continued management of 

the debilitating factors (Hussain et al., 2017:595). 

Furthermore, straining factors that are not managed properly cause wounds to become non-

healing; these wounds are known as one of the most expensive medical complications following 

surgery (Hurd, 2013:13).  Expenditure due to impaired wound healing presents a global burden, 

and leads to social (suffering, disability, hospitalisation, etc.), financial (being a great expense to 

both the community and patient) and health system factors (Cho et al., 2018:272-273; Pendsey 

et al., 1994:37).  Research shows that 85% of lower limb amputations are preceded by infected 

foot ulcers; and thus, the demand for effective wound care interventions to achieve improved 

wound healing is growing (Boulton et al., 2005:1722-1723; Lowe & Kayoumi, 2012:1489). 

There is an abundance of wound care modalities, though the goal is to optimise healing with the 

most appropriate wound healing treatment (Murphy & Evans, 2012:1).  Treatment can include the 

use of cationic species, such as silver and zinc, which have been used for hundreds of years to 

provide beneficial wound healing effects (Lansdown et al., 2007:2; Lansdown, 2004:S6).  

However, there are certain challenges in encapsulating cationic species in a stable form for topical 

wound care (Bedi et al., 2012:352).  A fine balance exists in drug-loading for topical applications; 
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a high drug concentration could result in toxicity and a lower dose could provide squandered or 

insufficient wound care (Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:2).  Moreover, the variability in therapeutic 

outcomes also allows straining factors, such as bacterial growth, to further affect the wound with 

infection (Zilberman & Elsner, 2008:203). 

Horcajada et al. (2001:5974) describes a different approach for improved drug delivery, namely, 

mesoporous structures.  Zeolites are naturally occurring mesoporous minerals with a 

physiologically inert nature found in sedimentary rock of volcanic origin (Lamprecht et al., 

2017:18).  Zeolites possess an intrinsic crystalline structure, which provides a ‘ship in a bottle 

system’ (Rosa et al., 2000:200).  Therapeutic agents can be incorporated within the structure of 

the zeolites to function as a new wound healing entity.  Other proposed mechanisms of zeolites 

(e.g. its ion and cation-exchange capacity and capillary action) (Ghosh, 2017:3926-3927; Pavelić 

et al., 2018:7; Lamprecht et al., 2017:18) have been found to enhance the wound healing process, 

and Absorbatox®, the patented name of a zeolite derivative (Gast, 2014:8), has been introduced 

for its wound healing properties (Mncube, 2013:51). 

The aim of this study is to investigate Absorbatox® containing metal cations, such as silver or zinc 

with regards to the wound healing efficacy, as well as evaluating the potential of the entities to 

remain stable within a wound dressing material. 

2.2 Wound healing 

The skin structure is composed of three layers namely, the outermost layer is the epidermis, the 

dermis and beneath the dermis lies the subcutaneous layer (Gantwerker & Hom, 2012:86).  

Several types of cells abound in each layer to make up the microenvironment; the cellular 

microenvironment produces a non-cellular gel-like structure, specifically, the extracellular matrix 

(ECM), that in part, regulates almost all of the cellular functions (Kusindarta & Wihadmadyatami, 

2018:65,69; Schultz et al., 2003:2).  The ECM provides the basement membrane between the 

epidermis and the dermis, which is essential for cells to follow homeostatic pathways in order to 

regulate growth, migration and proliferation of the cells within the matrix (Enoch & Leaper, 

2007:40; Spiekstra et al., 2007:709).  The ECM is the highly integrated organisation of matrix 

molecules that forms a three-dimensional meshwork, which acts not only as a structural support 

for many cells within this network, but also as a reservoir to protect and modulate the release of 

cells in relevant time (Hyldig et al., 2017:2; Piperigkou et al., 2018:17). 

A wound is defined as a condition in which the normal skin integrity is exposed to a destructive 

stimulus that affects skin or organs, though depth and severity may vary widely (Gurtner et al., 

2008:314, Velnar et al., 2009:1529).  The subjected wound can therefore heal in an orderly and 

efficient manner, resulting in quick healing and minimal scar formation (Martins, 1997:80; Schultz 

et al., 2003:5).  A healed wound is identified once the normal anatomy of the structure and function 
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of the underlying matrix have been re-established and the state of homeostasis is restored (Enoch 

& Leaper, 2007:37; Piperigkou et al., 2018:17, 29). 

2.2.1 Cellular interactions 

Once a wound is sustained, a cascade of cellular events occur that contribute to re-establish the 

damaged tissue (Clark, 2013b:13-15, Gurtner et al., 2008:314).  The constituents within the ECM 

include mediators such as cytokines, chemokines, angiogenic factors, immune cells, endothelial 

cells, epidermal keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts (Piperigkou et al., 2018:17; Spiekstra et al., 

2007:712; Warsinske et al., 2015:1556).  Keratinocytes are localised in the uppermost layer of 

the skin, and fibroblasts are predominantly found in the dermal layer (Orzechowska et al., 

2018:13).  Cellular interactions occur between these cells (Spiekstra et al., 2007:712; Ze & Kao, 

2005:3673), which in effect, aids in attaching the epidermis to the dermis (Witte & Kao, 

2005:3673), restoring the original anatomy and function of the ECM (Spiekstra et al., 2007:709; 

Theocharis et al., 2016:5).  These cellular events that present within the network of the ECM are 

responsible for restructuring the integrity of the skin and subsequently mediating wound closure 

(Theocharis et al., 2016:6). 

Keratinocytes are responsible for establishing the epithelial barrier through a process of 

epithelialisation (Santoro & Gaudino, 2005:274), which involves multiple processes paving the 

wound surface.  An adequate number of proliferating keratinocytes are needed to migrate across 

the immature wound bed to help fill a provisional wound bed matrix (Clark, 2013c:95, 96; Gurtner 

et al., 2008:314, 315).  Controlled fibroblast differentiation is essential to synthesise new 

granulation tissue, which reconstructs the ECM by supporting the ingrowth of cells (Warsinske et 

al., 2015:1556).  Endothelial cells can now sprout out to form existing vessels into the rich 

granulation tissue to ensure adequate vascularisation of the sustained wound (Braiman-Wiksman 

et al., 2007:767; Enoch & Leaper, 2007:34).  The fibroblast cells can also differentiate into 

myofibroblasts, which initiate the deposition and subsequent remodelling of a cell-rich ECM 

(Theocharis et al., 2016:6; Warsinske et al., 2015:1557). 

2.2.2 The wound healing process 

The wound healing process consists of a well-orchestrated interplay of complex biological events, 

modulated by the ECM that eventually results in the restoration of normal tissue (Enoch & Leaper, 

2007:38; Velnar et al., 2009:1529).  Wound healing, being a complex process as illustrated in 

Figure 2.1, proceeds over time in which four phases are distinguished, namely: i) haemostasis, 

ii) inflammatory phase (including ECM deposition), iii) proliferation and (iv) wound remodelling 

(Braiman-Wiksman et al., 2007:767).  Each phase involves the migration of different cell types 

into the wound area.  The maturation and differentiation of macrophages, fibroblasts and 
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keratinocytes are the key cells that determine the transitions between the overlapping phases 

(Spiekstra et al., 2007:709). 

 

Figure 2.1: A simplified schematic representation of the wound healing phases: i) haemostasis 

consists of clotting factors, as well as disorganised fibrins; ii) inflammation, 

infiltration of inflammatory mediators; iii) proliferation, keratinocytes and fibroblast 

cells proliferate and migrate to provide new functional ECM, and iv) remodelling 

phase, where a stronger matrix of organised collagen fibrils restores the functional 

barrier (adapted from Piperigkou et al., 2018:18). 

Haemostasis occurs directly after injury and involves cellular respondents to the stimuli, such as 

platelets and fibrin structures in order to form a clot (Versteeg et al., 2013:327).  The clot also 

provides the provisional matrix necessary for cellular migration during the inflammatory phase.  

Fibroblasts are one of the first invading cells to support the platelets to settle that contribute to the 

formation of granulation tissue, preventing action against losing body fluids (Broughton et al., 

2006:12S; Enoch & Leaper, 2007:33). 

In the next phase, the inflammatory phase, inflammatory mediators such as neutrophils and 

macrophages build up in response to clot formation.  Macrophages actively secrete cytokines, for 

example various growth factors that stimulate cell growth, as well as reactive oxygen species 

(ROS).  The inflammatory respondents provide the matrix of a defence barrier for bacterial 

invasion (Clark, 2013b:13-14; Koh & DiPietro, 2011:4-5; Velnar et al., 2009:1532).  Such cells 

that respond to the inflammatory phase are keratinocytes and fibroblasts in which new blood 

vessels can be reconstructed to carry oxygen and nutrients away to sustain cell metabolism 

(Wojtowicz et al., 2014:246).  Fibroblasts modulate the ECM to act as a supporting scaffold for 

infiltrating cells, as well as collagen deposition (Clark, 2013b:13-14, Koh & DiPietro, 2011:5). 

The proliferative phase follows where an environment of local cell-matrix interactions 

subsequently allows the filling of the wound space, as well as strengthening damaged biological 

structures (Dulmovits & Herman, 2012:1802; Li et al., 2007:9, 13).  The formation of granulation 

tissue occurs as fibroblasts differentiate and the tissue allows for the formation of new capillaries 

at the site of the injured ECM, while the collagen fibres (originally remnants of lysed fibroblasts 

and leukocytes) deposit within the tissue to produce a scar (Enoch & Leaper, 2007:35).  

Haemostasis Inflammation Proliferation Remodelling 
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Keratinocytes provide abundant tissue formation through its epithelisation ability in which the cells 

migrate and cover the wound (Li et al., 2007:13). 

During the tissue remodelling phase, the newly built wound matrix is replaced by a stronger and 

more compliant matrix due to the reorganisation of the collagen bundles (Broughton et al., 

2006:19S; Martin, 1997:80).  This is a continuous process, and over time, the soft collagen gels 

will be remodelled to form the specialised basement membrane with thicker and stronger collagen 

fibrils providing a more orientated and cross-linked matrix (Enoch & Leaper 2007:35-36; Velnar 

et al., 2009:1537).  The wound healing process provides the ability to restore the functional 

homeostatic milieu and regain the structural integrity of the sustained wound (Broughton et al., 

2006:19S; Piperigkou et al., 2018:17, 29). 

2.3 Factors affecting wound healing 

Fundamentally, due to the complexity of the repair process, multiple factors can interfere at any 

number of the phases outlined above, causing a disturbance of the sequential healing cascades 

(Enoch & Leaper, 2007:35; Gurtner et al., 2008:314, 319).  Multiple factors can cause additional 

strain on the wound healing process, leaving the wound susceptible to further contamination, as 

well as being rid of its functional homeostatic milieu (Enoch & Leaper, 2007:36; Guo & DiPietro, 

2010:220-221).  Subsequently, the pathologic wound healing responses may no longer progress 

in the proper sequence and time frame, influencing various facets of proliferation and migration 

of wound cells (such as keratinocytes and fibroblasts) into each subsequent phase (Santoro & 

Gaudino, 2005:274; Wall et al., 2008:2526-2527; Warsinske et al., 2015:1556).  Wound healing 

can either manifest as delayed, incomplete or uncoordinated (Guo & DiPietro, 2010:220). 

Factors that influence the healing process can be divided into local and systemic factors.  Local 

factors refer to influences that affect the characteristics of the wound itself, whereas systemic 

factors affect the overall pathologic ability of the individual to heal (Guo & DiPietro, 2010:220-

221).  Factors affecting adequate wound care will also be discussed. 

2.3.1 Local factors that affect wound healing 

Local factors, including oxygenation that causes a delay with the onset of the proliferative phase, 

infections which prolong the inflammatory phase, foreign bodies and venous insufficiency, all 

contribute to a slower onset of healing (Guo & DiPietro, 2010:221).  When a wound is sustained, 

the vessels and capillaries are damaged, as well as deprived of its essential repair which causes 

poor blood flow in the early wound milieu.  This results in the insufficient capillary removal of 

excess ROS.  Oxidative stress is a major factor affecting fibroblast regeneration potential in non-

healing wounds (Clark, 2013b:13-14; Guo & DiPietro, 2010:221; Wall et al., 2008:2527). 
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Elevated levels of ROS have been studied to have an active involvement, particularly on the 

damage of various components of the human cell membrane and genetic material (Pellegrino et 

al., 2011:478).  ROS includes radicals of the hydroxyl and superoxide groups, which interact with 

essential components, such as lipids, proteins and nucleic acids (Clark, 2013c:95, 96; Schultz et 

al., 2003:2-3).  In chronic, non-healing wounds, the circulating ROS will continue to move into the 

wound space and if the increasing ROS levels cause an accumulation in the wound space, the 

wound will reside in a hypoxic state (Jhamb et al., 2016:230). 

Other factors that may contribute to the delay in wound healing comprise contamination from skin 

microbiota and invading microorganisms, including pathogens (Withycombe 2017:267).  

Microorganisms, for instance the bacteria in the infected wounds can gradually undergo intrinsic 

alterations and aggregate together to form biofilms (Bourdillon et al., 2017:1067; James, 

2008:37).  Biofilms exhaust the ideal healing environment and can also contribute to the dire 

amalgam of non-healing ulcerating wounds.  This practice contributes to greater issues of 

antibiotic resistance (Guo & DiPietro, 2010:221; Tsiouris & Tsiouri, 2017:33, 34).  Residue of 

bacteria in these biofilms can challenge the proliferation of keratinocytes or induce the 

accumulation of degrading cells (Qing, 2017:191, 193).  If the infection is not controlled with 

effective wound care and becomes fulminant, the wound may enter a chronic state and fail to heal 

properly (Guo & DiPietro, 2010:221). 

2.3.2 Systemic factors that affect wound healing 

Systemic factors, including diseases causing pathobiological abnormalities, aging, stress, 

malnutrition, sepsis and medications, are related to local factors and affects wound healing 

(Enoch & Leaper, 2007:36; Guo & DiPietro, 2010:220-221).  Pathobiological abnormalities are 

caused by diseases such as diabetes, wherein the micro-environment consists of a loss in 

balance on cellular and physiological levels, causing aberrations of the normal healing cascade 

(Falanga, 2005:1736; Lowe & Kayoumi, 2012:1489; Schultz et al., 2003:5).  This consequently 

leads to a dysfunctional ECM, where local factors may also attribute to the impaired healing state 

(Guo & DiPietro, 2010:221); the wound bed can present with elevated levels of wound 

constituents including inflammatory infiltrates, ROS and accumulation of non-viable or denatured 

collagens.  These conditions in the wound milieu elevate the susceptibility for the attachment and 

proliferation of bacterial species causing the formation of biofilms (as described in Section 2.3.1) 

(Bourdillon et al., 2017:1067; Penhallow, 2005:123).  All these constituents will, in part, impede 

cellular replication and disturb new matrix formation, which will exacerbate complications of 

diabetic wounds (Widgerow, 2011:287-288; Withycombe et al., 2017:267).  This adds to the high 

susceptibility to develop complications in the lower extremities known as a diabetic foot ulcer 

(DFU) (Martins-Mendes et al., 2014:632).  A DFU is defined as an infection, ulceration or the 

eradication of deep tissues of the foot associated with pathobiological abnormalities, including 
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when neuropathy and arteriopathy are preceding (Brem & Tomic-Canic, 2007:1219; Jhamb et al., 

2016:230).  The manifestation of diabetic wounds with additional co-morbidities bodes poorly for 

the clinical course of patients, with higher rates of re-ulceration, impaired healing, amputation and 

evidently death (Boulton et al., 2005:1722-1723; Jhamb et al., 2016:230; Martins-Mendes et al., 

2014:632). 

2.3.3 Adequate wound care strategies 

Wound care interventions that promote the healing of sustained wounds, albeit acute or chronic, 

have been surfacing since the previous millennia (Han, 2011:39; Rhett et al.,2008:173); and a 

pressing demand still exists for more advanced wound care interventions to effectively manage 

undesirable factors that play a role in wound healing (Murphy & Evans, 2012:1).  Furthermore, 

topical treatment addresses several parameters, such as the pathobiological basis, extent of 

tissue damage and type of outcome needed, i.e. how intensely the wound is subtracted from an 

ideal environment or not (Han, 2015:41). 

2.3.3.1 Factors affecting adequate wound care 

Therapeutic outcomes of antibacterial wound healing treatments have been reported to fail 

combatting infection as greater issues of antibiotic resistance is rising (Tsiouris & Tsiouri, 

2017:34).  Wound care therapy has conclusively moved to traditional topical treatments, such as 

usage of cationic species to counter infection and also provide beneficial wound healing effects 

(Lansdown, 2004:S6; Tsiouris & Tsiouri, 2017:34).  However, there are various challenges to use 

cation-based materials for its therapeutic effects in topical wound care (Bedi et al., 2012:352).  

Cationic species need to be encapsulated in a suitable form or compound to exert their beneficial 

effects, e.g. silver cations have been utilised in wound healing as traditional compounds including 

silver nitrate or silver sulfadiazine (Monteiro, 2011:106).  However, another problem surfaced as 

the drug-loading of the compounds in the selected dressings did not meet with the amount of drug 

that reached the immature wound bed; these insufficient effects caused the wounds of patients 

to be deprived of the needed therapy.  Interventions to elevate the cation-loading dosage proved 

redundant, and in fact, concentration dependent toxicity was reported with traditional compounds 

(Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:597, 599).  Just as certain concentrations of silver cations show an 

antibacterial effect, it may also exert damage to healthy cells (Beyth et al., 2008:4162; Murphy & 

Evans, 2012:3); therefore, a fine balance to improve the efficacy while reducing the side-effects 

remains (Zanette et al., 2011:1054). 

Furthermore, the utilisation of cation-based materials for wound healing has reported many 

variabilities and limitations; the distribution of cationic species within the materials are not 

homogenously positioned, rate of release is uncoordinated, and ionisation deficiencies can occur, 

causing the patient to be deprived of the needed treatment (Melaiye & Youngs, 2005:126; 
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Potgieter & Meidany 2017:597, 599).  Nanotechnology has intervened to satisfy this problem by 

enlarging the surface area of cations and reducing drug-loading capacity; however, nanomaterials 

are expensive and high doses of nanoparticles have been reported to pose a risk for cytotoxicity 

and elevated levels of ROS (Erjaee et al., 2017:700). 

Exudative wounds are hard to manage (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:862).  Rational dressing 

strategies that are left for several days need to provide sufficient fluid handling properties, 

otherwise maceration of the wound can occur due to the saturated dressing as well as the biofilms 

can originate from within the material, and an increased liability to be affected by local factors 

(Bowler et al., 1999:499; Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S28). 

Exudative wounds are hard to manage (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:862), although the frequency of 

dressing changes differs (Weller & Sussman, 2006:323).  Rational dressing strategies need to 

provide sufficient fluid handling properties, otherwise leakages of the absorbed wound fluid or 

maceration of the surrounding skin can occur due to the saturated dressing; and biofilms can 

originate from within the material, adding to an increased liability to be affected by local factors 

(Bowler et al., 1999:499; Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S28).  Diabetic wounds are furthermore 

characterised by an accumulation of exudative cells, which exhaust the ideal wound healing 

environment; hence, if not properly managed, the tissue lining can be threatened to enter a 

necrotic state that promotes debilitating ulceration (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:860; Widgerow, 

2011:287-288). 

2.4 Zeolite materials 

Aluminosilicates is a collective term referring to molecules with well-defined, microporous, 

crystalline structures of differently organised atoms such as aluminium (Al), silicone (Si) and 

oxygen (O) bound together.  Zeolite materials are one such entity that possesses these building 

blocks that give rise to a well-defined tetrahedral structure (Liu et al., 2006:1488).  A zeolite is 

defined as a mesoporous entity by means of possessing a highly porous nature due to its intrinsic 

crystalline structure (Liu et al., 2006:1488); the structure provides a framework of cavities and 

channels that can accommodate small molecules in these spaces that can easily be stored and 

released by means of ion-exchange (Dutta et al., 2005:2). 

Zeolites already have a practical implementation in biotechnology and medicine (Bacakova et al., 

2018:974).  Zeolite materials have generated a considerable interest in various industrial sectors 

as adsorbents, ionic exchangers and catalysts (Liu et al., 2006:1488; Ghosh, 2017:3927).  Due 

to zeolites’ physiologically inert nature, it is well known to be safe for usage in human and 

veterinary applications (Naves & Almeida, 2015:245).  The versatility allows the material to be 

tuneable to such an extent and by means of different synthesis methods, consisting of different 

framework compositions; each with different properties and affinities (Liu et al., 2006:1488).  Many 
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different derivatives of zeolites are available, including the faujasite, mordenite and the 

clinoptilolite (Dutta et al., 2005:2; Fonseca & Neves, 2013:84).  The clinoptilolite structure 

attributes to positive medical effects due to having very strong anti-oxidative properties (Pavelić 

et al., 2018:11; Naves & Almeida, 2015:245).  These properties have also been proven beneficial 

in the wound healing process and has been introduced as an improved wound healing approach 

due to the ability to also incorporate and retain therapeutic agents within the intravoid spaces 

(Pavelić et al., 2018:2, 3; Ninan et al., 2015:470). 

Absorbatox® is the patented name (Gast, 2014:8) of a clinoptilolite that has been potentiated and 

manipulated.  Moreover, Absorbatox® is synthetically enhanced to portray a more unique 

crystalline structure than other natural zeolites (Mncube, 2013:6).  Absorbatox® endows 

noteworthy physicochemical properties such as a strong adsorption capability, a high cation 

exchange capacity and strong anti-oxidative properties (Mncube, 2013:122). 

In previous studies, it has been confirmed that Absorbatox® has positive effects on health, 

including detoxification in the gut of the gastrointestinal tract (Potgieter et al., 2014:217), and the 

binding of harmful biologically active chemicals that are produced within an organism, tissue, or 

cell (Ghosh, 2017:3926-3927, Lamprecht et al., 2017:18).  These principles have additionally 

been investigated for wound healing purposes and the advantage of Absorbatox® has been 

reported due to its ion-exchange effect (Mncube, 2013:73). 

2.4.1 Wound healing mechanism of zeolite materials 

In particular, three proposed mechanisms will be discussed concerning this study to place the 

mechanism of the potentiated zeolite (Absorbatox®) in context of its ability to potentially heal 

wounds. 

2.4.1.1 Therapeutic ions 

The tetrahedral structure of aluminosilicates is composed of atoms (Si, Al and O), which are 

connected together by the sharing of the oxygen atoms, which result in pores and a cage-like 

structure since the positioned units cannot fill the available space entirely (Liu et al., 2006:1488).  

The void spaces build up a framework of cavities and channels that allow the easy movement of 

ions or molecules in and out of the structure (Pavelić et al., 2018:2; Ninan et al., 2015:470).  

Similar to all zeolites, Absorbatox® can be used to incorporate therapeutic cationic species that 

accelerate wound healing, such as nitric oxide, metallic cations, antibacterial agents, etc., which 

can be exchanged for others in a contact solution (Bedioui, 1995:39; Ninan et al., 2015:470).  

These moieties (Figure 2.2) partially replace parts of the aluminosilicate structure and are 

anchored and stabilised into the framework (Gandy et al., 2015:271-272; Potgieter et al., 

2014:216; Rai et al., 2009:77). 
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Figure 2.2: A simplified schematic representation of the three-dimensional tetrahedral 

structure after ion-exchange with cationic species (adapted from Pavelić et al. 

(2018:3) and Woodford, (2012)). 

The selected cationic species partially replace the aluminosilicate structure of the zeolite and take 

the form of a new entity and when exposed to a contact medium, the incorporated cations can 

leach out of the structure into the surrounding environment of the wound.  The therapeutic 

properties of the incorporated cations can now be exerted in the immature wound bed (Kaali et 

al., 2011:1029; Ninan et al., 2015:470, 472). 

2.4.1.1.1 Relevance of selected cations for wound healing 

In addition to the wound healing properties that the zeolites possess, cations can be incorporated 

to provide additive healing effects (Ferreira et al, 2016:145; Fox et al., 2010:1520; Sánchez et al., 

2014:252).  In this study, metal cations, including silver or zinc have been selected, and these 

moieties have been partially replaced in parts of the framework to form part of the aluminosilicate 

structure (Hanim et al., 2016:121). 

Topical application of silver cations provides antibacterial benefits, which in turn can lower the 

bacterial burden and reduce persistent infection that may cause a wound to become chronic 

(Bjarnsholt et al., 2007:921; Leaper, 2006:286).  Silver cations have a broad spectrum of 

antibacterial properties that are important due to rising incidences of antibiotic resistances 

(Monteiro et al., 2009:103; Tsiouris & Tsiouri, 2017:34).  The positive silver ion binds to the 

bacterial cell wall and nuclear membrane of the negatively charged microbial proteins and inhibits 

their cellular functions, which in effect damages the cell and leads to cell death (Melaiye & 

Youngs, 2005:126; Leaper, 2006:286).  Antimicrobial activity is mediated through three 

mechanisms: (i) alteration of the cell wall and cell distortion; (ii) blockage of respiratory enzyme 

pathways and thus metabolic activity; and (iii) irradiation of the genetic information (Babu et al., 

2006:4304-4305; Melaiye & Youngs, 2005:126; Rai et al., 2009:80-81). 

Zinc is an essential metallic element distributed in the human body which assists in the 

maintenance of the structural integrity of dermal tissue and mucosal membranes (Ågren et al., 

1991:102; Lansdown et al., 2007:3).  Topical application of zinc cations provides beneficial effects 
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to the wound healing environment through its anti-oxidative and anti-inflammatory properties.  

Zinc cations can assist in the liberation of the ROS by providing resistance to epithelial apoptosis 

(Kaufman et al., 2014:973); the cytoprotection consequently aids in the division of cells and 

assists in improved wound healing rates.  An increased expression of local growth factors can be 

facilitated, inducing keratinocytes to pave the wound surface with a provisional matrix and express 

fibroblasts to deposit granulation components and remodel the ECM in an ordered sequence 

(Clark, 2013b:11-12, 14). 

2.4.1.1.2 Advantage of selected cations incorporated in Absorbatox® 

Zeolites with cations incorporated in its structure can provide an improved approach to wound 

healing by providing an increased wound healing effect due to the additive properties that the 

cationic species can exert for wound healing (Horcajada et al., 2006:5974; Rosa et al., 2000:200).  

The approach adopted is described as the ‘ship in a bottle system’, where cationic silver and zinc 

are stabilised by the negative framework from inside the zeolite cavities (Rosa et al., 2000:200).  

The incorporation of the silver and zinc in the Absorbatox® structure allows for any specific 

oxidation state of the cation to be stabilised within the structure (Popovych et al., 2017: 29458), 

as well as possess the ability to release the cations at a controlled rate (by means of ion-

exchange) as it has been studied for zeolite materials (Bedi et al., 2012:352; Ferreira et al, 

2016:145; Sánchez et al., 2014:252). 

Absorbatox® allows for the long term retention of the cationic species within the structure (Bedi et 

al., 2012:352), because it takes form as a new entity (and not as individual components).  Through 

the incorporation of cations within the structure, improved wound healing outcomes may be 

achieved (Kaali et al., 2011:1029; Ninan et al., 2015:470, 472). 

2.4.1.2 Capillary action 

As the incorporated moieties are released to the wound bed at a controlled rate, the pores and 

channels of the aluminosilicate structure are left void (Bedi et al., 2012:352).  The structure now 

has a negative charge that generates the capillary suction forces, allowing the zeolites’ ability to 

draw and suck up positively charged species that have a high affinity for the negative crystalline 

structure (Kaali et al., 2011:1029; Pavelić et al., 2018:2).  Positively charged species that are 

found in the surrounding wound environment (include wound constituents, such as nitrates and 

amines) (Ghosh, 2017:3926-3927; Mncube, 2013:41, 73; Ninan et al., 2015:470) that exhausts 

the wound milieu, can subsequently be reduced (Figure 2.3) (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:862). 
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Figure 2.3: A simplified schematic representation of the ion-exchange mechanism for wound 

healing (adapted from Pavelić et al. (2018:3) and Woodford, (2012))). 

2.4.2 Antibacterial and anti-oxidative mechanism 

Zeolite materials are considered highly interesting for antibacterial applications (Bedi et al., 

2012:352-353; Javanmardi & Divband, 2017:26).  Furthermore, their ability to accommodate 

antibacterial agents in their structure also add a protective biological effect when ion-exchange 

takes place (Lalueza, 2011:680, 682; Zhou et al., 2014:5287).  Positive ions are attracted to the 

negatively charged cell membranes of the bacteria, subsequently the cations are released from 

the zeolite structure to bind with the bacteria and provide an antibacterial effect (Chen et al., 

2017:39271; Naves & Almeida, 2015:244; Ninan et al., 2015:472).  The formation of bacterial 

biofilms in the wound dressing can also be countered due to the release of the cations attracted 

to the negatively charged areas (Bjarnsholt et al., 2008:2-3; Kaali et al., 2011:1029). 

The general zeolite structure consists of specific physical and chemical properties, for example, 

a large pore volume that provides the ability to absorb uremic toxins (Naves & Almeida, 2015:244; 

Pellegrino et al., 2011:478, 482).  Thus, zeolites may reduce the negative effects caused by 

oxidative stress by absorbing the ROS (Figure 2.4).  The anti-oxidative effect may be among the 

most efficient contributing properties to improve wound healing (Pavelić et al., 2018:7; Ninan et 

al., 2015:477).  Absorbatox® is known for its anti-oxidative and free-radical scavenging properties 

and has been successfully reported on environmentally exposed skin (DermaV., 2019). 
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Figure 2.4: A simplified schematic representation of the ion-exchange capacity for wound 

healing applications; the zeolite structure is adapted from adapted from Pavelić et 

al. (2018:3) and Woodford, (2012). 

2.5 In vitro models to study the wound healing properties of Absorbatox® entities 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), wound healing is a complex 

process and many cellular interactions contribute to healing a sustained wound (Enoch & Leaper, 

2007:38; Velnar et al., 2009:1529).  Wound healing is usually investigated in a macroscopic sense 

(Ascione et al., 2016:123); however, there are various individual cellular behaviours and actual 

pathways that can be explored to represent how the cells would behave in the skin during wound 

healing, linking to actual in vivo outcomes (Monsuur et al., 2016:1385, Youssef et al., 2015:8).  

Investigation of the in vitro cell culture assays on a potential wound healing agent is necessary 

prior to moving a potential agent into clinical trials.  In vitro model efficacy screening serves as a 

basic platform for further clinical studies (Allen et al., 2005:654, Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017:433-434).  

The operating procedures of clinical testing is time-consuming and an expensive process, and 

the probability of clinical success can be enhanced by effective methods to determine efficacy 

with in vitro models (Van Tonder et al., 2015:2).  Cell cultures are obtained from a vast array of 

animals, including humans, enabling the accurate assessment of how agents affect in vitro target 

systems (Allen et al., 2005:765; Riss, 2005:16).  Ascione et al. (2016:124) described two main 

modes of skin resident cells, including keratinocytes and fibroblasts, as discussed 

comprehensively in Section 2.2.1.  These cells play a specific role in the dynamic phases of the 

wound healing process (Spiekstra et al., 2007:712; Warsinske et al., 2015:1556) and can be 

cultured to perform in vitro tests, pertaining to skin responses (Vidmar et al., 2017:273; Wiegand 

& Hiplet, 2009:74). 
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Wound healing treatments that are proposed for topical application on skin needs to be evaluated, 

in terms of exhibiting non-cytotoxic effects.  As mentioned in Sections 2.1 and 2.4, zeolites are 

physiologically inert (Lamprecht et al., 2017:18; Liu et al., 2006:1488); however, it can be 

expected that higher amounts of metal cation groups may cause increased skin cell responses 

(Beyth et al., 2008:4162; Hanim et al., 2016:127).  Therefore, the relevance of the MTT-assay is 

to provide basic cytotoxicity results and can be explained by the fact that it is difficult to compare 

findings of different authors due to varying structural properties of zeolites and subsequently, the 

in vitro profiles may also differ (Thomassen et al., 2012:473).  An assay allows the ability to 

measure the mitochondrial activity that is apparent in viable cells containing an intact plasma 

membrane, whereas when cytotoxicity occurs and consequently damages the plasma membrane 

of cells, their ability to produce and contain the MTT quantifiable product (more specifically MTT-

formazan crystals) is reduced (Da Rocha, 2015:9, Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006:172).  Results 

obtained from the MTT-assay can be utilised to indicate the ability of the treatments to induce cell 

viability, which can be correlated to the properties of the wound healing treatment (López-García 

et al., 2014:44; Thomassen et al., 2012:479). 

Currently, the scratch assay is a straightforward and simple method performed to determine the 

wound healing properties of treatments.  This method consists of inducing an artificial scratch to 

simulate a “wound” area (Freshney, 2005b:499; Jonkman et al., 2014:442).  The ability of the 

cells to grow from the wound edge across the centre of the area in an attempt to cover the 

damaged area (Dhillon et al., 2017:5) can be related to how cells react towards Absorbatox® in 

order to repair damaged cells (Li et al., 2015:617; Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017:433-434). 

In addition, as comprehensively discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2; wound healing is 

dependent upon cellular interactions and the progression into the next phase (Clark, 2013b:13-

15).  Therefore, in vitro cell culture tests on representative skin-derived models, can serve as 

substantiating results indicating the wound healing properties of Absorbatox® and cations in 

different concentrations and cation ratios. 

2.6 The modality of Absorbatox® for wound healing 

The clinical practice is wired behind creating an ideal wound environment by stimulating the 

healing cascade and supporting successive healing events provided by the body (Weller & 

Sussman, 2006:320).  Furthermore, topical wound care addresses several parameters, including 

the pathobiological basis, extent of tissue damage and type of outcome needed, i.e. how intensely 

the wound is subtracted from an ideal environment or not (Han, 2015:41). 

There is a variety of wound dressing materials intended for topical application that can be used 

for local skin conditions (Sarabahi, 2012:381), for example, lotions, creams, sprays, ointments, 

aerosols, gels, skin patches or films.  Another approach to wound care consists of wound 
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dressings that are intended to cover a specific wound with functional materials.  Currently, there 

is a vast amount of materials utilised as wound dressings, for instance transparent films, 

polyurethane foams, hydrofibres, hydrocolloids and hydrogels (Aulton, 2013:701-702; Cutting & 

Westgate, 2012:S28). 

In addition, these wound dressing materials could work in conjunction with therapeutic agents to 

passively alter the wound environment and interact with the wound surface to optimise healing 

(Kocaaga et al., 2019:47640).  A wide variety of wound dressing materials based with therapeutic 

agents can be custom-tailored and intervened to achieve the favoured outcomes with topical 

wound care (Bourdillon et al., 2017:1067; Lee et al., 2016:219; Osmokrovic et al., 2018:280). 

The agent of interest subjected to this study was Absorbatox®, with metal cations incorporated 

into its structure.  Two wound dressing materials, a silicone gel and a dry dressing were selected, 

each comprising the Absorbatox® entities to impart a certain functionality that will support the 

wound healing process (Vowden & Vowden, 2014:463). 

2.6.1 Silicone gel 

A gel can be described as a semi-solid system, where an interlaced network forms between 

suspended particles within a dispersion medium.  This dispersion medium can consist of aqueous, 

alcoholic, miscible blends or non-polar solvents (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34; Ramchandani & 

Toddywala, 1997:547; Williams, 2013:690).  A silicone gel consists of non-polar solvents, such 

as silica-based materials, that provide the medium into which the solid particulate material is to 

be dispersed (Attwood, 2013:85-86; Mitsui, 1997:351; Séné et al., 2002:4).  Furthermore, 

excipients for example thickening agents and surfactants can be added to aid in constituting and 

maintaining a continuous phase between the silica materials and the suspended particles.  A 

continuous phase imparts stability and rigidity to the structure, as well as increases the viscosity 

of the formulation (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34; Ji et al., 2009:12325; Williams, 2013:690).  A higher 

viscosity provides the unique property of being easily rubbed into the skin, and silicone resins can 

be incorporated to improve the substantivity of formulations applied to the skin (Swe & 

Asavapichayont, 2018:485). 

Silicone gels are semi-solid dosage form suitable for different wound shapes concerning local 

skin conditions and superficial wounds (Kwon et al., 2014:1032).  Semi-solids provide improved 

patient compliance due to the ease of application, effortless maintenance and absence of irritating 

skin side-effects.  This gel is hydrophobic, which has shown to restore the homeostatic 

environment after disruptions of the epidermal layer.  Its adherence to granulation factors is 

limited, and the gel can assist in managing interactions, such as water loss or evaporation of the 

immature stratum corneum (Mustoe, 2008:82; O’Shaughnessy et al., 2009:708; Weller & 

Sussman, 2006:322).  This promotes prompt epithelialisation, as the epidermal migration is 
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influenced by reduced mast cell activity and inflammatory mediators.  In effect, the application of 

silicone gels can help improve wound healing during the remodelling phase (Bleasdale et al., 

2015:423; Cadet et al., 2018:31). 

2.6.1.1 Silicone gel with Absorbatox®-zinc 

Silicone is an intrinsically non-active preparation that is able to facilitate solid particulate material, 

such as the Absorbatox® entities into the silicone matrix.  Silicone gels can offer a manner of 

application for the entities, whilst possessing an adequate shelf-life (Swe & Asavapichayont, 

2018:485).  When the silicone gel has been topically applied, it dries rapidly, leaving the 

Absorbatox®-zinc in intimate contact with the skin (Kirilov et al., 2015:16, 19).  Absorbatox®-zinc 

can now provide a wound healing action by its ion-exchange effect (as described in 

Section 2.4.1.1.2), where the cations exert their therapeutic effects in the wound.  Generally, the 

ion-exchange capacity will partake with wound constituents or any ionic material, such as polar 

solvents (Kaufman et al., 2014:973; Lansdown et al., 2007:3).  Literature concerning the ionic 

behaviour within gels are limited; however, according to Ji et al. (2009:12325) and Schalau and 

Aliyar (2015:429, 432), the ionic behaviour of Absorbatox®-zinc within a silicone gel, is proposed 

to be stabilised within the non-polar silicone matrix. 

2.6.2 Dry dressing 

A dry dressing consists of functional materials for instance, an outer compressive layer comprising 

layers of semi-permeable materials and non-woven sachets (Maver et al., 2017:580; Weller & 

Sussman, 2006:323).  The sachet provides an embodiment to fill with therapeutic agents to 

achieve best possible healing performance regarding moisture retentiveness.  A dry dressing is 

most commonly used in clinical practice for an exuding wound whereby the healing is largely a 

matter of wound fluid control (Hollis, 2008:23). 

Regarding moisture-retentive dressings such as a dry dressing, the prime objective is to prepare 

a wound bed with an ideal environment for further healing (Aulton, 2013:701, Widgerow, 

2011:287, 288).  Wound exudate and excess moisture can be drawn from the wound to become 

trapped within the sachets (Weller & Sussman, 2006:321); this will aid in epithelial migratory 

activity, angiogenesis, production of growth factors, etc. (Maver et al., 2017:580).  Furthermore, 

a dry dressing is placed directly over the wound, which can act as an external barrier against 

microbial invasion due to its occlusive properties (Hollis, 2008:23).  Dry dressings provide fluid 

handling properties and moisture retentive performances that demonstrate a strategy to reduce 

complications of e.g. a progressive DFU and resolve fastened inflammatory sequelae (Brownrigg 

et al., 2014:985). 
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2.6.2.1 Dry dressing with Absorbatox®-silver 

The dry dressing was designed to embody the Absorbatox®-silver agents and facilitate a positive 

impact of keeping the Absorbatox®-silver chemically and physically stable within the embodiment.  

The Absorbatox®-silver entities exert their therapeutic effects with the wound in an indirect way, 

by providing antibacterial effects within the dressing (Maver et al., 2017:577).  The absorbed 

exudate can be retained within the embodiment, wherein the Absorbatox®-silver can engage with 

the microbes and non-viable or inflammatory residues.  Absorbatox®-silver is embodied as a 

mesoporous particulate entity within the sachet, and storage operations of the dry dressing is 

important due to possible degradation of the entities that can occur due to water or molecular 

oxygen (Crupi et al., 2006:377; Ferwerda & Van der Maas, 1995:2149; Mottillo & Friščić, 

2014:7471, 7473). 

2.6.3 Accelerated stability testing 

One important feature of wound dressing materials is the stability thereof; natural ageing is 

accompanied by change in the examined samples.  Investigations of the stability of wound 

dressings comprising the Absorbatox® entities pertains to a pharmacological and an economic 

sense, wherein different parameters can be applied, such as elevating the temperature, moisture, 

light, pH or oxygen, which induce changes in the same way that can correspond to the changes 

of natural ageing within a much shorter time period (Wu et al., 2011:456). 

The main parameters to induce the rapid occurrence of chemical and physical change is through 

temperature and relative humidity (RH) variations (Romanowski & Schueller, 2006:655).  

According to the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH, 2006:3), applying the 

principles of accelerated stability testing on test samples under specified conditions can provide 

the ability to measure the rate of degradation of test samples (Barnes, 2013:843-844).  These 

tests will be done in accordance with the ICH and will include the following conditions: 

 40 ± 2 ºC/75 ± 5% RH for short-term accelerated storage; 

 30 ± 2 ºC/65 ± 5% RH for intermediated accelerated storage, and 

 25 ± 2 ºC/60 ± 5% RH for long-term storage. 

Physical changes which may occur, include mass change, viscosity increases or decreases, 

separation, softening, sedimentation or cracking wherein chemical changes include chemical 

instabilities regarding the concentration (Mitsui, 1997:191).  Considering the effectiveness of 

topical products (in this case wound dressing materials), the physicochemical properties are 

important factors to evaluate whether the product with the incorporated entities can maintain a 

sense of stability (Barnes, 2013:843-844). 
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2.7 Conclusion 

Wound healing is a complex process that our bodies need to comply with to restore our normal 

bodily functions.  Wound healing can be affected by multiple factors that can delay or retard the 

onset of healing.  Ideal wound care is aimed to optimally prepare the immature wound bed (Clark, 

2013b:13-15; Enoch & Leaper, 2007:37) by providing properties to enhance the wound healing 

process mechanically and physiologically (Vakilian et al., 2018:33).  Commercial wound care 

products are available utilising therapeutic substances and healing enhancers (Hussain et al., 

2017:598), but the therapeutic outcomes are variable due to insufficient drug squandering 

(Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:597; Rhett et al., 2008:173). 

Zeolite materials have generated a considerable interest in biomedicine and technology 

(Bacakova et al., 2018:974).  Absorbatox®, belonging to the zeolite family, has also been studied 

for its biological effects and wound healing properties (Gandy et al., 2015:272; Mncube, 2013:51; 

Potgieter et al., 2014:216).  Similar to all zeolites, Absorbatox® possesses properties that are 

comparable by tending to wound care on grounds of its ion-exchange capacity (Bedi et al., 

2012:352).  In addition to the wound healing properties that zeolite materials possess, cations 

may be incorporated to provide additive healing effects (Ferreira et al, 2016:145; Fox et al., 

2010:1520; Sánchez et al., 2014:252) by contributing to a more ideal wound environment exempt 

from microbial, radical species and inflammatory cells that exhaust the milieu, as well as assist in 

the maintenance of the structural integrity (Lansdown et al., 2007:3; Leaper, 2006:286).  In vitro 

efficacy testing provides the assessment of individual cellular behaviour, which links to skin cell 

responses after treatment with Absorbatox® and selected cation groups (Ascione et al., 

2016:124). 

A suitable wound modality (specifically referred to as a wound dressing material) could work in 

conjunction with the Absorbatox® entities to facilitate a positive impact with regards to maintaining 

a sense of stability.  The study also investigated potential topical modalities of Absorbatox® to 

determine the stability as wound healing materials. 
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CHAPTER 3 - ARTICLE FOR THE PUBLICATION IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICS 

 

Chapter 3 was written in article format for publication in “International Journal of Pharmaceutics”; 

UK English and Arial 11 were used.  This Chapter was justified for the ease of reading.  The 

complete authors’ guidelines are presented in Appendix E. 
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Abstract 

In this in vitro study, a zeolite derivative (Absorbatox®) was investigated to determine whether 

the incorporation of two selected cations (silver and zinc) in its structure proved to be 

efficacious for wound healing.  Two skin-derived cell lines, namely pre-malignant human 

immortalised keratinocytes (HaCaT) and normal human dermal fibroblasts (84BR) were used 

to represent the target system (i.e. skin) on which the cytotoxicity, wound healing potential and 

cell migration rate enhancement of the Absorbatox® experimental groups, were examined.  

None of the experimental groups displayed cytotoxicity, measured with the methyl thiazolyl 

tetrazolium (MTT) assay, towards the two cell lines.  From the scratch assay results, it was 

evident that Absorbatox® alone exhibited faster wound closure than the untreated control 

group.  Moreover, Absorbatox® incorporated with either silver or zinc showed an even more 

enhanced wound healing activity on both cell lines, than Absorbatox® alone, with the wound 

fields almost completely closed after 48 h.  Therefore, Absorbatox® incorporated with the 

cations provided additive wound healing properties substantiating their potential to provide 

promising wound healing properties. 

Keywords: Absorbatox®, cytotoxicity, in vitro skin cells, silver, wound healing, zeolite, zinc 
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1  Introduction 1 

The term “wound” is defined as a condition in which the normal skin integrity is exposed to a 2 

destructive stimulus that affects skin or organs (Gantwerker & Hom, 2012; Gurtner et al., 3 

2005).  Upon wounding, a stepwise cascade of cellular events strives to expeditiously close 4 

the wound gap in an attempt to restore the functional barrier (Clark, 2013; Braiman-Wiksman 5 

et al., 2007).  Skin resident cells such as keratinocytes and fibroblasts are known to play a 6 

critical role in maintaining skin integrity by undergoing cell regeneration, division and migration 7 

(Gurtner et al., 2005; Spiekstra et al., 2007; Warsinske et al., 2015).  These cells are involved 8 

in the repair of tissue wounds as a fundamental process to re-establish tissue integrity and 9 

regular function (Gurtner et al., 2005).  However, several of the wound healing phases can 10 

suffer a slower onset of healing as a result of infections, free-radical species, pathobiological 11 

abnormalities, to name but a few (Enoch & Leaper, 2005; Velnar et al., 2009). 12 

The use of metal cations has been found to reduce bacterial infections and provide improved 13 

therapeutic effects on the wound healing process (Lansdown et al., 2007; Lansdown, 2004).  14 

Nonetheless, some studies have reported the cytotoxic effects of metal cations (Beyth et al., 15 

2008; Youssef et al., 2015).  By incorporating metal cations into the structure of zeolites, the 16 

cytotoxic effect can be reduced or even completely avoided (Asraf et al., 2019).  Zeolites have 17 

a well-defined tetrahedral structure composed of differently organised atoms such as 18 

aluminium (Al), silicone (Si) and oxygen (O) (Lamprecht et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2006); the 19 

structure provides a framework of cavities and channels that can accommodate small 20 

molecules in these spaces, which can easily be stored and released by means of ion-21 

exchange (Dutta et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006:1488).  Zeolites already have a practical 22 

implementation in biotechnology and medicine (Bacakova et al., 2018).  Absorbatox®, a zeolite 23 

derivative, has been shown to have wound healing properties (Asraf et al., 2019; Thomassen 24 

et al., 2012; Youssef et al., 2015).  The wound healing characteristics of Absorbatox® have 25 

previously been investigated by Mncube (2013); however, the current study aimed to 26 

determine the wound healing potential of Absorbatox® with cations incorporated in its 27 

structure, using in vitro skin-derived cell cultures. 28 
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The Absorbatox® entities included the particulate form of: 1) Absorbatox® alone; 2) 29 

Absorbatox®-silver, and 3) Absorbatox®-zinc.  The amount of silver and zinc incorporated into 30 

the Absorbatox® structure was expressed as a percentage ratio of the particular cation per 31 

Absorbatox® molecule.  During the wound healing assay, the wound area should remain 32 

visible for accurate measurements before and after test compound addition (Cama et al., 33 

2005).  For this reason, the concentrations of the Absorbatox® groups tested on the cells were 34 

optimised accordingly.  Selected concentrations of 0.15 and 0.30 mg/ml were used throughout 35 

the in vitro assays to evaluate both the cytotoxicity and wound healing potential of the different 36 

Absorbatox® entities. 37 

2  Materials and Methods 38 

2.1  Materials 39 

Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-silver (0.25%) and Absorbatox®-zinc (2.00%), were obtained from 40 

Absorbatox (Pty) Ltd. (Gauteng, South Africa).  Pre-malignant human immortalised 41 

keratinocytes were donated by the University of Witwatersrand and the normal human dermal 42 

fibroblasts (84BR - #90011805) were purchased from the European Collection of 43 

Authenticated Cell Cultures (ECACC, Public Health England, Salisbury, UK).  From Sigma-44 

Aldrich (Pty) Ltd. (Merck Millipore Affiliate, Gauteng, South Africa), the following consumables 45 

were purchased: thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide salt (MTT, #M5655), dimethyl sulfoxide 46 

(DMSO), Triton™ X-100 (#T8787), 12-well plates (TPP® tissue culture plates) and Trypan blue 47 

(#T8154).  Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) and phosphate buffered saline 48 

(PBS) were obtained from Separations (Gauteng, South Africa), whereas foetal bovine serum 49 

(FBS) was procured from Thermo Fisher Scientific (HyClone™, Gauteng, South Africa).  50 

Trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution and the other supplements such as 51 

non-essential amino acids (NEAA, 100X), L-glutamine (200 mM) and penicillin/streptomycin 52 

(pen/strep, 10000 penicillin U/ml/10000 streptomycin U/ml) were obtained from Lonza, 53 

Whitehead Scientific (Western Cape, South Africa).  Other consumables such as the Costar® 54 

flat bottom 96-well plates (Corning Inc.), 25 cm2 and 75 cm2 culture flasks (Corning Inc.) were 55 

ordered from Corning Costar, The Scientific group (Gauteng, South Africa).  Cell counting was 56 
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conducted by using either a haemocytometer (Marienfeld-Superior, 0.0025 mm2, Germany) or 57 

a Scepter™ 2.0 handheld automated cell counter (Merck Millipore, Gauteng, South Africa). 58 

2.2  Methods 59 

All the in vitro studies were carried out under sterile conditions, as stipulated in the standard 60 

operating procedures (SOPs) developed at The Centre of Excellence for Pharmaceutical 61 

Sciences (Pharmacen™), North-West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa.  The two cell 62 

lines, HaCaT and 84BR, were registered at the North-West University Health Research Ethics 63 

Committee (NWU-HREC) for the use of commercial cell lines during in vitro experiments. 64 

2.2.1  Passaging of the cell lines 65 

Both cell lines were separately cultured in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks at 37°C, 5% CO2, 95% 66 

humidity and maintained in DMEM.  The growth mediums were supplemented with 1% 67 

pen/strep, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% NEAAs and 10% FBS for the HaCaT cells (from now on 68 

referred to as DMEM-) and 1% pen/strep, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% NEAAs and 15% FBS for 69 

the 84BR cells (referred to as DMEM+).  The spent growth medium of each cell line was 70 

replaced every other day and when the cells reached a confluency of about 80 to 90%, the 71 

cells were passaged by means of trypsinisation.  Basically, the cells were washed twice with 72 

PBS and trypsinised with trypsin-EDTA solution for 4 min (84BR) and 7-9 min (HaCaT) at 73 

37°C.  After incubation, the trypsin was neutralised with the addition of growth medium and 74 

the cell suspension centrifuged at 140 x g for 5 min to form a cell pellet.  The pellet was re-75 

suspended in fresh growth medium, divided into new cell culture flasks and returned to the 76 

incubator (Fox et al., 2017; Freshney, 2005).  A split ratio of 1:10 was maintained for the 77 

HaCaT cells, whereas the 84BRs were sub-cultured at a ratio lower than 1:3. 78 

2.2.2  Seeding the cell lines 79 

The cell density required for seeding in the multi-well plates was optimised to obtain 80% 80 

confluence on the day of MTT-assay onset and to obtain a cell monolayer before wound 81 

induction (Freshney, 2005; Jonkman et al., 2014).  For the MTT-assays (96-well plates), the 82 

HaCaT and 84BR cells were seeded at a total viable count of 10000 cells/well (50000 cells/ml) 83 

and 6000 cells/well (30000 cells/ml), respectively at a volume of 200 μl per well.  The scratch 84 
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assay for wound-healing (12-well plates), the HaCaT and 84BR cells were seeded at a total 85 

viable count of 1 x 106 cells/well (400000 cells/ml) and 5 x 105 cells/well (200000 cells/ml), 86 

respectively at a volume of 2.5 ml per well. 87 

2.2.3  Preparation of Absorbatox® entities 88 

The Absorbatox® entities included the particulate form of: 1) Absorbatox® alone; 2) 89 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) and 3) Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%).  The amount of silver and 90 

zinc ions incorporated into the Absorbatox® structure were expressed as a percentage of the 91 

particular cation per Absorbatox® molecule; wherein a second percentage ratio of each metal 92 

cation incorporated group was prepared by mixing equal amounts of Absorbatox® with 93 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) to prepare Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%), or Absorbatox® with 94 

Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%) to prepare Absorbatox®-zinc (1.000%). 95 

Table 1: 96 

The three Absorbatox® entities with the subsequent experimental groups of each 97 

 98 

Table 1 summarises the Absorbatox® experimental groups wherein each experimental group 99 

was made up with the required volume of growth media to provide a concentrated stock 100 

solution (1 mg/ml).  Selected concentrations of 0.15 and 0.30 mg/ml were used throughout the 101 

in vitro assays to evaluate both the cytotoxicity and wound healing potential of the different 102 

Absorbatox® entities. 103 

2.2.4  In vitro cytotoxicity – MTT-assay 104 

Following a 24 h recovery period after seeding, the cells were treated with freshly prepared 105 

experimental group solutions (this time point was considered as T0).  The cytotoxicity of the 106 

selected Absorbatox® entities was performed by means of the MTT-assay initiated after either 107 

24 or 48 h drug exposure (T24; T48).  The MTT solution (5 mg/ml) was freshly prepared in 108 

PBS.  The cells were washed twice with 100 μl PBS to remove all the media remnants.  A 109 

volume of 180 μl of non-additive DMEM was added to each well, followed by the addition of 110 

20 μl MTT solution to make up a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml MTT on the cells (Fotakis & 111 

Timbrell, 2006).  Due to the light-sensitivity of MTT, aluminium foil was used to cover the plates 112 
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for an incubation period of 4 h.  After the incubation period, the MTT solution was replaced 113 

with 200 µl DMSO and the plates placed on a compact rocker for 1 h to dissolve the formazan 114 

crystals.  The absorbance was measured with a SpectraMax® Paradigm® Multi-Mode 115 

Microplate reader (Molecular Devices, United States of America) at two wavelengths: a cell 116 

signal of 560 nm and the background at 630 nm.  By adding a background reference measured 117 

at a wavelength of 630 nm, the effect of light scattering, bubbles and cell debris is reduced 118 

(Riss et al., 2005). 119 

An untreated control (cells treated with growth medium alone – considered as having a cell 120 

viability of 100%), DMSO blank, as well as a dead cell control (cells exposed to 0.2% Triton™ 121 

X-100 for ±15 min) were included on the plate. 122 

The subsequent percentage cell viability was calculated according to Equation 1; where Δ 123 

indicates Absorbance560 – Absorbance630: 124 

%Cell viability = 
∆sample – Δ blank

∆untreated control – Δ blank
 x 100  (Eq. 1) 125 

2.2.5  Wound healing scratch assay 126 

The method used for the scratch assay was adapted from Liang et al. (2007) and was 127 

performed on the two adherent cell lines (HaCaT and 84BR), each seeded separately in the 128 

12-well plates.  At T0 the cells were examined under an inverted light microscope to ensure 129 

the formation of a monolayer.  Then a sterile 200 μl pipette tip was used to make straight 130 

scratches across the cell monolayer in each well.  To obtain accurate and reproducible 131 

measurements, the wound field should have relatively even edges and a minimum amount of 132 

cellular debris within the field (Fox et al., 2017; Jonkman et al., 2014).  Any remaining cellular 133 

debris was removed by washing each scratch four times with 1 ml non-additive growth 134 

medium, followed by the addition of 4 ml of each prepared experimental group.  Untreated 135 

control wells were also included and received only growth medium.  The plates were incubated 136 

for 48 h, during which time images were captured every 8 h using an Eclipse TS100 inverted 137 

light microscope equipped with a DFK 72AUC02 camera.  Each well’s scratch was monitored 138 

at three positions (top, middle, bottom) marked with reference points to ensure that the same 139 
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“wound” is observed.  ImageJ software was used to measure the wound surface area and the 140 

following equations were used to calculate the percentage wound closure (%WC) and 141 

migration rate, respectively: 142 

%WC = 
(Pre-migration)surface area – (Migration)surface area

(Pre-migration)surface area

 x 100   (Eq. 2) 143 

The migration rate (μm2/h) of the wound healing process was also determined in order to 144 

quantify the rate of gap closure.  This indicates the rate at which the wound healing agent 145 

caused the wound field to close (Jonkman et al., 2014). 146 

Migration rate (µm2/h) = 
(Pre-migration)surface area – (Migration)surface area

Time (h)
  (Eq. 3) 147 

2.2.6  Cell migration 148 

The cell migration assay was conducted on HaCaT cells according to the manufacturer 149 

guidelines of the CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration kit (Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA, 150 

U.S.A.).  A volume of 500 µl of DMEM- was added to the bottom wells of the plates.  A total of 151 

3 x 105 cells/well (1000000 cells/ml) at a volume of 300 µl/well was added to each insert.  152 

These cell suspensions were prepared in non-additive medium containing the various 153 

experimental groups.  An untreated control was also included, which contained cells in non-154 

additive medium only.  The cells were allowed to migrate through the membrane, towards the 155 

FBS (in the DMEM- media) for a period of 24 h.  The migratory cells passed through the 156 

polycarbonate membrane and remained attached to the bottom of the membrane insert.  157 

Migratory cells on the bottom of the polycarbonate membrane were stained and quantified at 158 

a wavelength of 560 nm after extraction (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017). 159 

%Cell migration = 
Absorbance of treated cells

Absorbance of untreated cells
 x 100  (Eq. 4) 160 

2.4  Statistical analysis 161 

All the MTT experiments were done in six replicates, whereas the wound healing assays were 162 

performed in triplicate.  The results were analysed with Statistica® 13.3 (StatSoft, TIBCO 163 

Software Inc., CA, U.S.A.) to identify any statistically significant differences between the 164 

various experimental groups, where data is shown as the mean±standard deviation (SD), with 165 

significance accepted when p<0.05.  Statistical analysis was carried out by means of a one-166 
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way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with either Tukey's honestly significant difference (HSD) 167 

test or Kruskal-Wallis test as the post-hoc tests. 168 

3  Results and discussion 169 

3.1  Cytotoxicity – MTT-assay 170 

The data obtained from the MTT-assay is shown in Fig. 1 and 2, and provides basic toxicity 171 

results concerning the skin cell responses towards Absorbatox® alone and in combination with 172 

the selected cations. 173 

 174 

Fig. 1:  %Cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h period with 175 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (n=6).  The statistical significance with 1) untreated 176 

control (*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined 177 

with Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the 178 

untreated control, which was considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line). 179 

 180 

Fig. 2:  %Cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h period with 181 

Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups (n=6).  The statistical significance with 1) untreated 182 

control (*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined 183 

with Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the 184 

untreated control, which was considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line). 185 

From Fig. 1 and 2, it was evident that none of the experimental groups induced a %cell viability 186 

lower than 75%.  According to López-García et al. (2014), the %cell viability can act as an 187 

indicator of the cytotoxicity level of a drug.  Compounds with a %cell viability of 80% and 188 

higher, can be considered as non-cytotoxic.  Therefore, the results revealed that the 189 

Absorbatox® experimental groups at their varying concentrations and cation ratios had no 190 

negative impact on the two cell lines, as it can be considered as slightly (75-80%) or mostly 191 

non-cytotoxic (>80%) (López-García et al., 2014).  This is in agreement with other studies 192 

concerning various zeolite structures described by authors to be non-toxic towards various in 193 

vitro cell cultures (Asraf et al., 2019; Thomassen et al., 2012; Youssef et al., 2015). 194 
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When comparing the Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc groups with the untreated 195 

control of each cell line, it was found that the %cell viability increased slightly from 24 to 48 h 196 

exposure.  The results obtained from the 84BR cells showed that most of the experimental 197 

groups presented viabilities all above the 100% viability mark; even though only A(Z1)-A and 198 

A(Z1)-B (Fig 1.b) together with A(A1)-A and A(A2)-A (Fig. 2.b) were statistically significant 199 

after a 48 h exposure period as determined with the Kruskal-Wallis test.  Although metal 200 

cations are known to have a negative effect on in vitro cells (Beyth et al., 2008), the 201 

incorporation of the metal cation into the structure of a zeolite has shown to reduce or 202 

completely avoid the cytotoxic effect (Asraf et al., 2019; Thomassen et al., 2012; Youssef et 203 

al., 2015); this is evident during this study as well.  Therefore, both metal cations incorporated 204 

into Absorbatox® showed no cytotoxicity towards the skin-derived cell lines.  This suggested 205 

that the cellular mitochondrial activity, of especially the 84BR cells, increased over the duration 206 

of a 48 h exposure period, leading to the increased cell viability (Thomassen et al., 2012). 207 

When comparing the Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc to the Absorbatox® control at 208 

two concentrations, A-A and A-B, statistical significant differences were observed in most 209 

cases following 24 or 48 h treatment on both cell lines.  This showed that Absorbatox® with 210 

either one of the metal cations incorporated into its structure performed better in enhancing 211 

the cell viability of both the HaCaT and 84BR cells, than Absorbatox® alone. 212 

3.4.2  Wound healing scratch assay 213 

When skin is superficially injured, wounds are healed through various dynamic cellular 214 

interactions (Enoch & Leaper 2008; Piperigkou et al., 2018).  The damaged cells are repaired 215 

and this regenerative process can be measured as the %WC of in vitro cell cultures (Dhillon 216 

et al., 2017).  By measuring and comparing the total surface area (µm2) of the initial “scratch”, 217 

with the migrated area at subsequent time intervals, the capability of the treated cells to close 218 

or “heal” the wound gap can be expressed as the %WC (Dhillon et al., 2017).  The %WC 219 

results, obtained with the wound healing scratch assay performed on both cell lines are shown 220 

in Fig. 3. 221 

 222 
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Fig. 3:  The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the Absorbatox®-223 

silver experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance with the untreated 224 

control as determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05) is indicated with an asterisk.  The data 225 

was normalised to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% wound closure 226 

(indicated with a dashed line). 227 

It is found that all the Absorbatox® experimental groups at all concentrations and cation ratios 228 

showed a high wound healing capability.  The untreated control (indicated as a dashed line at 229 

100%), represented how the cells repaired the damaged area without any interventions, while 230 

the Absorbatox® treated experimental groups showed how the cells reacted towards the test 231 

groups (Li et al., 2015; Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017).  All the experimental groups demonstrated 232 

similar %WC capabilities on both cell lines.  However, only the %WC of the A(A1)-A group 233 

was found to be statistically significant for the HaCaT cells after 24 h treatment, relative to the 234 

untreated control, as determined with Tukey’s HSD test.  The Absorbatox®-silver groups (in 235 

Fig. 3.a), in general, showed better wound healing activity than Absorbatox® alone on the 236 

HaCaT cell line.  Zeolites with cations incorporated in its structure has been reported to 237 

enhance wound healing on in vitro models (Ferreira et al., 2016; Fox et al., 2010; Kocaaga et 238 

al.,2019); this is evident during this study as well. 239 

Migration rates of treatments can be interpreted, as described by Blattes et al. (2017), to either 240 

accelerate or retard the speed at which cells migrate towards or across the wound area.  The 241 

cell migration rate of the wound areas treated with the Absorbatox® experimental groups are 242 

represented in Fig. 4. 243 

 244 

Fig. 4:  The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the Absorbatox®-245 

zinc experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance with the untreated 246 

control as determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05) is indicated with an asterisk.  The data 247 

was normalised to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% wound closure 248 

(indicated with a dashed line). 249 

 250 
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Fig. 5:  The %migration rate of HaCaT (a and c) and 84BR cells (b and d) treated with the 251 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (a and b) and Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups 252 

(c and d) for 24 and 48 h.  The coloumns represent the mean values (n=3).  The statistical 253 

significance with the untreated control as determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05) is 254 

indicated with an asterisk.  The data was normalised to the untreated control, which was 255 

considered as 100% wound closure (indicated with a dashed line). 256 

It is suggested by the results, it is found that the migration rate increased drastically up to 24 257 

h, followed by a lower increase up to 48 h.  According to the literature, when the wound field 258 

area becomes smaller, there is an observed interplay between cellular growth, motility and 259 

colony expansion, known as contact inhibition (Puliafito et al., 2012).  As seen in Fig. 5.a, the 260 

groups A(A1)-A and A(A1)-B portrayed higher statistically significant migration rates with 261 

regards to all the other experimental groups on the HaCaT cells as determined with Tukey’s 262 

HSD test.  Therefore, when silver is incorporated into the Absorbatox® structure at a 0.125% 263 

ratio, it has a significantly enhanced effect on HaCaT cell migration, this can also be related 264 

back to the improved %WC seen in Fig. 3.a.  Ferreira et al. (2016) and Sánchez et al. (2014) 265 

reported that zeolite-silver or zeolite-zinc materials can provide wound healing properties.  The 266 

potential wound healing effect of zeolites with silver and zinc cations in the structure can be 267 

related to antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative effects (Ninan et al., 2015).  268 

However, the additive effects of the selected metal cations on a wound, cannot be justified 269 

only on cellular level using in vitro studies (Herzmann et al., 2016; Houghton et al., 2005) and 270 

further in vivo studies are recommended.  Therefore, it is suggested that the wound healing 271 

effects seen in this study may rather be linked to the cation exchange capacity of the tested 272 

groups. 273 

 274 

Fig. 6:  Selected microscopic images of the wound fields introduced by the scratch technique 275 

on HaCaT (top 2 rows) and 84BR cells (bottom 2 rows).  The untreated cells, as well as cells 276 

after treatment with A(A2)-B at T0, T24 and T48 are displayed.  Yellow lines mark the wound 277 

field area that was measured with each analysis. 278 
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The images in Fig. 6 depict the wound healing closure of Absorbatox®-silver that exerted a 279 

high wound healing capability on both cell lines.  This demonstrates the ability of Absorbatox® 280 

and Absorbatox® incorporated with metal cations (such as silver) to enhance wound healing 281 

in in vitro cell based models.  For all the Absorbatox® treatment groups, it was observed that 282 

the wound field was almost completely covered after 48 h, indicating the enhanced wound 283 

healing activity of these formulations. 284 

3.4.3  Wound migration assay 285 

The polycarbonate membranes of the CytoSelect™ cell migration assay kit is a non-286 

degradable substrate, which serves as a barrier to discriminate migratory cells from non-287 

migratory cells (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017).  The %cell migration observed was based on the 288 

number of cells that migrated through the membrane towards the bottom of the well. 289 

 290 

Fig. 7:  The %migration of HaCaT cells, relative to the untreated control, treated with the 291 

highest concentrations and cation ratios of each Absorbatox® entity for 24 h.  The data was 292 

normalised to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% migratory cells. 293 

The results displayed in Fig. 7 indicate the migratory activity of HaCaT cells caused by the 294 

three selected Absorbatox® entities 1) A-B, 2) A(A2)-B, 3) A(Z2)-B.  Both the A(A2)-B 295 

(101.255±2.617%) and A(Z2)-B (97.349±2.904%) groups showed higher migratory activity in 296 

comparison to the A-B (91.608±4.571%) group.  In particular, a higher %migratory cells were 297 

measured spectrophotometrically for the A(A2)-B group at a %migration of 101.255±2.617%, 298 

which indicated an increased proliferation of migratory cells triggered by this treatment.  These 299 

findings substantiate the results obtained from the wound healing experiments: overall, the 300 

incorporation of cations in the Absorbatox® structure can provide enhanced wound healing 301 

effects in comparison with Absorbatox® alone. 302 

4  Conclusion 303 

The aim of the current study was to evaluate the in vitro cytotoxic and wound healing properties 304 

of Absorbatox® incorporated with silver or zinc cations on skin-derived cells (e.g. HaCaT and 305 

84BR).  The in vitro efficacy of the experimental groups were evaluated in comparison to the 306 
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untreated control, which demonstrated an objective endpoint as to how the cells repair the 307 

damaged area in the presence or absence of the Absorbatox® experimental groups. 308 

The results suggested that all the Absorbatox® experimental groups exerted no cytotoxicity 309 

towards the skin-derived cell lines; in fact, the cell viability was enhanced over the 48 h period.  310 

Moreover, the Absorbatox® experimental groups showed a tendency to enhance the potential 311 

of both cell lines to close the wound field, although not particularly significant in all cases.  312 

Furthermore, it was seen that Absorbatox® with silver caused a higher %migration rate than 313 

Absorbatox® alone.  Overall, Absorbatox® with cations incorporated in its structure caused a 314 

higher %cell migration towards the wound area. 315 

Although it can be expected that the cations are to exert an increased effect (due to the 316 

additive properties that metal cations provide for wound healing) (Lansdown et al., 2007; 317 

Lansdown, 2004), the adjuvant therapeutic effects that silver or zinc can provide a wound, 318 

may not reflect the in vivo cellular behaviour (Herzmann et al., 2016; Houghton et al., 2005).   319 

These findings, together with the reports of other studies, substantiate the potential in vitro 320 

efficacy of a zeolite derivative, namely Absorbatox®, with silver or zinc incorporated in its 321 

structure in providing a promising role in wound healing. 322 
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Tables 

Table 1: 

The three Absorbatox® entities, with the subsequent experimental groups of each 

Absorbatox® 

Absorbatox®-0.15mg/ml A-A 

Absorbatox®-0.30 mg/ml A-B 

Absorbatox®/silver 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%)-0.15 mg/ml A(A1)-A 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%)-0.30 mg/ml A(A1)-B 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.25%)-0.15 mg/ml A(A2)-A 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.25%)-0.30 mg/ml A(A2)-B 

Absorbatox®-zinc 

Absorbatox®-zinc (1%)-0.15 mg/ml A(Z1)-A 

Absorbatox®-zinc (1%)-0.30 mg/ml A(Z1)-B 

Absorbatox®-zinc (2%)-0.15 mg/ml A(Z2)-A 

Absorbatox®-zinc (2%)-0.30 mg/ml A(Z2)-B 
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Figures: 

 

Fig. 1:  %Cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h period with 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (n=6).  The statistical significance with 1) untreated 

control (*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined with 

Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the untreated 

control, which was considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line).  
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Fig. 2:  %Cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h period with 

Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups (n=6).  The statistical significance with 1) untreated control 

(*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined with 

Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the untreated 

control, which was considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line). 
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Fig. 3:  The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the Absorbatox®-silver 

experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance with the untreated control as 

determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05) is indicated with an asterisk.  The data was normalised 

to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% wound closure (indicated with a dashed 

line). 
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Fig. 4:  The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the Absorbatox®-zinc 

experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance with the untreated control as 

determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05) is indicated with an asterisk.  The data was normalised 

to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% wound closure (indicated with a dashed 

line). 
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Fig. 5:  The %migration rate of HaCaT (a and c) and 84BR cells (b and d) treated with the 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (a and b) and Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups (c 

and d) for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance with the untreated control, as determined with 

Tukey’s HSD test (p<0.05), is indicated with an asterisk.  The columns represent the mean values 

(n=3).  The data was normalised to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% wound 

closure (indicated with a dashed line).  
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Fig. 6:  Selected microscopic images of the wound fields introduced by the scratch technique on 

HaCaT (top 2 rows) and 84BR cells (bottom 2 rows).  The untreated cells, as well as cells after 

treatment with A(A2)-B at T0, T24 and T48 are displayed.  Yellow lines mark the wound field area 

that is measured with each analysis. 
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Fig. 7:  The %migration of HaCaT cells, relative to the untreated control, treated with the highest 

concentrations and cation ratios of each Absorbatox® entity for 24 h.  The data was normalised 

to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% migratory cells. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

 

Wound care is driven by the fundamental tendency of all living forms to adapt and maintain a 

homeostatic environment whereby they can function at their original capacity (Kaplani et al., 

2018:1-2).  The process of wound healing requires different cellular cascades in sequential 

phases, whereby wound healing treatments can accompany the healing process (Enoch & 

Leaper, 2007:37).  Wound care together with the inclusion of therapeutic substances and healing 

enhancers play a pivotal role in achieving therapeutic outcomes (Hussain et al., 2017:598); 

however, the prolonged efficacious wound healing has not proven consistent in wound healing 

therapies (Potgieter & Meidany, 2017:597; Rhett et al., 2008:173). 

According to literature, zeolites already have a practical implementation in biotechnology and 

medicine (Bacakova et al., 2018:974).  The use of aluminosilicate materials, such as zeolites, 

provides a ‘ship in a bottle system,’ as described by Rosa et al. (2000:200).  During the last 

decade, metal containing zeolites has been introduced as a platform for advanced materials in 

wound healing (e.g. its ion-exchange capacity and capillary action) (Gandy et al., 2015:275; 

Lamprecht et al., 2017:18; Pavelić et al., 2018:7). 

In this study, literature was provided on wound healing and the ideal wound milieu that can be 

investigated on cellular level.  The study aims to evaluate the wound healing properties of 

Absorbatox® incorporated with silver and zinc.  According to literature it is expected that the 

cations are to provide an improved wound healing effect in in vitro cell based models, due to the 

additive properties that metallic cations may exert (Horcajada et al., 2006:5974; Kocaaga et al., 

2019:14). 

This study aimed to investigate and comparatively determine the wound healing properties of in 

vitro cell culture assays of Absorbatox® entities containing either silver or zinc towards two skin-

derived cell lines, specifically pre-malignant HaCaT and normal 84BR cell lines.  The in vitro 

efficacy of these Absorbatox® entities were assessed with regard to their effects on cell viability, 

wound closure rate and overall wound healing potential.  In addition, this study also investigated 

the wound dressing materials that could work in conjunction with these entities for proposed 

usage for topical wound healing. 
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Subsequently, the study was set to achieve the aforementioned aim: 

 Characterisation methods of the Absorbatox® entities with regard to FTIR, XRF and XRPD 

were used to provide supplementary data on the chemical compositions. 

 The surface morphology was analysed by using SEM, and the thermal properties were 

determined by using DSC. 

 Determining the in vitro efficacy of Absorbatox® in different concentrations and cation 

ratios, by using in vitro cell cultures, specifically HaCaT and 84BR cells. 

 Two cell lines, namely HaCaT and 84BR were cultured for the in vitro efficacy testing. 

 The cytotoxicity assay, MTT was performed to evaluate the cell viability of each cell line 

after treatment with the Absorbatox® entities. 

 The wound healing potential and cell migration enhancement of the Absorbatox® entities 

at different concentrations were investigated with an in vitro scratch assay and a 

CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration assay, respectively. 

 Formulation of a silicone gel containing Absorbatox®-zinc and the design of a dry dressing, 

containing Absorbatox®-silver. 

 Performing stability tests on the wound dressing materials comprising the Absorbatox® 

entities, with regards to the physicochemical stability of the wound dressing materials. 

The analysis and characterisation studies supported the nature of Absorbatox®, displaying the 

ability of Absorbatox® to incorporate silver or zinc with minimal changes in the specific structural 

properties. 

For the purpose of this study, the Absorbatox® entities (Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-silver and 

Absorbatox®-zinc) were prepared in different experimental groups consisting of respective 

concentrations of 0.15 mg/ml (A) and 0.30 mg/ml (B), as well as two ranges of Absorbatox®-silver 

in a 0.125% (A1) and 0.250% (A2) ratio and Absorbatox®-zinc in a 1.000% (Z1) and 2.000% (Z2) 

ratio.  The different ratios or concentration of cations incorporated into the Absorbatox® structure 

may influence the outcome of both laboratory and clinical studies (Youssef et al., 2015:8); 

however, the results could be used as basis for the in vitro efficacy testing to determine whether 

the silver or zinc incorporated Absorbatox® groups provided wound healing properties. 

Firstly, the cytotoxic effects were evaluated by conducting methods such as the MTT-assay, which 

assesses the mitochondrial activity of cells.  Although the inclusion of metal cations is generally 

expected to cause a concentration-dependent cytotoxic effect on in vitro cells (Beyth et al., 

2008:4162), the incorporation of the metal cation into the structure of a zeolite has shown to 

reduce or completely avoid the cytotoxic effect (Asraf et al., 2019:117; Thomassen et al., 
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2012:473, Youssef et al., 2015:3).  All the Absorbatox® experimental groups performed on the 

HaCaT and 84BR cells presented cell viabilities higher than 80% and it is thus considered as non-

cytotoxic (López-García et al., 2014:44).  The results obtained from the MTT-assay suggested 

that all the Absorbatox® experimental groups exerts no cytotoxicity towards the skin-derived cell 

lines, in fact, the cell viability was enhanced over the 48 h period (Thomassen et al., 2012:479).  

This correlates to an earlier study by Lamprecht et al. (2017:18) and Liu et al. (2006:1488), which 

validates zeolites as being physiologically inert.  Absorbatox®, with either one of the metal cations 

incorporated into its structure, performed better in enhancing the cell viability of both the HaCaT 

and 84BR cells, than Absorbatox® alone.  Statistical significant differences were observed in most 

cases after 24 or 48 h of treatment, and it can be concluded that the presence of the metal cations 

tested with heightened viability ranges (Youseff et al., 2015:8). 

Following the in vitro cell culture assays of the Absorbatox® experimental groups, in vitro scratch 

and CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration assays were conducted to assess the wound healing 

properties.  The capability of the cells to close the wound field can be quantified as the %wound 

closure (%WC) by measuring the total surface area of the wound field that has been created with 

the scratch technique (Bedoya et al., 2017:636; Fox et al., 2017:3).  The cells that covers the 

wound field is microscopically monitored at specific intervals over the duration of 48 h (Dhillon et 

al., 2017:5).  The speed or rate at which the wound healing agent causes the wound field to fill 

can also be quantified as the migration rate (μm2/h) (Jonkman et al., 2014:440).  The untreated 

wells at each time interval, had been recorded in parallel, to serve as the objective endpoint to 

which all the data of the experimental groups on each plate were normalised to (Jonkman et al., 

2014:441).  The untreated control demonstrated how the cells repaired the damaged area, while 

the groups treated with the Absorbatox® experimental groups showed how the cells reacted to 

the groups (Li et al., 2015:617; Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017:433-434). 

For all the Absorbatox® groups, the wound field was almost completely covered after 48 h, 

indicating an enhanced wound healing capability.  In addition to the wound healing properties that 

the zeolites possess, cations can be incorporated to provide additive healing effects (Ferreira et 

al, 2016:145; Fox et al., 2010:1520; Sánchez et al., 2014:252).  Although it can be expected that 

the cations are to exert an increased effect (due to the additive properties that metal cations exert 

for wound healing) (Lansdown et al., 2007:2; Lansdown, 2004:S6), the adjuvant therapeutic 

effects that silver or zinc can provide a wound, may not reflect the in vivo cellular behaviour 

(Herzmann et al., 2016; Houghton et al., 2005).  Only the %WC rates of the A(A1)-A group were 

found to be statistically significant, relative to the untreated control.  The Absorbatox®-silver and 

the Absorbatox®-zinc groups showed in most cases better wound healing activity than 

Absorbatox® alone, on the HaCaT cell line, although not particularly significant.  The groups, 

A(A1)-A and A(A1)-B, portrayed higher %migration rates that were found to be statistically 

significant with regards to all the other experimental groups on the HaCaT cells.  Therefore, when 
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silver ions are incorporated in Absorbatox® at a 0.125% ratio, it has a significantly enhanced effect 

on HaCaT cell migration.  This can also be related back to the improved %wound closure in an in 

vitro study discussed previously by Kocaaga et al. (2019:14). 

From the data obtained from the cell migration assay, a %migration was determined 

spectrophotometrically by measuring the number of cells that migrated through the polycarbonate 

membrane towards the bottom of the well (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017:4).  Overall, Absorbatox® with 

cations incorporated in the structure caused a higher %cell migration towards the wound area.  

The highest number of migratory cells were observed for the Absorbatox®-silver groups in 

comparison to the other tested groups. 

Wound dressing materials based on Absorbatox®-zinc and Absorbatox®-silver particles, were 

formulated and designed to demonstrate the potential use in wound healing purposes.  A silicone 

gel was formulated with the aim to disperse Absorbatox®-zinc particles within the silicone medium, 

and secondly, a dry dressing was designed to embody the Absorbatox®-silver particles within the 

inner non-woven sachet.  Both dressing materials were suitable for different wound types.  

Furthermore, physicochemical stability was evaluated by conducting stability tests over a 3-month 

period, stored under different conditions with regards to temperature and humidity. 

The dispersion of Absorbatox®-zinc into the silicone gel, provided a stable wound dressing 

material regarding the entity (chemical stability), pH, visual assessment, mass change, viscosity 

and particle size.  The monthly samples taken of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel for visual 

assessment, mass change and viscosity did not deviate from the initial value more than 5%, 

therefore agreeing to the ICH guidelines (ICH, 2006:3).  There were larger deviations noted for 

pH and particle size; however, the pH still remained within a suitable pH range that is not expected 

to cause skin irritations or damage, whereas the variation in particle size might have been due to 

the non-uniformity of Absorbatox® particles in general.  The FTIR analysis indicated that no 

noteworthy degradation of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel could be established, which was 

indicative of a stable concentration that can be proposed for usage for local skin conditions or 

superficial wounds. 

The dry dressing facilitates a positive impact of keeping the Absorbatox®-silver physically stable 

within the sachet; regarding mass change and physical appearance assessment.  However, 

chemical sensitivities of the Absorbatox®-silver entities within a dry dressing were observed as 

indicated with the IR-spectra and can be ascribed to unsatisfactory packaging and exposure to 

external environment.  Lastly, by conducting a fluid uptake study, the results revealed the capacity 

of the dry dressing to absorb and retain the Ringer’s lactate solution.  The dry dressing can 

therefore be proposed to function at a level that can be appropriate for wound care of exuding 

wounds. 
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This study clearly demonstrated the wound healing properties of Absorbatox® with cations for 

wound healing purposes based on in vitro cell cultures, and its potential to be formulated and 

developed into suitable dressing materials, whilst maintaining a sense of stability. 

This study gives rise to the role of a zeolite derivative namely Absorbatox®, incorporated with 

silver or zinc to exert wound healing properties, based on in vitro cell cultures.  The formulation 

and development of these Absorbatox® entities into suitable dressing materials also revealed the 

ability to maintain a sense of stability, which proposes the use in a clinical environment.  This 

study can also provide a platform for further interventions to understand the wound healing 

efficacy of Absorbatox® incorporated with silver or zinc, and its future role in the market. 

Future prospects might include to: 

 Evaluate the ionic behaviour and cation release ratio of the Absorbatox® entities to provide 

valuable information on the drug loading and its efficacy. 

 Perform additional cytotoxicity assays, such as lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), to 

substantiate the safety for use in wound healing, as well as derive substantial results 

concerning concentration-dependent toxicity. 

 Develop three-dimensional (3D) models that closely resemble the in vivo 

microenvironment more than two-dimensional (2D) models, which can recapitulate the 

complex microenvironment of healing wounds and serve as an improved platform for 

research and development of these entities for wound healing. 

 Investigate the mechanistic pathways in which the zeolite-cations exchange within the cell 

medium, to determine the actual pathways in which cations provide the ability to proliferate 

and close the wound field. 

 Perform cell random motility (CRM) assays, which provide a more accurate quantitative 

interpretation with regard to the motion of cells or individual cell tracking. 

 Conduct additional in vitro studies, such as anti-bacterial assays, as well as other in vivo 

studies or further clinical trials to provide a more comprehensive approach to wound 

healing efficacy. 

 The requirements for the wound dressing materials are a little more complex considering 

the functionality performances, therefore stability tests should not be limited only to the 

applicable tests as guided by the ICH, but apply more functional or mechanical tests on 

the dry dressing, such as tear strength, tensile and compression tests. 

 Storage operations are essential and zeolites can show insensitivities to long periods of 

exposure to environment.  The dry dressing can be packed in higher quality packaging to 

reduce this exposure. 
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 Develop a similar wound dressing material in which Absorbatox® entities would 

successfully be stabilised in topical formulations. 

 Incorporate other therapeutic cations or higher cation loading that would be able to 

optimally provide enhanced wound healing properties. 

 Absorbatox® provides positive preliminary results for wound healing and the ability to 

remain stable as a silicone gel wound dressing.  Absorbatox® provides a platform for more 

advanced wound healing interventions, the promising role Absorbatox® plays can serve 

to improve therapeutic outcomes in wounds of patients where straining factors exhaust 

the condition. 

In conclusion, Absorbatox® provided positive preliminary results for wound healing and the 

ability to remain stable as a silicone gel wound dressing.  This study provides a platform for 

more advanced wound healing interventions and confirms the promising role Absorbatox® can 

play to improve wound care when considering various factors that can strain the wound. 
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APPENDIX A – ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF 

ABSORBATOX® CONTAINING SILVER AND ZINC 

 

A.1 Introduction 

Zeolites have attracted a lot of attention due to their unique and outstanding physical and chemical 

properties such as a strong adsorption capability, a high cation exchange capacity, and strong 

anti-oxidative properties (Javanmardi, 2009:1, Pavelić et al., 2018:1; Mncube, 2013:122).  

Absorbatox® is a patented name of the mesoporous materials belonging to the zeolite family 

(Mncube, 2013:6).  The well-defined internal structure of zeolites, allows the material to be 

tuneable to such an extent, and to accommodate small molecules within the intravoid spaces 

(Pavelić et al., 2018:2-3; Ninan et al., 2015:470). 

The aim of this Appendix is to provide supplementary data on the analysis and characterisation 

of Absorbatox®, as well as Absorbatox® with cations incorporated in the structure, for the potential 

use in wound healing.  The cations selected for this study was silver and zinc, which have been 

partially replaced in the internal structure of Absorbatox® during synthesis. 

A.2 Methods and results 

The synthesis and functionalisation process has been done by DermaV, and the resulting entities 

(in particulate form) of each Absorbatox® entity are subjected for this study. 

A.2.1 Fourier-Transform infrared spectroscopy 

The Fourier-Transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the three Absorbatox® groups were recorded on 

a Bruker Alpha Platinum spectrophotometer (Bruker, United States of America) over a range of 

400 – 4 000 cm-1 using an attenuated total reflection (ATR) technique to evaluate the chemical 

compositions of each entity.  OPUS software was used to analyse the data.  The peaks and 

intensities of an absorption band allows the determination of the specific bonds of the sample 

(Coates, 2000:10815; Peach, 2014:29).  However, the concentration of silver or zinc added to 

this Absorbatox® mixture was 0.25% and 2.00%, respectively.  Hence, it would be difficult to detect 

these low concentrations of silver and zinc on the FTIR. 

To our knowledge, this will be a novel FTIR study done on Absorbatox®; therefore, references to 

the literature of zeolites were studied.  According to literature, three characteristic regions are 

found in the IR-spectra of zeolites, and the framework of Absorbatox® entities also reveal 

similarities to these as depicted in Figure A.1.  The region at (1) 1 388 cm−1 – 1 660 cm−1 reveals 

weak and small stretching vibration bands, which represent the C=O, C-C and C-O groups as 
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described by Ramezani et al. (2009:246).  The region at (2) 1 100 – 800 cm–1 demonstrates peak 

intensities, which represents the tetrahedral arrangements of the characteristic aluminum silicate 

(as described in chapter 2.4) stretching vibrations bands (Crupi et al., 2006:377, Kocaaga et al., 

2009:6).  The large and intense band at 1 025 cm–1 corresponds to the Si-O-Si vibration band on 

the zeolite structure (Hanim et al., 2016:124).  The third region at (3) at 500 cm–1 shows the 

bending cation vibrations of the zeolite framework (Ferwerda & Van der Maas, 1995:2149).  This 

region is reported by previous studies to reveal sensitivity to structural changes (Crupi et al., 

2006:377; Kocaaga et al., 2009:6).  It will be difficult to verify what the specific bending vibrations 

consist of, and a theoretical assessment will be needed, which was not the purpose of the study. 

 

Figure A.1: IR-spectra overlay of Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc are 

represented as green, pink and red, respectively.  1) shows the C=O, C-C, and  

C-O stretching vibration bands, 2) demonstrates the aluminum silicate vibration 

bands and 3) illustrates the bending cation frameworks of the zeolite. 

When comparing the IR-spectra of the Absorbatox® entities, the slight alterations that differ from 

the Absorbatox® containing the metal cations is not that apparent.  However, it is noted that there 

are slight differences in intensities at region (2).  As reported by Crupi et al. (2006:378), this could 

be ascribed to the incorporation of the different cations that lead to the fact that the new entity 

possesses varying porosities and sizes.  Furthermore, it is observed that there are no 
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disappearances nor shifting of any bands, which concludes to that there was neither formation of 

new species or complexes nor decomposition of molecular structures.  The data supports the 

nature of the entities; displaying the spectra of each Absorbatox® entity.  In effect, Hanim et al. 

(2016:124) described that it can be expected for the defined internal structures to remain quite 

similar, even after the incorporation of the metal cations. 

A.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 

DSC analysis was performed using a Mettler DTG 3+ that recorded DSC and TGA thermograms 

simultaneously during this study.  The samples were heated in an open aluminium pan at a rate 

of 10 ºC.min−1 from 30 to 450 ºC.  Nitrogen was used as a purge gas with a flow rate of 

50 ml.min−1. 

 

Figure A.2: The DSC thermograms as a function of an increasing temperature (ºC) and time 

(min); Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-zinc and Absorbatox®-silver are represented as 

red, blue and black, respectively 

According to DSC analysis, all three the Absorbatox® samples showed no endothermic or 

exothermic event in the range of 30 to 450 ºC.  The Absorbatox®-zinc (blue line on the overlay in 

Figure A.2) showed a small event at 380 ºC.  According to O’Neil (2001:1809), zinc melts at 

420 ºC.  Since the zinc concentration in the mixture is so minimal (2%), it is visible as a very small 

thermic event.  According to Mottillo and Friščić (2014:7471, 7473), properties of zeolites have 

been validated as chemically and thermally stable in laboratory settings and are able to withstand 

high temperatures.  This was also evident during this study. 
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A.2.3 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and x-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) 

XRF (Table A.1) was used to determine the chemical constituent by using a Bruker S4 Pioneer.  

XRPD analysis gives a detailed information about the crystallinity of zeolites.  XRPD patterns 

(Figure A.3) were recorded by a Philips PW diffractometer with parafocusing geometry applying 

monochromatised technology. 

Table A.1: The percentage of different elements as determined by x-ray florescence 

 Percentage (%) of chemical constituents 

Compound name Absorbatox® Absorbatox®-silver Absorbatox®-zinc 

Na2O 3.70 6.00 1.83 

Al2O3 9.70 7.10 7.21 

SiO2 53.00 39.00 41.05 

Fe2O3 1.30 1.20 1.28 

ZnO 0.09 0.12 3.30 

Sum of concentration 99.95 98.60 98.96 

 

 

Figure A.3: The XRPD patterns of Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-zinc and Absorbatox®-silver are 

represented as blue, red and green, respectively 
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The XRPD patterns (Figure A.3) can provide supplementary data of the internal structure of the 

unique crystalline phases.  The XRPD patterns can be used as “fingerprints” of an entity.  This 

data can be used to assess the synthesis and functionalisation of Absorbatox® by exchanging 

natrium cations with silver and zinc cations (Sánchez et al., 2012:250).  The only difference 

between the three diffractograms obtained, was at 10°2Ɵ, where the XRPD diffractogram of 

Absorbatox®-silver showed an extra peak.  Table A.1 also provides supplementary data of the 

chemical constituent when comparing the three entities, as determined with XRF.  This correlates 

to an earlier study by Sánchez et al. (2012:250) in which it is discussed that zeolites are able to 

incorporate the selected metal cations without large structural changes. 

A.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM was used to determine the morphology of the Absorbatox® entities.  Particles of each 

Absorbatox® entity were mounted onto aluminium stubs with double sided carbon tape and carbon 

coated with an emscobe EB 500 carbon coater.  The morphological examination of the 

Absorbatox® entities (Figure A.4), was characterised with an FEI Quanta FEG SEM operating at 

5 kV.  Micrographs were digitally captured with dedicated microscopy software. 

 

Figure A.4: SEM micrographs of the different Absorbatox® entities represented as: 1) various 

Absorbatox® particles, 2) Absorbatox®, 3) Absorbatox®-silver, 4) Absorbatox®-zinc 
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The Absorbatox® entities as depicted in Figure A.4 resemble similar morphologies with sharp 

edged and crystalline shaped particles.  These images provide the capability to assess whether 

differences in morphology occurred after loading of different cationic species.  Further 

assessment of the SEM micrographs is not the aim of the study; therefore, the results will subside 

as supplementary information. 

A.3 Conclusion 

The differences in chemical compositions of each entity can be assessed with FTIR, XRF and 

XRPD.  These findings can be used to assess the ability of Absorbatox® to incorporate new 

moieties in its structure (Hanim et al., 2016:124; Sánchez et al., 2012:250).  The findings obtained 

from the DSC study confirms the physical and chemical properties of zeolites regarding thermal 

stability as described by Mottillo and Friščić (2014:7471, 7473).  As observed by SEM and XRPD 

the surface morphology of each entity depicts crystalline particles with different shapes. 

An earlier study by Mncube (2013:51) characterised Absorbatox® to possess wound healing 

properties based on its structure, and these findings supports the nature of the entities, displaying 

the ability of Absorbatox® to intercalate new moieties.  This appendix will only aim to provide 

additive or preliminary data on which the potential of Absorbatox® as a wound healing agent can 

derive from. 
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APPENDIX B – DETERMINING THE CYTOTOXICITY AND WOUND 

HEALING POTENTIAL OF ABSORBATOX® CONTAINING SILVER 

AND ZINC 

 

B.1 Introduction 

A potential wound healing entity can be investigated for its wound healing properties by using in 

vitro cell culture assays, moreover in vitro assays serves as a basic platform before proceeding 

into further clinical studies (Allen et al., 2005:654; Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017:433-434).  Although in 

vitro studies only mimic in vivo conditions to a certain extent, these models still provide an 

accurate representation of skin cell behaviour during wound healing with much less ethical 

concerns (Monsuur et al., 2016:1385).  Dynamic cellular processes, such as proliferation and 

migration, are important in the wound healing process (Broughton et al., 2006:1S). 

Wound healing treatments proposed for the direct application on skin, needs to be evaluated in 

terms of cytotoxic effects.  If it is non-cytotoxic, its potential as a wound healing entity can then 

be further evaluated (Boateng et al., 2008:2894).  Reports of high concentrations of metals tested 

in vitro, revealed cytotoxicity towards cells (Beyth et al., 2008:4162).  However, by incorporating 

metal cations in zeolites the concentration-dependent cytotoxicity can be reduced or even 

completely avoided (Bedi et al., 2012:352-353; Ninan et al., 2014:244).  When these zeolites are 

incubated in the medium, cation exchange takes place resulting in the leaching of the cations into 

the medium, thereby promoting wound healing (Ninan et al., 2015:472). 

This study undertook a basic assessment of the in vitro cytotoxicity, wound healing potential, as 

well as cell migration capability of a specific zeolite derivative, namely Absorbatox®, in the 

presence and absence of silver and zinc oxide incorporated into its structure.  Two cell lines were 

selected to form the basis of the in vitro testing, namely HaCaT and 84BR. 

B.2 Materials and reagents 

Materials and reagents were purchased from the suppliers listed in Table B.1.  These reagents 

were used in the pharmaceutical quality and cell viability assays.  The synthesis processes of the 

Absorbatox® entities were conducted at Absorbatox (Pty) Ltd, (Gauteng, South Africa).  

Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-silver (0.25%) and Absorbatox®-zinc (2%), was obtained from 

Absorbatox (Pty) Ltd, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa. 
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Table B.1: Reagents and materials utilised during the in vitro culture studies 

Reagent Supplier 
Catalogue 

number 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s 
Medium (DMEM)/High glucose 

HyClone, Separations (Gauteng, South 
Africa) 

SH30243.01 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich® (Gauteng, South Africa) D2650 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
HyClone, Separations (Gauteng, South 
Africa) 

SH30256.01 

Trypan blue (0.4%) Sigma-Aldrich® (Gauteng, South Africa) T8154 

Trypsin-EDTA solution (0.5%) 
Lonza, Whitehead Scientific (Pty) Ltd 
(Western Cape, South Africa) 

BE17-161F 

Triton™ X-100 Sigma-Aldrich® (Gauteng, South Africa) T8787 

Foetal bovine serum (FBS) 
HyClone, Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(Gauteng, South Africa) 

10270-106 

Non-essential amino acids (NEAA) Sigma-Aldrich® (Gauteng, South Africa) M7145 

L-glutamine (200 mM) Lonza, Whitehead scientific BE17-605E 

Penicillin/streptomycin (pen/strep, 
10 000 penicillin U/ml/ 

10 000 streptomycin U/ml) 
Lonza, Whitehead scientific DE17-602E 

Methyl thiazolyl blue tetrazolium 
bromide salt (MTT reagent) 

Sigma-Aldrich® (Gauteng, South Africa) M5655 

Materials 

25 cm2 Culture flasks 
Corning Costar, The Scientific Group 
(Gauteng, South Africa) 

CLS430639 

75 cm2 Culture flasks 
Corning Costar, The Scientific Group 
(Gauteng, South Africa) 

CLS430641 

96-Well plates 
Corning Costar, The Scientific Group 
(Gauteng, South Africa) 

3596 

12-Well plates 
TPP, Sigma-Aldrich® 

(Gauteng, South Africa) 
Z707783 

CytoSelect™ 24-Well Cell 
Migration and Invasion Assay 

CytoSelect™, Cell Biolabs Inc (CA, USA) CBA-100 

Light microscope (Zeiss 

Axiovert 25) 

Axiovert 25, Carl Zeiss Microscopy (New 

York, USA) 
- 

Light microscope (Eclipse TS100) 
Eclipse TS100, Nikon Instruments Inc. 
(New York, USA) 

- 

DFK 72AUC02 camera The Imaging Source (Bremen, Germany) - 

Haemocytometer/Marienfeld-
Superior, 0.0025 mm2 

Germany - 

Scepter™ 2.0 Handheld 
Automated cell counter 

Merck Millipore, (Gauteng, South Africa) - 

 

The HaCaT cell line was donated by the School of Anatomical Sciences, University of 

Witwatersrand, Gauteng, South Africa.  The 84BR cells were purchased from the European 

Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures ((ECACC), cat. no. 90011805).  The HaCaT and 84BR 

https://www.google.com/search?q=whitehead+scientific&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwji0r_b37XkAhVVSxUIHRZtAIcQ1QIoAHoECAoQAQ
https://www.google.com/search?q=whitehead+scientific&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwji0r_b37XkAhVVSxUIHRZtAIcQ1QIoAHoECAoQAQ
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cell lines were maintained in growth medium referred to from now on as DMEM- and DMEM+, 

respectively.  The DMEM- was used for the HaCaT cells and supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% 

NEAA, 1% pen/strep and 2 mM L-glutamine.  The DMEM+ was used for the 84BR cells and 

consisted of 15% FBS, 1% NEAA, 1% pen/strep and 2 mM L-glutamine. 

B.3 In vitro cell culture techniques 

All the in vitro studies were carried out under sterile conditions, as determined by the standard 

operating procedures (SOPs) developed at The Centre of Excellence for Pharmaceutical 

Sciences (Pharmacen™).  The two cell lines, HaCaT and 84BR, were registered at the Health 

Research Ethics Committee (HREC) of the North-West University for the use of commercial cell 

lines during in vitro experiments. 

B.3.1 Selecting an appropriate cell line 

Cell cultures are obtained from a vast array of species, enabling the accurate assessment of how 

agents affect in vitro target systems (Allen et al., 2005:765; Riss, 2005:16).  According to Vidmar 

et al. (2017:273), the use of monoculture models to investigate the wound healing process is 

common practice.  The process of re-epithelialisation is of particular importance to wound healing, 

as it involves the repair of damaged tissues covering the outer surfaces of the body.  Since wound 

healing involves the maturation and differentiation of skin resident cells, cultured cells can be 

selected accordingly to represent cells of the target system that play a specific role in the dynamic 

phases of the wound healing process (Van Tonder et al., 2015:2; Broughton et al., 2006:1S). 

The two cell lines of human skin cell origin, namely HaCaT and 84BR, were selected for this study 

based on their proliferative nature and ability to stratify (Fox et al., 2017:2; Mazumder et al., 

2016:285).  A brief description of the cellular interactions leading to the wound healing events 

were given in Chapter 2.1.1.  This also supports the choice of cell lines, seeing as they are the 

main precursors in the wound healing process (Hawkins & Abrahamse, 2007:150; Mullerdecker 

et al., 2005:99). 

B.3.2 Cell culturing 

Both cell lines were separately cultured in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks and maintained in their 

respective growth mediums.  The cells were regularly inspected with a light microscope to ensure 

that no contamination was present and to determine the confluence.  The cultures were incubated 

under standard culturing conditions for mammalian cells, namely a 95% humidified atmosphere 

with 5% CO2 at 37 ºC in an incubator (ESCO CelCulture, Singapore).  
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B.3.2.1 Sub-culturing 

According to Fox et al. (2017), discrepancies in the culturing conditions can cause the 

characteristics of a cell line to differ from the parental line.  Therefore, to ensure that the 

characteristics of the cell line remain the same, pre-determined sub-culturing regimens were 

followed to maintain the cells (Fox et al., 2017:2). 

The spent growth medium of each cell line was replaced every other day.  When the cells reached 

a confluency of about 80 – 90%, they were sub-cultured by means of trypsinisation.  The cells 

were washed twice with PBS to remove any dead cells or debris, followed by the remaining 

attached cells being loosened by incubation for 5 – 9 min with a Trypsin-EDTA solution.  After 

incubation, 6 ml growth medium was added to neutralise the trypsin.  The flask was thoroughly 

washed and agitated to loosen all the cells.  The cell suspension was gently pipetted to obtain a 

homogeneous suspension and centrifuged at 140 x g for 5 min.  The cell pellets were  

re-suspended in growth medium, divided into new cell culture flasks according to the desired split 

ratio and the new flasks returned to the incubator (Fox et al., 2017:2; Freshney, 2005a:236). 

A split ratio of 1:10 was maintained for the HaCaT cells, whereas the 84BRs were sub-cultured 

at a ratio lower than 1:3.  According to the ECACC, the passage number of each sub-culturing 

process should be documented on each new culture flask, to provide a record regarding the 

number of times the culture has been sub-cultured.  The HaCaT cells used in this study were 

between passages 27 to 36, whereas the 84BR cells ranged between passages 9 and 12. 

B.3.2.2 Seeding 

The same procedure for sub-culturing was followed for seeding.  The required cell seeding density 

for the multi-well plates was determined before seeding could commence.  For the cytotoxicity 

assays in 96-well plates, the density was optimised to ensure an 80% confluence on the day of 

MTT-assay onset (Freshney, 2005b:520).  A density of 10 000 cells per well (50 000 cells/ml) for 

the HaCaT cell line, and 6 000 cells/well (30 000 cells/ml) for the 84BR cell line was seeded at a 

volume of 200 μl per well.  For the wound healing assays in 12-well plates, the density was 

optimised to obtain a cell monolayer before wound induction (Freshney, 2005c:499; Jonkman et 

al., 2014:442).  The HaCaT cells were seeded at a density of 1 x 106 cells per well 

(400 000 cells/ml), while the 84BR cells were seeded at a density of 500 000 cells per well 

(200 000 cells/ml) at a volume of 2.5 ml per well.  For the cell migration assay in 24-well plates, 

the seeding density as stipulated in the product guidelines was 3 x 105 cells per well 

(1 000 000 cells/ml) at a volume of 0.3 ml per well insert (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017a:4). 

Cell suspensions were prepared as described in Section B.3.2.1.  To determine the amount of 

viable cells in the HaCaT cell suspensions, a haemocytometer with Trypan blue was utilised.  An 
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automated cell counter was used to measure the 84BR viable cell count (BioTek., 2018:1; 

Freshney, 2005c:483, 487).  To prepare a suspension with the required seeding concentration as 

stipulated above, the counted cell suspension was diluted with either DMEM-/+ by using 

Equation B.1. 

C1V1 = C2V2 Equation B.1 

Where: 

C1 = the amount of viable cells within the cell suspension or the cell concentration (cells/ml) 

V1 = the volume of cell suspension stock needed for the particular density (ml - to be determined) 

C2 = the required cell concentration (cells/ml) 

V2 = the total volume of cell suspension needed (ml) 

B.3.3 Preparation of Absorbatox® experimental groups 

B.3.3.1 Concentrations used for exposures 

During the wound healing assay, the wound area should remain visible for accurate 

measurements before and after test compound addition (Beyth et al., 2008:4160; Cama et al., 

2005:4871).  For this reason, the concentrations of the Absorbatox® groups tested on the cells 

were optimised accordingly.  Selected concentrations of 0.15 and 0.30 mg/ml were used 

throughout the in vitro assays to evaluate both the cytotoxicity and wound healing potential of the 

different Absorbatox® entities. 

The Absorbatox® entities included the particulate form of 1) Absorbatox® only; 2) Absorbatox®-

silver; and 3) Absorbatox®-zinc.  The amount of silver and zinc ions incorporated into the 

Absorbatox® structure were expressed as a percentage of the particular cation per Absorbatox® 

molecule.  For example, Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) means that for each Absorbatox® particle, 

a ratio of 0.25% silver is incorporated into the structure.  Two percentage ratios were tested for 

each cation combination: Absorbatox®-silver of 0.250% and 0.125%; Absorbatox®-zinc of 2.000% 

and 1.000%.  Therefore, the final experimental groups tested consisted of the following:  

1) Absorbatox only, 2) Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%), 3) Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%),  

4) Absorbatox®-zinc (1.000%), 5) Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%), each at the respective 

concentrations of 0.15 mg/ml (A) and 0.30 mg/ml (B).  Figure B.1 and Table B.2 summarises the 

various Absorbatox® entities and experimental groups used. 
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Figure B.1: The diagram illustrates the three treatment groups, Absorbatox®, Absorbatox®-

silver and Absorbatox®-zinc, of which the metal cation incorporated groups were 

tested in two ranges of Absorbatox®-silver in a 0.125% (A1) and 0.250% (A2) ratio 

and Absorbatox®-zinc in a 1.000% (Z1) and 2.000% (Z2) ratio.  Each experimental 

group was administered at two different concentrations namely 0.15 mg/ml (A) and 

0.30 mg/ml (B). 

Table B.2: The three treatment groups with the subsequent experimental groups of each 

Absorbatox® 

Absorbatox® - 0.15 mg/ml A-A 

Absorbatox® - 0.30 mg/ml A-B 

Absorbatox®-silver 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%) - 0.15 mg/ml A(A1)-A 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%) - 0.30 mg/ml A(A1)-B 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) - 0.15 mg/ml A(A2)-A 

Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) - 0.30 mg/ml A(A2)-B 

Absorbatox®-zinc 

Absorbatox®-zinc (1.000%) - 0.15 mg/ml A(Z1)-A 

Absorbatox®-zinc (1.000%) - 0.30 mg/ml A(Z1)-B 

Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%) - 0.15 mg/ml A(Z2)-A 

Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%) - 0.30 mg/ml A(Z2)-B 

 

  

(A1) (A2) 

 

(Z1) (Z2) 

 

Absorbatox® entities and 

experimental groups 

Abtx Abtx AbtA

A B A B A B A B 

A B 

Absorbatox® Absorbatox®-silver Absorbatox®-zinc 
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B.3.3.1.1 Treatment of the 96-well plates for cytotoxicity 

Absorbatox (Pty) Ltd provided the following Absorbatox® entities in particulate form:  

1) Absorbatox®, 2) Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) and 3) Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%).  These 

entities were used to prepare a second percentage ratio of each metal cation incorporated group.  

This was done by mixing equal amounts of Absorbatox® with Absorbatox®-silver (0.250%) to 

prepare Absorbatox®-silver (0.125%), or Absorbatox® with Absorbatox®-zinc (2.000%) to prepare 

Absorbatox®-zinc (1.00%).  Each experimental group was made up with the required volume of 

growth media to provide a concentrated stock solution (1 mg/ml). 

The concentrated stock solution of each group was diluted with DMEM-/+ (depending on the cell 

line) to obtain a 0.15 mg/ml working solution.  Therefore, by using Equation B.1, it was calculated 

that 0.225 ml of the concentrated stock solution should be added to 1.275 ml of the DMEM-/+.  

For the 0.30 mg/ml solutions, 0.450 ml of the concentrated stock solutions should be added to 

1.050 ml of the DMEM-/+. 

Following a 24 h recovery period after seeding, the spent media was removed from the cells in 

the 96-well plates and the various freshly prepared experimental groups administered at a volume 

of 200 µl per well.  The untreated control, dead cell control and DMSO blank wells received growth 

media without the experimental groups.  This was considered time 0 h (T0).  The exposure period 

for the cytotoxicity assay included both 24 and 48 h. 

B.3.3.1.2 Treatment of the 12-well plates for wound healing 

Treatment was done as described in Section B.3.3.1.1, with a few modifications.  The 

concentrated stock solution of each group was diluted with DMEM-/+ (depending on the cell line) 

to obtain a 0.15 mg/ml working solution for application to the 6-well replicates (200 ml per well).  

Therefore, by using Equation B.1, it was calculated that 2.25 ml of the concentrated stock 

solutions should be added to 12.750 ml of the DMEM-/+.  For the 0.30 mg/ml solutions, 4.50 ml 

of the concentrated stock solutions should be added to 10.50 ml of the DMEM-/+. 

Untreated control wells were also included and received only growth medium.  A volume of 4 ml 

of each experimental group was added to the treatment wells of the 12-well plate and the wound 

healing procedures followed are described in Section B.4.2. 

B.3.3.1.3 Treatment of the 24-well plates for cell migration 

Treatment was done as described in Section B.3.3.1.1, with a few modifications.  The 

concentrated stock solution of each group was diluted with DMEM- (media used for HaCaT cells) 

to obtain a 0.15 mg/ml working solution for application to the 6-well replicates (200 ml per well).  
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By using Equation B.1, it was calculated that 1.5 ml of the concentrated stock solutions should be 

added to 3.5 ml of non-additive media (NEAA). 

A volume of 300 μl of the cell suspension containing each experimental group was added to each 

insert of the 24-well plate and a volume of 500 μl of media containing 10% FBS or desired 

chemoattractant(s) to the lower well of the 24-well cell migration plate.  An untreated control was 

also included that received growth media.  The cell migration procedures followed are described 

in Section B.4.3. 

B.4 In vitro experimental procedures 

The aim of the study is to investigate the in vitro efficacy of Absorbatox® and selected cations on 

the two cell lines, HaCaT and 84BR, respectively for specific exposure periods.  Three different 

assays were done: 1) MTT-assay to assess the cytotoxicity, 2) the in vitro scratch assay to 

simulate a wound on a cell monolayer and 3) CytoSelect™ 24-Well Cell Migration and Invasion 

Assay to assess the cell migrating capability used to investigate the wound healing properties. 

B.4.1 MTT colorimetric assay 

The cytotoxicity of treatments can be determined in terms of the %cell viability of cells after 

treatment with the different experimental groups (López-García et al., 2014:44).  The MTT-assay 

was used to detect cell viability and therefore cytotoxicity after drug treatment could be measured 

(Mosmann,1983:56).  The principle of the method is based on the fact that viable cells have 

mitochondrial enzymes and intact plasma membranes, while dead cells have damaged plasma 

membranes and the mitochondrial enzymes lose their ability to facilitate active metabolism 

(Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006:172).  Therefore, the MTT-assay is used as a quantitative colorimetric 

assay; the quantity of the MTT-formazan crystals produced within the metabolically active cells, 

is directly proportional to the number of viable cells (Maher & McClean, 2006:1290). 

For the MTT-assay, an ideal seeding density for each cell line was determined beforehand, to 

obtain a confluency of 80% before starting the assay, as seen in Figure B.2 and B.3.  The MTT 

method used was adapted from Fotakis & Timbrell (2006:172).  The assay started once the 96-

well plates were removed from the incubator after each exposure period and inspected under a 

microscope for viability.  After removing the solutions, the cells were washed twice with 100 μl 

PBS to remove all the media remnants.  Then, 180 μl non-additive medium was added to each 

well to act as the MTT carrier.  The addition of 20 μl MTT solution (5 mg/ml in PBS) to each well 

ensured a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml on the cells (Fotakis & Timbrell, 2006:172).  Due to the 

light sensitivity of MTT, aluminium foil was used to cover all experimental preparations containing 

MTT, whilst the overhead laminar flow hood lights remain switched off (Dwivedi et al., 2015; Fox 

et al., 2017:2).  All the experimental groups were preheated to 37 ºC in a water bath before use.  
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Triton™ X-100 was prepared at a concentration of 0.2% in PBS and administered to the dead cell 

control wells (200 µl) for at least 15 min before washing the cells.  After a further 4 h incubation 

period, all the MTT-containing media was removed and each well received 200 μl DMSO.  Within 

the viable cells, the yellow MTT salt namely, tetrazolium (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is metabolised and converted to purple crystals.  DMSO solubilises 

the MTT salt and forms a purple solution of which the intensity of the purple colour indicates cell 

viability (Li et al., 2015:617; Perez et al., 2017:43).  Each plate was placed on a compact rocker 

for 1 h to guarantee adequate dissolution of the formazan crystals. 

 

Figure B.2: Microscopic images of HaCaT cells directly after seeding at a cell density of 

50 000 cells/ml (left) and then after a recovery period of 24 h (right) 

 

Figure B.3: Microscopic images of 84BR cells directly after seeding at a cell density of 

30 000 cells/ml and then after a recovery period of 24 h (right) 

To determine the cell viability, the plates were placed individually in a SpectraMax® Paradigm® 

Multi-Mode Microplate reader (Molecular Devices, United States of America) to measure 

absorbance at two wavelengths: 560 nm (a cell signal) and 630 nm (background).  All the 
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readings were blanked with DMSO and the %cell viability was calculated using Equation B.2, 

where Δ indicates the difference between the two absorbance values measured at 560 nm and 

630 nm. 

%Cell viability = 
∆sample – Δ blank

∆untreated control – Δ blank
 x 100 Equation B.2 

B.4.1.1 Plate layout 

 

Figure B.4: Representation of the 96-well plate layout 

 

Figure B.5: Example of a 96-well plate, 4 h after the addition of the MTT solution and prior to 

the addition of DMSO 

The assay was done in six replicates, in other words, one column of 6 wells each was loaded with 

an experimental group (0.2 ml per well).  Each plate contained a DMSO blank (column 2), which 

provides a background absorbance, untreated control treated with growth medium only 

representing 100% cell viability (column 3) and a dead cell control to represent 97 – 100% relative 

inhibition of cell viability (column 12).  To reduce the edge effect, PBS was loaded in the wells of 
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row A and H, as well as column 1.  Columns 4 to 11 were treated with the different experimental 

groups. 

B.4.2 Wound healing scratch assay 

The in vitro scratch assay is a simple and inexpensive method to study the capability of cells to 

close a wound.  By inducing a scratch on a monolayer of cells, a “wound” area is simulated.  This 

stimulates the cells to grow from the wound edge across the centre of the gap in an attempt to 

cover the damaged area (referred to as the wound field).  This response is attributed to the 

disruption of cell-to-cell contact, which leads to elevated levels of growth factors at the wound 

edge (Dhillon et al., 2017:3).  The cells that covers the damaged area is monitored (Dhillon et al., 

2017:5).  The method used for the scratch assay was adapted from Liang et al. (2007:330) and 

was performed on the two adherent cell lines (HaCaT and 84BR), each seeded separately on the 

12-well plates. 

After the 24 h recovery period, a sterile 200 μl pipette tip was used to make straight scratches 

across the cell monolayers in each well, as seen in Figure B.6 and B 7.  Bedoya et al. (2017:636) 

described the use of a pipette tip as one of the most widely used techniques to create a scratch.  

The open gap created with the scratch represented the wound field, which was inspected 

microscopically at specific intervals over the duration of 48 h (Fox et al., 2017:3).  In order to 

generate uniform gap areas, the pressure applied and angle at which the pipette tip was held was 

optimised beforehand (Jonkman et al., 2014:442).  To obtain accurate and reproducible 

measurements, the wound field should have relatively even edges and a minimum amount of 

cellular debris within the field (Jonkman et al., 2014:441).  Any remaining cellular debris were 

removed by washing each scratch four times with 1 ml non-additive growth medium, followed by 

the addition of 4 ml of the experimental groups to each respective well.  Untreated control wells 

were also included and received only non-additive growth medium. 

This scratch inducement period represented T0.  To ensure that the same field was studied during 

image acquisition, reference points were made by marking the wells lightly on the bottom of the 

plate (Brusotti et al., 2015:421).  The reference markings are important for each evaluation to be 

performed accurately, considering that misinterpretations can occur if the acquired wound field 

position is not repeatable within each analysis (Bedoya et al., 2017:627, 634; Liang et al., 

2007:330).  Each well’s scratch was measured at three positions (top, middle, bottom).  The plates 

were incubated for a total duration of 48 h, whilst images were captured by using a light 

microscope (Eclipse TS100) equipped with a DFK 72AUC02 camera to examine and monitor the 

wound closure.  Images were captured at 8-h intervals such as T8, T16, T24, T32, T40 and T48.  

The plates were returned to the incubator to resume incubation after each examination (Cell 

Biolabs Inc., 2017b:6; Fox et al., 2017:3-4). 
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Figure B.6: Microscopic images of HaCaT cells seeded at 1 x 106 cells per well 

(400 000 cells/ml) after a recovery period of 24 h to form a monolayer (left), as well 

as after inducing a “wound” on the monolayer (right). 

 

Figure B.7: Microscopic images of 84BR cells seeded at 5 x 105 cells per well 

(200 000 cells/ml) after recovery period of 24 to form a monolayer (left), as well as 

after inducing a “wound” on the monolayer (right). 

ImageJ software was used to measure the wound surface area and Equations B.3 and B.4 were 

used to calculate the percentage wound closure (%WC) and migration rate, respectively. 

%WC = 
(Pre-migration)surface area – (Migration)surface area

(Pre-migration)surface area

 x 100                                                 Equation B3 

Where %WC is the percentage of the wound field that is filled with growth; (Pre-migration)surface 

area is the total surface area (µm2) of the initial “scratch” induced at T0, and (Migration)surface area is 

the total surface area (µm2) of the wound field at a specific time interval, e.g. T24 or T48. 
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The migration rate (μm2/h) of the wound healing process was also determined in order to quantify 

the rate of gap closure.  This is important information, as it indicates the speed or rate at which 

the wound healing agent causes the wound field to fill (Jonkman et al., 2014:440). 

Migration rate (µm2/h) = 
(Pre-migration)surface area – (Migration)surface area

Time (h)
 Equation B4 

B.4.2.1 Plate layout 

 

Figure B.8: Representation of the layout during the exposure period administered with 

experimental groups and the controls for the 12-well plate 

The assay was done in three replicates, in other words, one column of 3 wells each was loaded 

with an experimental group (2.5 ml per well).  Each plate contained an untreated control (first 

column on the left of the plate, which received only growth medium) representing 100% cell 

proliferation.  The untreated control is recorded in parallel, in order to normalise the data with an 

objective endpoint (Jonkman et al., 2014:441). 

 

Figure B.9: Example of a 12-well plate after the administering of the drug treatments at T0.  

The reference points (top, middle, bottom) can be seen on the bottom of the plate. 
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B.4.3 Cell migration assay 

The CytoSelect™ 24-Well Cell Migration and Invasion Assay was used to determine the %cell 

migration in the absence (untreated control group) or presence of the experimental groups.  To 

avoid arbitrary selection of data for the migration test, the following three treatment groups at their 

highest concentrations were tested: 1) A-B, 2) A(A2)-B, 3) A(Z2)-B. 

The cell migration assay was conducted as described in the manufacturer guidelines of the 

CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration kit.  A volume of 500 µl of DMEM- was added to the bottom 

of the wells in the 24-well plate.  In the inserts of each well, 300 µl of the cell suspension was 

seeded and allowed to migrate through the membrane, towards the FBS.  After an incubation 

period of 24 h, the spent media was withdrawn from the inside of each insert.  Cells that do not 

migrate through the membrane, adhere to the inside perimeter of the inserts, as seen in 

Figure B.10.b.  The non-migratory cells were removed with gentle swipes using wet cotton-tip 

swabs.  The polycarbonate membrane must remain unpunctured to provide similar qualitative 

results, seeing as the membrane serves as a barrier to distinguish between migratory and non-

migratory cells (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017a:4). 

 

Figure B.10: Representation of the principle behind a CytoSelect™ 24-well plate: a) where the 

invasive cells pass through polycarbonate membrane and remain attached to the 

bottom of the insert membrane as shown in b).  After the removal of the non-

invasive cells the insert is transferred to new wells filled with “Cell Stain Solution” 

as shown in c) (Adapted from Cell Biolabs, Inc., (2017a:4)). 

Cells 

Serum free media 

Media 

Staining solution 

Membrane 

a 

b 

c 
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A clean well containing 400 µl of “Cell Stain Solution” was used to stain each insert, as seen in 

Figure B.10.c.  After the inserts were stained for 10 min within the solution, they were washed 

with distilled water and left to air dry.  Furthermore, the inserts were transferred to empty wells 

containing 200 µl “Extraction Solution”, followed by the incubation for 10 min on an orbital shaker.  

A volume of 100 µl of each sample was transferred to a 96-well plate and the optical density 

measured at a wavelength of 560 nm (Cell Biolabs Inc., 2017a:5).  An untreated control was also 

included, which received non-additive growth media.  The %cell migration was calculated using 

Equation B.5.  Where the absorbance of the treated cells and the absorbance of the untreated 

cells was recorded at 560 nm in the microplate reader. 

%Cell migration = 
Absorbance of treated cells

Absorbance of untreated cells
 x 100 Equation B.5 

B.4.3.1 Plate layout 

 

Figure B.11: Representation of the layout during the exposure period administered with 

experimental groups and the controls for the CytoSelect™ 24-Well Cell Migration 

and Invasion plate 

The first two rows of the 24-wells contain inserts as seen in Figure B.11.  Therefore, only 12 wells 

were used for drug exposure, and then non-invasive cells were washed and the insert was 

transferred to the remaining 12-wells, which is filled with “Cell Stain Solution” in order to stain and 

quantify the migratory activity. 
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Figure B.12: Example of a CytoSelect™ 24-well cell migration plate, after the administering the 

treatments into the inner part of the inserts, each performed in triplicate.  The 

addition of the “Cell Stain Solution” can be seen in the last two rows of the plate, 

which will receive the transferred inserts. 

B.5 Statistical analysis 

All the MTT experiments were done in six replicates, whereas the wound healing assays were 

performed in triplicate.  The results were analysed with Statistica 13.3 (StatSoft, TIBCO Software 

Inc., United States of America) to identify any statistically significant differences between the 

various experimental groups, where a p < 0.05 value was considered significant.  A Brown-

Forsythe test was performed to test group variance equality. 

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by the post-hoc tests such as Tukey’s honestly 

significant difference (HSD) (for multiple comparison) or Kruskal-Wallis (determining ranks) tests 

were used for statistical analysis.  The groups were compared statistically by noting statistical 

significant differences between 1) Untreated wells (control), which is represented at a 100% 

wound closure, 2) Absorbatox® control (Absorbatox® alone), which is represented as two 

respective experimental groups of A-A and A-B, and 3) the different cation ratios of the 

Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups (A(A1)-A, A(A1)-B, A(A2)-A, 

A(A2)-B, A(Z1)-A, A(Z1)-B, A(Z2)-A and A(Z2)-B). 

B.6 Results and discussion 

The in vitro efficacy of Absorbatox® entities prepared in different concentrations and cation ratios 

as wound healing entities was investigated.  The two selected cell lines, HaCaT and 84BR, were 

used.  Each cell line was seeded separately for each cell assay and assessed for cytotoxicity, 

wound closure and migration potential after a 24 and 48 h exposure to the various Absorbatox® 

entities.  Statistically, the Absorbatox® groups containing the cations were compared to the 

untreated cells and to the Absorbatox® alone. 
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B.6.1 MTT-assay – cytotoxicity results 

The MTT colorimetric assay was used to investigate the cytotoxicity of the different Absorbatox® 

entities.  According to López-García et al. (2014:44), the %cell viability can be used to classify 

the cytotoxicity of different treatments.  Compounds reducing the cell viability to lower than 40% 

are considered strong cytotoxic, whereas compounds with a cell viability higher than 80% are 

classified as non-cytotoxic (López-García et al., 2014:44).  Cell viabilities higher than 80% are 

indicative of HaCaT cells that have increased viability; where an increased absorbance was 

measured in the wells with a more intensive purple colour, due to increased amount of cells 

present, and consequently more MTT formazan that forms and accumulates (Baluchamy et al., 

2010:24770; Wang et al., 2010:9).  Figures B.13 to B.14 display the %cell viability for the two cell 

lines after an exposure period of 24 and 48 h with the respective experimental groups. 

From the data, it was evident that the experimental groups at their varying concentrations and 

cation ratios had no negative impact on the two cell lines.  All the experimental groups 

demonstrated a %cell viability of 80% and higher.  As stipulated by López-García et al. (2014:44), 

these formulations can be considered as non-cytotoxic.  Overall, it was found that the %cell 

viability increased for all the experimental groups over the 48 h period.  This was observed in both 

cell lines, suggesting that none of the experimental groups had a time-dependent cytotoxic effect. 

When comparing the Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc groups with the untreated control 

of each cell line, it was found that the %cell viability did not vary drastically from the untreated 

control.  Therefore, both metal cations incorporated in Absorbatox® showed no cytotoxicity 

towards the skin-derived cell lines.  The following experimental groups showed statistical 

significant differences in the %cell viability with the untreated control for the 84BR cells after a 

48 h exposure period: A(A1)-A and A(A2)-A (Figure B.13.b) and also A(Z1)-A, A(Z1)-B, and  

A(Z2)-A (Figure B.14.b) as determined with the Kruskal-Wallis test. 

When comparing Absorbatox®-silver and Absorbatox®-zinc with the Absorbatox® control at two 

concentrations, A-A and A-B, statistical significant differences were observed in the %cell viability 

with the Absorbatox® alone (A-A and A-B) for the HaCaT cells after 24 h treatment as determined 

with Tukey’s HSD test with the exception of Absorbatox® alone (A-B) in comparison to A(A2)-B 

(Figure B.13.a) and A(Z2)-B (Figure B.14.a).  For the 84BR cells as determined with the Kruskal-

Wallis test, groups A(A2)-A (Figure B.13.b) together with A(Z1)-A and A(Z1)-B (Figure B.14.b) 

showed statistical significant differences in %cell viability after 48 h in comparison to Absorbatox® 

alone (A-A). 

These statistical significant differences of the Absorbatox® cation groups in comparison to the 

untreated cells and the Absorbatox® alone, confirmed that the incorporation of the silver and zinc 

cations into the Absorbatox® structure, enhanced the cell viability of the skin-derived cells.  Even 
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though metal cations are known to have a concentration-dependent cytotoxic effect on in vitro 

cells (Beyth et al., 2008:4162), the incorporation of the metal through the use of a zeolite has 

been proven to avoid the cytotoxic effect (Asraf et al., 2019:117; Thomassen et al., 2012:473; 

Youssef et al., 2015:3); this was evident during this study as well. 

 

Figure B.13: The %cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h 

period with Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (n = 6).  The statistical 

significance with 1) untreated control (*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each 

cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined with Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD 

tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the untreated control, which was 

considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line). 
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Figure B.14: The %cell viability of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated over a 24 and 48 h 

period with Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups (n = 6).  The statistical 

significance with 1) untreated control (*) and 2) Absorbatox® control (**) on each 

cell line (HaCaT and 84BR) as determined with Kruskal-Wallis and Tukey’s HSD 

tests, respectively.  The data was normalised to the untreated control, which was 

considered as 100% viable (indicated with a dashed line). 

When comparing the different cation ratios and concentrations between Absorbatox®-silver and 

Absorbatox®-zinc, no distinct link could be made between the cation ratio and the effect on %cell 

viability; however, it can be concluded that the presence of the metal cations (presented in most 

cases of the experimental groups) tested with heightened viability ranges (Youseff et al., 2015:8). 
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B.6.3 Wound healing scratch assay 

Liang et al. (2007:330) reported that the scratch assay mimics, to some extent, the in vivo 

migration of cells during wound healing.  When skin is superficially injured, wounds are healed 

through various dynamic cellular interactions (Enoch & Leaper 2008:37; Piperigkou et al., 

2018:17, 29).  The damaged cells are repaired and this regenerative process can be measured 

as the %WC of in vitro cell cultures (Dhillon et al., 2017:5).  By measuring the total surface area 

of the initial “scratch” area, the capability of the cells that have been treated with different 

experimental groups can be determined and expressed as the %WC (Dhillon et al., 2017:5). 

The in vivo wound healing characteristics of Absorbatox® have previously been investigated by 

Mncube (2013); however, the current study focuses on the wound healing potential of metal 

cations incorporated in Absorbatox® using in vitro cell cultures.  The groups were compared 

statistically to evaluate whether any values reveal statistical significant differences within the 

wound healing and migration assay results.  Figures B.15 to B.16 illustrate the %WC results 

following exposure to the various Absorbatox® experimental groups after 24 and 48 h incubation. 

 

Figure B.15: The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical 

significance with the untreated control as determined with Tukey’s HSD test 

(p < 0.05) is indicated with an asterisk.  The data was normalised to the untreated 

control, which was considered as 100% wound closure (indicated with a dashed 

line). 
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Figure B.16: The %wound closure of HaCaT (a) and 84BR cells (b) treated with the 

Absorbatox®-zinc experimental groups for 24 and 48 h.  The statistical significance 

with the untreated control as determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p < 0.05) is 

indicated with an asterisk.  The data was normalised to the untreated control, which 

was considered as 100% wound closure (indicated with a dashed line). 

When interpreting the %WC results from Figures B.15 and B.16, it is found that all the 

Absorbatox® experimental groups at all concentrations and cation ratio groups demonstrated a 

similar range of a %WC on both cell lines.  All the experimental groups showed a high wound 

healing capability, in comparison to the untreated control (indicated as a dashed line at 100%).  

The Absorbatox®-silver groups ranged between 8.85 and 46.98% better wound closure than 

untreated cells, whereas the Absorbatox®-zinc, combinations ranged between 2.79 and 13.21% 

better wound closure over the duration of 48 h on both cell lines. 

The untreated controls demonstrate how the cells repair the damaged area without any 

interventions, while the Absorbatox® treated experimental groups showed how the cells reacted 

towards the test groups (Li et al., 2015:617; Vidal & Granjeiro, 2017:433-434).  Only the wound 

closure rates of the A(A1)-A group for the HaCaT cells after 24 h treatment were found to be 

statistically significant, relative to the untreated control, as determined with Tukey’s HSD test. 

The Absorbatox®-silver groups on the HaCaT cell line showed in most cases better wound healing 

activity than Absorbatox® alone, although not particularly significant.  Lastly, an overall tendency 

to enhance the in vitro monolayered cell growth is found for all the groups, and no clear differences 
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could be seen between the %WC of the various cation ratio groups.  Zeolites with cations 

incorporated in its structure, has been proven to enhance wound healing in in vitro models 

(Ferreira et al., 2016:145; Fox et al., 2010:1520; Kocaaga et al., 2019:14).  During this study, the 

same phenomenon was found.  Figures B.17 depict the migration rate of the HaCaT and 84BR 

cells after exposure to the various Absorbatox® experimental groups after 24 and 48 h incubation. 

When interpreting the %migration rate results from Figures B.17, it is found that the migration rate 

increased drastically up to 24 h, followed by a lower increase up to 48 h.  The results can be 

ascribed to the cells experiencing contact inhibition.  Puliafito et al. (2012:5-7) reported that mitotic 

cell division, motility and the cell cycle characteristics are influenced by the cell size and area 

available for growth.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the migration rate will decrease as the 

wound field area becomes smaller. 

It can be seen as described by Blattes et al. (2017:38) that the migration rate obtained for a 

treatment, can either indicate the acceleration or retardation of the healing process.  The positive 

control, Absorbatox®, also revealed %migration rates similar to the other experimental groups.  

The groups A(A1)-A and A(A1)-B portrayed statistically higher significant migration rates with 

regards to all the other experimental groups on the HaCaT cells, as determined with Tukey’s HSD 

test.  Therefore, when silver ions are incorporated in Absorbatox® at a 0.125% ratio, it has a 

significantly enhanced effect on HaCaT cell migration rate.  This can also be related back to the 

improved %WC seen in Figures B.15.a and also to an earlier in vitro study by Kocaaga et al. 

(2019:14).  Ferreira et al. (2016:145) and Sánchez et al. (2014:252) reported that the potential 

wound healing effect of zeolites with silver and zinc ions in its structure can provide wound healing 

properties such as antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative effects.  The additive effects 

that silver or zinc cations can provide a wound, may not be justified on cellular level during in vitro 

studies (Herzmann et al., 2016:102; Houghton et al., 2005:106). 
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Figure B.17: The %migration rate of HaCaT (a and c) and 84BR cells (b and d) treated with the 

Absorbatox®-silver experimental groups (a and b) and Absorbatox®-zinc 

experimental groups (c and d) for 24 and 48 h.  The columns represent the mean 

values (n = 3).  The statistical significance with the untreated control, as 

determined with Tukey’s HSD test (p < 0.05), is indicated with an asterisk.  The 

data was normalised to the untreated control, which was considered as 100% 

wound closure (indicated with a dashed line).  
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Figure B.18: Selected microscopic images of the wound fields introduced by the scratch 

technique on HaCaT cells.  The untreated cells, as well as cells after treatment 

with A-B, A(A2)-B and A(Z2)-B at T0, T24 and T48 are displayed.  Yellow lines 

mark the wound field area that is measured with each analysis. 
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Figure B.19: Selected microscopic images of the wound fields introduced by the scratch 

technique on 84BR cells.  The untreated cells, as well as cells after treatment with 

A-B, A(A2)-B and A(Z2)-B at T0, T24 and T48 are displayed.  Yellow lines mark 

the wound field area that is measured with each analysis. 

ImageJ software was used to manually measure the total wound field area, as indicated by the 

yellow line (the perimeter of the wound fields) in Figures B.18 and B.19.  The untreated wells at 

each time interval, had been recorded in parallel, to serve as the objective endpoint to which all 

the data of the experimental groups on each plate are normalised to (Jonkman et al., 2014:441).  

The microscopic images selected for this study are the cells treated with the Absorbatox® groups, 

which demonstrates the ability of Absorbatox® and Absorbatox® incorporated with metal cations 

to enhance wound closure. 

For all the Absorbatox® groups, it was observed that the wound field was almost completely 

covered after 48 h, indicating the enhanced wound healing activity. 
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B.6.4 Wound migration assay 

The polycarbonate membrane used in the migration assay is a non-degradable substrate with 

physical thresholds such as pore size that can render the migration of cells (Wolf et al., 

2013:1076).  Due to the high costs related to this assay and the 84BR cells being larger cells by 

origin, only the HaCaT cell line was used for the cell migration assay.  The %migration observed 

was based on the number of cells that migrated through the membrane towards the bottom of the 

well and is displayed in Figure B.20. 

 

Figure B.20: The %migration of HaCaT cells, relative to the untreated control, treated with the 

Absorbatox® treatment groups for 24 h.  The data was normalised to the untreated 

control, which was considered as 100% migration rate. 

The results from Figure B.20 shows both the Absorbatox®-silver (101.255 ± 2.617%) and 

Absorbatox®-zinc (97.349 ± 2.904%) groups showed higher migratory activity in comparison to 

the Absorbatox® alone (91.608 ± 4.571%) group.  The Absorbatox®-silver group (A(A2)-B) 

showed higher %migration than the untreated control.  This indicates that Absorbatox®-silver 

triggers the proliferation of migratory cells.  In particular, the activity of HaCaT cell to migrate as 

individual cells are determined as a function of time (Ascione et al., 2016:124). 
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B.6.3 Conclusion 

The data obtained from the MTT-assay provides basic toxicology data concerning skin cell 

responses to Absorbatox®, as well as with selected cations.  All the experimental groups 

performed on the HaCaT cells presented cell viabilities higher than 80%, which is considered as 

non-cytotoxic (López-García et al., 2014:44).  The results obtained from the 84BR, showed that 

all the experimental groups except for two, presented viabilities all above the untreated cells of 

100%.  This suggests that mitochondrial responses increased over the duration of the exposure 

period, resulting in the activation of the cells and the induction of cell viability (Thomassen et al., 

2012:479).  It can be stated that there was no negative impact on the two cell cultures used in 

this study.  In fact, the viability of the cells was induced (Ferreira et al., 2016:144).  This is in 

agreement with other studies that found various zeolite structures to be non-toxic towards various 

in vitro cell cultures (Asraf et al., 2019:117; Thomassen et al., 2012:473; Youssef et al., 2015:3).  

This correlates to an earlier study of Lamprecht et al. (2017:18) and Liu et al. (2006:1488), which 

validates zeolites as being physiologically inert.  It was also observed that a higher ratio of cations 

incorporated within the Absorbatox® structure did not necessarily imply a lower cell viability as 

described by Dutta & Wang (2019:24). 

The neutral red (NR) assay was also conducted; the assay relies on the ability of viable cells to 

incorporate and retain neutral red, which is a weak cationic dye (Ates et al., 2017:19).  However, 

Absorbatox® (like all zeolites) has ionic strengths, which influences the cells capacity for NR 

uptake, producing inaccurate results (Al-Kaim, 2007:614, Repetto et al., 2008:1125). 

A standard procedure to analyse in vitro wound healing is the scratch assay.  A major drawback 

of the assay’s methodology is the lack of reproducible wounding that can lead to 

misinterpretations in the %WC (Bedoya et al., 2017:633, Dhillon et al., 2017:3).  Migration rate 

measurements have been shown to be sensitive to the initial degree of confluence and initial 

geometry of the wound (Mazumder et al., 2016:289). 

All the experimental groups performed with the scratch assay, showed a high wound healing 

capability, although not particularly significant.  The results from this study, substantiate the 

development of Absorbatox® with cations incorporated in its structure for wound healing.  This 

correlates to the findings of other studies (Ferreira et al., 2016:145, Fox et al., 2010:1520, 

Kocaaga et al., 2019:14).  An increase in the closure rate of the segmented wound fields were 

noted with all Absorbatox® experimental groups in comparison to the untreated control, but only 

the wound closure rates of the Absorbatox®-silver concentrations were statistically significant. 

After 48 h, all experimental groups almost completely covered the wound field.  The Absorbatox®-

silver groups showed an increased tendency to enhance wound closure on the cell lines.  This 
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correlates to other studies that the metal cations selected for this study have an important role in 

the repair and regeneration of skin wounds (Ninan et al., 2015:465, 470). 

However, it could not be ruled out whether a higher ratio or concentration induced a higher %WC, 

as the groups fell within a similar range depicting enhanced wound healing properties on in vitro 

cultures.  Taking into account that in vitro models are overly sensitive in showing minor cell 

responses, it may not reflect the in vivo cell behaviour which cation incorporated groups could 

have provided (Herzmann et al., 2016:102; Houghton et al., 2005:106). 

The cell migration assay provides a quantitative interpretation in terms of cell migration.  In 

particular, the activity of HaCaT cell to migrate as individual cells are determined as a function of 

time (Ascione et al., 2016:124).  A higher number of migratory cells were measured 

spectrophotometrically for the Absorbatox®-silver groups, than the other tested groups.  

Therefore, silver improves the potential of Absorbatox® to stimulate cell migration. 

In summary, our results indicated that the Absorbatox® experimental groups affected the HaCaT 

and 84BR cells positively, with regards to induced cell viability, enhanced wound healing activity 

and closure rates, as well as the migratory activity of the cells.  Absorbatox® alone, also proved 

its worth as a wound healing entities of damaged skin cell monolayers.  Overall, both the silver 

and zinc cations provided an improved effect on the Absorbatox® wound healing potential, 

irrespective of the cation ratio or the treatment concentration. 
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APPENDIX C – FORMULATION AND STABILITY OF AN 

ABSORBATOX®-ZINC SILICONE GEL 

 

C.1 Introduction 

Topical formulations are described as products intended for the local effect on the skin rather than 

systemic delivery (Williams, 2003:38), and refer to a variety of conventional dermatological 

vehicles, such as semi-solids, creams, sprays and lotions.  Semi-solid formulations spread easily 

with applied friction or pressure and are generally used for dosages that are applied to deliver the 

agent externally to the skin and to treat local skin conditions (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34). 

When part of the semi-solid dosage form is subsided with silicone polymers, it deems the 

classification as a silicone semi-solid.  The term “silicone” is derived from the scientific term 

“polyorganosiloxane.”  Silicones have unique properties, such as high Si–O–Si backbone 

flexibility and strength, low intermolecular interactions and excellent inherent chemical stability 

towards humidity and a wide range of temperatures (Lin et al., 2007:606; Schalau & Aliyar, 

2015:425, 427; Weller & Sussman, 2006:322).  A key characteristic of silicones is the possession 

of excellent biocompatibility, which has led to their acceptance in the pharmaceutical and medical 

industry (Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:428).  Many studies have been filed describing formulations with 

silicones as suitable excipients for topical applications in wound care (Kirilov et al., 2015:16; Séné 

et al., 2002:4). 

In this study, a silicone gel with the aim of treating local skin conditions or superficial wounds, was 

formulated, comprising the wound healing properties of Absorbatox®-zinc.  The physical and 

chemical stability can be assessed by evaluating the formulation after being subjected to a series 

of different stability tests.  Accelerated stability testing is performed over three months, where a 

series of different stability tests are performed on the products at monthly time intervals (Barnes, 

2013:843-844).  The main parameter to induce the rapid occurrence of chemical and physical 

changes is through temperature and relative humidity (RH) variations (Romanowski & Schueller, 

2006:655).  The guidelines of the ICH (2006:3) were followed and measured at 

40 ± 2 ºC/75 ± 5% RH, 30 ± 2 ºC/65 ± 5% RH and 25 ± 2 ºC/60 ± 5% RH in months 1, 2 and 3, 

as described in Chapter 2.6.3.  Different methods are conducted to evaluate the effect of possible 

formulation variables on the semi-solid preparation (Bajaj et al., 2012:7). 
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C.2 Formulation of a gel 

In this study, Absorbatox®-zinc was incorporated into a silicone gel.  A gel can be described as a 

semi-solid system, a cross-linked system of suspended particles in a dispersion medium (Kulkarni 

& Shaw, 2015:34).  A continuous phase exists between these particles when the dispersion 

medium is thickened with other excipients; an interlaced network forms that imparts rigidity to the 

structure (Williams, 2013:690). 

A gel generally consists of a gel base, surfactants, preservatives, humectants, pharmaceutical 

actives and colouring agents (Mitsui, 1997:351).  The type of solvent used as the dispersing base 

(e.g. aqueous, miscible blends, alcoholic or non-polar solvents) determines the type of gel 

(Ramchandani & Toddywala, 1997:547; Williams, 2013:690).  The silicone gel contains a large 

amount of non-polar solvents, such as silica based materials, which takes form as the gel base 

(Ji et al., 2009:12325). 

C.2.1 Ingredients used to manufacture gels 

The ingredients that were selected are well-documented materials that provide confidence in 

terms of safety and being fit for purpose (Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:434; Séné et al., 2002:4).  The 

manufacturing of the silicone gel formulation is divided in two: 1) the ingredients that compose 

the silicone gel concentrate (A) and 2) the silicone gel base (B).  The ingredients that compose 

the silicone gel concentrate (A) helps to constitute and maintain the continuous phase and 

increase the viscosity of the formulation (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34).  The silicone gel base (B) 

provides the medium for the solid particulate material to be dispersed within.  The RT gel 

concentrate will help to increase the viscosity of the formulation and suspend any solid particulate 

material together during formulation (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34). 

Table C.1: Excipients used in the selected silicone gel formula 

 Ingredients %m/m Function 

A Silky Wax 10 (stearoxytrimethylsilane and stearyl alcohol) 27.00% Thickening agent 

 ST-Elastomer 10 13.50% Thickening agent 

 Iris 32.40% Emollient 

 Jojoba oil 21.60% Emollient 

 Polysorbate 80 2.70% Surfactant 

 Polysorbate 20 2.70% Surfactant 

B: Gransil ORB 89.30% Emulsifier 

 Absorbatox®-zinc 10.04% Active 

%m/m is calculated on account of the amount of the ingredient in each parts A and B (not the full batch composition) 
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C.2.1.1 Silicone gel concentrate (A) 

In a gel system, the thickening agents form a continuous phase with the non-polar solvent (the 

gel-base).  The thickening agents in this formula include ST-Elastomer 10, which helps to provide 

the porous scaffold of the gel and enhances the viscosity (Schulz & Zhahg, 1997:2; Williams, 

2013:690).  ST-Elastomer 10 is a mixture of silicone elastomers in cyclomethicone (Schalau & 

Aliyar, 2015:425).  Cyclomethicones are used in topical products to ease the spreading, improve 

the lubricity and provide a level of volatility (Klimisch, 1991:117; Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:432).  

Silky Wax 10 (stearoxytrimethylsilane and stearyl alcohol) is a silicone-based wax included to act 

as a volatile carrier, which subsequently assists the gel to dry quickly leaving the insoluble agents 

in intimate contact with the skin (Séné et al., 2002:8).  Waxes are commonly used in formulations 

for topically applied products because of their ability to modify the textural and tactile properties 

of the product (Ceccoli, 2004:1). 

Within the cross-linked system a surface tension can exist, which can cause the boundaries to 

contract (Attwood, 2013:79).  Polysorbates are amphipathic, non-ionic surfactants, which are 

included to counter the contraction by accumulating at the boundary to achieve a state of 

minimum free energy (Attwood, 2013:79; Ji et al., 2009:12325). 

The silicone gel concentrate will help to increase the viscosity of the mixture and suspend any 

solid particulate material together (Kulkarni & Shaw, 2015:34). 

Furthermore, two emollients are included in the formulation which act as the topical moistening 

component.  Iris essential oil (INCI name is Iris pallida root extract) has the ability to soothe skin 

by contracting the epidermis.  Jojoba oil (INCI name is Buxus chinensis) generally gives cosmetics 

great lubricity and spreadability (Prinz et al., 2005:3, 6).  The silicone gel concentrate will help to 

increase the viscosity of the mixture and suspend any solid particulate material together (Kulkarni 

& Shaw, 2015:34). 

C.2.1.2 The silicone gel base (B) 

Gransil ORB is an emulsifying base dispersed in repeated silicone units of dimethicone and 

cyclopentasiloxane (Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:429).  Dimethicone and cyclopentasiloxane are 

siloxane polymers that are highly elastic and chemically stable materials (Ji et al., 2009:12325; 

Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:429, 432).  Gransil ORB provides the interlacing network for the 

Absorbatox®-zinc particles to become interpenetrated within the medium to enhance stability and 

to formulate with ease (Attwood, 2013:77).  In addition, the silicone base makes the gel 

hydrophobic and easy to adhere for topical application (Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:455). 
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Absorbatox®-zinc possess a weak ability to solubilise within the silicone matrix, therefore the 

Absorbatox®-zinc was dispersed as a mesoporous particulate entity within the silicone medium 

(Mncube, 2013:41; Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:427). 

Table C.2: Excipients used during formulation 

 Ingredients Supplier Batch number 

A Silky Wax 10 Lycoderm Laboratories 0009021630 

 ST-Elastomer 10 Lycoderm Laboratories 5410950100 

 Iris Sonneborn LLC 601040 

 Jojoba oil Lycoderm Laboratories 95831012017 

 Polysorbate 80 Lycoderm Laboratories 32662 

 Polysorbate 20 Lycoderm Laboratories 30953 

B: Gransil ORB Grant Chemicals 980829A16 

 Absorbatox®-zinc Absorbatox® Pty 10/07/1675 

 

C.2.2 Preparation process of the silicone gel 

Methods for preparing gels are fairly simple and generally no hi-tech equipment is needed.  The 

gel formulation was prepared as follow: 

To prepare the RT gel concentrate: 

 Weigh all the ingredients of (A) (see Section C.2.1.1, Table C.1) according to the batch 

size needed and mix manually with spatula. 

 Use a mechanical stirrer (Heidolph RZR 2041, Germany) to mix the concentrate for a 

further 15 min at high shear (1137 rpm (revolutions per minute)). 

 While mixing at high shear, heat the gel concentrate to 40 ± 2 ºC to dissolve the 

ingredients until homogenised and keep heated. 

Subsequently prepare the RT gel: 

 Weigh the ingredients of (B) (see Section C.2.1.2, Table C.1) according to batch size 

needed and add the Absorbatox®-zinc to the Gransil ORB within a large glass bowl. 

 Add the RT gel concentrate to the large glass bowl, and mix at high shear with a 

mechanical stirrer (Heidolph RZR 2041, Germany) for 5 min at 1 015 rpm. 

 Heat the whole batch at approximately 40 ± 2 ºC until homogenised. 
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C.2.3 Formulation variables 

During this study, attention was paid to possible formulation of variables, which could occur with 

a silicone gel formulation containing Absorbatox®-zinc; variables include the effects that 

Absorbatox®-zinc could have on the formulation, or vice versa.  Considering the ion-exchange 

capacity of Absorbatox®-zinc entities, as described in Chapter 2.4.1.1.2, the Absorbatox®-zinc is 

proposed to release the zinc-ions in exchange for mediators found within the topical wound 

environment.  The stability of a product, according to the ICH guidelines, can be affected if the 

ion-exchange capacity causes the Absorbatox®-zinc to release the zinc-ions within formulation.  

The charged zinc-ions can cause an electrical repulsion and cause breakage of the gel network 

over time.  However, usage of non-ionic material, such as silicone (a non-polar solvent), in the 

formulation design supports the ability of the matrix to stabilise the entities (Ji et al., 2009:12325; 

Schalau & Aliyar, 2015:429, 432). 

The selection of packaging materials is important and plays a crucial role in the stability of a 

product.  The oxidative rancidity can become accelerated by light, humidity and the presence of 

trace transition metals, while oils can undergo a change in physical properties during thermal 

degradation (Moreno et al., 1999:269).  The batch was divided into sufficient quantities (± 25 g) 

in a glass container with a metal screw cap for stability testing.  The formulations were inspected 

for appearance and texture before stability testing commenced.  The performed stability studies 

will be discussed in detail in the subsequent section. 

C.2.4 Formulation results 

The silicone gel batch that was prepared depicted a homogenous texture; it applied easily to the 

skin.  The freshly formulated silicone gel was smooth when rubbed between the fingers, with the 

exception of the crystalline shaped Absorbatox®-zinc particles (as described in Appendix A.2.4), 

which gave it a sharp and grittiness feel.  The formulations were compared to colour palettes and 

showed the most similarity to a bracken salt colour, correlating to the colour of the Absorbatox®-

zinc particles. 

C.3 Stability 

C.3.1 Stability of the silicone gel 

Formulation variables can possibly affect the stability of the formulations and the stability tests 

will provide results whether the silicone gel facilitates a positive impact for keeping the 

Absorbatox®-zinc entities physically and chemically stable in its matrices (Barnes, 2013:843). 
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During the test period the following tests were conducted: 

 Concentration 

 pH 

 Visual appearance assessment 

 Mass change 

 Viscosity 

 Particle size 

The guidelines of the ICH (2006:3) was followed and measured initially at 40 ºC/75% RH, 

30 ºC/65% RH and 25 ºC/60% RH.  The aforementioned tests were performed initially (t = 0), as 

well as after 1, 2 and 3 months in order to determine whether any physicochemical changes 

occurred.  The results of the stability tests were aligned with the acceptance criteria of the ICH 

guidelines to determine if the requirements were met.  If the monthly values for pH, mass 

measurements, viscosity and particle size remained within a 5% deviation from the initial value, 

it was noted that the required stability properties of the wound dressing materials have been 

reached (ICH, 2006:9). 

C.3.2 Evaluation of stability tests 

C.3.2.1 Concentration 

The silicone gel samples were tested with a qualitative and semi-quantitative approach namely 

FTIR spectroscopy (Masmoudi et al., 2005:118).  IR-spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha 

Platinum spectrophotometer over a range of 400 – 4 000 cm-1 and has an ATR accessory.  The 

FTIR in ATR mode is used to determine whether the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel underwent 

significant change in its chemical composition after being subjected to different storage conditions 

by monitoring the peak positions and intensities observable in the spectrum.  The peaks and 

intensities of an absorption band allows the determination of the specific bonds of the sample that 

can change due to degradation (Coates, 2000:10815; Peach, 2014:29). 

When evaluating the IR-spectra of Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel, it is noted that the spectra has 

similarities that are comparable to Absorbatox®-zinc as displayed in Figure A.1, however other 

differences are also observed due to the silicone gel formulation.  The included oils and silicone 

based ingredients of the gel formulation attributed to the Si–O–Si groups on band 1 100 and  

800 cm-1, creating larger peak intensities (Moreno et al., 1999:269).  Kocaaga et al. (2009:6) also 

showed that shifts in peaks can be caused by the change in drug concentration, which may 

indicate that the chemical stability in comparison towards initial IR-spectra differs due to an 

exchange of the metal cation within the formulation. 
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Therefore, the change in peak intensities can be assessed to evaluate physical properties of the 

Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel after being subjected to different storage conditions (Aleksandrov 

et al., 2012: 218, Masmoudi et al., 2005:118-119).  Any further explorations to the spectra will not 

be defined for the purpose of this study, but the spectrum taken at the initial date will be compared 

with the spectrum taken at each monthly interval during the three-months stability testing as 

shown in Figures C.1 – C.3.  Each figure represents the spectra taken of each sample at the 

different storage conditions. 

 

Figure C.1: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as red, pink, green and turquoise, 

respectively at 40 ºC/75% RH 
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Figure C.2: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as red, pink, green and turquoise, 

respectively at 30 ºC/65% RH 

 

Figure C.3: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as red, pink, green and turquoise, 

respectively at 25 ºC/60% RH 
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The comparison of the initial through to month 3 spectra confirm that the Absorbatox®-zinc 

silicone gel remained unaffected by the different storage conditions.  The study was able to 

inspect the effect of variables on the stability of the Absorbatox®-zinc within the silicone gel during 

their storage at different temperatures.  It was evaluated whether the chemical composition 

differed from the initial spectrum; since no apparent shifts in bands were evident, it can be 

hypothesised that the concentration of the Absorbatox®-zinc within the silicone gel remains 

comparatively similar. 

It can be seen that Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel is stable; no noteworthy degradation of the gel 

can be established.  The results indicate that the stability of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel was 

not influenced by elevated temperatures or humidity’s. 

C.3.2.2 pH 

Conventional antiseptics for wound healing provide their antimicrobial activity by means of 

reducing the pH of the wound to create a more acidic milieu (Martínez‐De Jesús et al., 2007:354; 

You et al., 2017:1424).  The pH of the skin surface surrounding the wound is between 4 and 6, 

and therefore skin irritations or damage is believed to be avoided if the topical application falls 

within the desired pH range of 3 – 9 (Williams, 2003:690). 

The apparatus used to measure the pH of the formulations was a Mettler Toledo pH meter 

(Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) together with a glass Mettler Toledo Inlab® 410 electrode.  The pH 

meter was calibrated before each monthly series of tests.  Each formulation was measured in 

triplicate and the average and standard deviations (SD) was calculated accordingly. 

The initial average pH value of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel samples had a neutral pH of 

7.302 ± 0.054.  After the testing period of three months, a decrease of approximately 9% in pH 

was noted for the samples stored at 40 ºC/75% RH.  The average pH measured at month 3 was 

calculated as 6.663 ± 0.012, which is slightly more acidic but still falls within desired pH range of 

3 – 9 (Williams, 2003:690).  The Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel sample stored at 30 ºC/65% RH 

had a slight decrease of approximately 1% (7.226 ± 0.286), while the samples stored at  

25 ºC/60% RH showed a decrease of approximately 3% (7.065± 0.315). 
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Table C.3: The pH values obtained during months 0 to 3 at 40 ºC/75% RH, 30 ºC/65% RH 

and 25 ºC/60% RH 

 Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

1 7.352 6.346 5.744 6.671 

2 7.309 7.325 5.716 6.650 

3 7.245 7.280 6.256 6.669 

Average ± SD 7.302 ± 0.054 6.984 ± 0.553 5.905 ± 0.304 6.663 ± 0.012 

30 ºC/65% RH 

1 7.352 6.764 6.991 6.896 

2 7.309 6.940 7.011 7.384 

3 7.245 7.365 7.038 7.398 

Average ± SD 7.302 ± 0.054 7.023 ± 0.309 7.013 ± 0.024 7.226 ± 0.286 

25 ºC/60% RH 

1 7.352 7.079 7.163 6.838 

2 7.309 7.123 7.034 6.933 

3 7.245 7.201 7.092 7.424 

Average ± SD 7.302 ± 0.054 7.134 ± 0.062 7.096 ± 0.065 7.065 ± 0.315 

 

In general, the pH values of the samples (Table C.3) presented with a decrease during the stability 

test period for all three storage conditions.  The pH values of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel 

stored at 40 ºC/75% RH and at 30 ºC/65% RH, showed an inconsistent pattern during the 

duration of the stability study; when the initial measurement is compared to months 1 and 2, the 

pH decreased, where after the pH increased at month 3, but the pH was still lower than that of 

the initial month. 

In general, the pH of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel remains relatively neutral with no 

pronounced changes that can be ascribed to potentially cause skin irritations or damage. 

C.3.2.3 Visual appearance assessment 

The visual appearance assessment of wound dressing materials is performed to determine 

whether any changes in appearance, colour and texture occurred.  Oxidation due to humidity or 

thermal gradients can cause the colour of the formulation to change and in return, shorten the 

shelf-life of the product (Ramchandani & Toddywala, 1997:557).  After formulation, the 

Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel samples were compared to colour palettes and was categorized as 

portraying a bracken salt colour.  The general appearance of the samples was documented by 

taking photos with a Nikon E240 digital camera (Gauteng, South Africa) over the three-month 

period.  The possible changes in colour and texture was inspected by comparing the samples 

with the photos taken originally after initial formulation. 
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Table C.4: Photos taken of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel samples at months 0 to 3 for 

40 ºC/75% RH, 30 ºC/65% RH and 25 ºC/60% RH 

Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

    

30 ºC/65% RH 

    

25 ºC/60% RH 

    

 

For the duration of the study, neither significant visual changes in the samples, nor texture 

differences over the three-month period could be noticed.  Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel may be 

considered as stable according to their visual appearance. 

C.3.2.4 Mass change 

The mass of each Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel sample was measured, using a Shimadzu 

balance (Kyoto, Japan).  This test was performed to determine if the formulation sample had any 

variations in mass during the test period after being subjected to higher temperatures and 

humidity’s.  The measurements were documented and the mass was subtracted from the initial 

weight and calculated to determine the percentage change. 
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Table C.5: The results obtained from each mass measurement (g) of Absorbatox®-zinc 

silicone gel sample and the percentage mass change (%) after 3 months at 

different conditions for months 0 to 3 

Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

74.423 73.965 73.759 73.669 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 1.013 

30 ºC/65% RH 

74.846 74.715 74.6354 74.591 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 0.341 

25 ºC/60% RH 

74.125 74.112 74.1096 74.108 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 0.029 

 

No pronounced mass change for the samples occurred over the three-month period.  A slight 

decrease in mass was calculated, which varies between the highest mass loss of approximately 

1.013% for the 40 ºC/75% RH and the lowest mass loss of 0.029% for the 25 ºC/60% RH. 

This might be due to the use of a non-polar solvent (silicone composition) of the continuous phase, 

whereas in the case of being an aqueous phase, evaporation could subject under higher 

temperatures (Romanowski & Schueller, 2006:662).  The results confirm that no settling or any 

degradation occurred, which renders the formulation as thermally stable.  This also shows that 

the glass containers used during this study were successful in sealing the samples well enough 

preventing any possible swelling or moisture absorption from the environment. 

As the mass variation of all three the samples subjected to the three different storage conditions 

stayed within 5% of the initial amount, the criteria proves that the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel 

was physically stable according to their mass. 

C.3.2.5 Viscosity 

Rheology is a term used to describe the characteristics of a liquid or solid regarding flow or 

deformation.  Therefore, the viscosity of a topical semi-solid product is a description of its ability 

to produce resistance to movement or flow (Buchmann, 2006:116-117).  Viscosity testing of 

products over a period of time can indicate any changes in stability regarding the spreadability, 

consistency and smoothness of the product (Ramchandani & Toddywala, 1997:557). 

The evaluation of the viscosity of products over time was achieved by using a Brookfield 

Model DV2T viscometer (Brookfield visometer, United States of America), which was connected 

to a Helipath D20733.  The DV2T has the capability of measuring viscosity values within the range 
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of 100 – 40 000 000 cP, which can be achieved by using different spindles over different speeds.  

Spindles were chosen to maintain a range between 10% and 90% on the instrument’s %torque 

scale (Buhse et al., 2005:103).  The LV-4 spindle was immersed in each sample (± 30 g) that was 

stored at the three different storage conditions.  The viscometer determined a total of 12 data 

points, which was measured at 10 rpm every 10 s for 2 min. 

There are various factors that can affect the viscometer measurements; these variables may be 

related to the instrument or either the testing sample.  In order to accurately determine possible 

change in the formulation properties, the instrument variables should be held constant (Brookfield 

Engineering Laboratories, 2019:67, 68).  A repeatable viscosity test should control or specify the 

following: 

1) Sample container size (or spindle/chamber geometry) 

2) Sample volume 

3) Spindle used 

4) How the sample was prepared and/or loaded into the container 

5) The speed of the spindle (rpm values) 

However, these five variables were controlled but subsequently the readings showed inconsistent 

viscosity measurement results.  It was investigated whether the spindle immersion (how deep the 

spindle is inserted) affected the torque vales.  It was then assessed to what extent the torque 

values of the data points affected the correlating viscosity values (cPs).  Assessing the initial 

month’s data through to the final month, the fluctuations occurred within the first and second 

month’s data due to their correlating torque values that vary within the large range of 10 – 90%.  

Regarding the data that was obtained as displayed in Table C.6, only the cPs of the initial month 

and the final month’s data was compared to assess possible changes in the Absorbatox®-zinc 

silicone gel, due to the torque values falling in a smaller range (between 40 – 45%). 

Table C.6: Average viscosity (cP) determined for the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel sample 

with each test calculating an average torque range of 40 – 45% for the twelve data 

points 

Initial Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

26760 ± 100.182 26590 ± 121.045 

30 ºC/65% RH 

26760 ± 100.182 26205 ± 115.055 

25 ºC/60% RH 

26760 ± 100.182 25985 ± 109.561 
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Results obtained from the viscosity measurements of the samples during stability testing are 

presented in Table C.6 (viscosity variables such as torque values have been controlled).  After 

three months the viscosity readings had slightly decreased at 40 ºC/75% RH and 30 ºC/65% RH.  

At 25 ºC/60% RH a small increase is noted but not pronounced enough to be described otherwise. 

C.3.2.6 Particle size 

Particle size plays an important role in the pharmaceutical industry (Mncube, 2013:7).  The 

particle size of particles as the dispersed phase are key characteristics that influence the stability 

properties, chemical reactivity, grittiness, texture and the manner of application of the product 

(Staniforth & Taylor, 2013:138-139).  Within each sample, a sharp granular feel is presented due 

to the crystalline particle sizes of Absorbatox®-zinc exhibiting non-uniformity in particle size and 

shape (Mncube, 2013:37, 117). 

The particle size of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel formulation was tested over a period of three 

months.  Analysis was done with a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 Hydro SM (Malvern Instruments 

Ltd., United Kingdom).  The Mastersizer 2000 can measure a range of particles between 

0.02 – 2 000.00 μm.  The Hydro SM unit of the Mastersizer serves as the interface between the 

dispersed sample accessory and the optical unit.  It consists of a tank with a capacity of 120 ml 

along with instruments such as a centrifugal pump and stirrer.  The Malvern Mastersizer 2000 

measures the particle size of samples in wet dispersions by using the light scattering technique.  

The Mie theory and Fraunhofer approximation elaborates on the principles of laser diffraction 

(Balsamo & Storti, 2010:25).  The speed of the stirrer was set to 1 500 rpm and the particles that 

pass through and circulate over the laser beam will scatter the light at an angle that correlates 

directly to their size.  Due to the water-insolubility of Absorbatox®-zinc particles that are 

interpenetrated within the silicone gel, small samples were mixed with approximately 3 ml of de-

ionised water to wet the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel to a provide a diluted dispersion.  Samples 

were prepared in triplicate and measurements were also done in triplicate to ensure accuracy, as 

shown in Table C.7: 

Table C.7: Average particle size (µm) determined for the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel 

Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

228.267 ± 28.946 244.416 ± 19.698 216.930 ± 20.044 257.713 ± 21.051 

30 ºC/65% RH 

228.267 ± 28.946 215.858 ± 22.054 220.569 ± 22.201 227.878 ± 20.754 

25 ºC/60% RH 

228.267 ± 28.946 229.511 ± 18.540 195.549 ± 20.915 259.177 ± 19.154 
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The results presented in Table C.7 initially revealed an average particle size of 

228.267 ± 28.946 µm.  The particle size of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel samples remained 

in a relatively similar range over the period of three months, with no pronounced differences in 

average particle sizes.  During the stability testing, variation was noted and the range resulted in 

less than ± 13% variation in particle size at 25 ºC/60% RH and 40 ºC/75% RH., and a small 

variation of ± 5% is observed at 30 ºC/65% RH. 

C.4 Conclusion 

The Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel, which included the selected excipients and the Absorbatox®-

zinc entities, was easily prepared without the use of high-tech equipment, and did not demand 

any tedious or strict manufacturing conditions.  The inclusion of silicones such as Gransil ORB, 

Silky Wax 10 and ST-Elastomer 10 provided a decrease in gloss and greasiness, but an increase 

in spreadability, emolliency and wetness, while imparting a silky and non-oily feel (Schalau & 

Aliyar, 2015:434). 

The monthly values taken of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel samples for visual appearance 

assessment, mass change and viscosity did not deviate from the initial value more than 5%, 

therefore agreeing to the ICH requirements.  Instrument variables were trialled with the viscosity 

testing studies.  By keeping the viscometer design and the spindle geometry consistent, the 

results of the initial and final month’s Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel showed no pronounced 

changes caused by different temperature and humidity conditions.  Although the particle size 

deviated more than 5%, the deviation can be attributed to the Absorbatox® particles exhibiting 

non-uniformity within each sample, this has been characterised in a previous study by Mncube, 

(2013:37, 117), therefore it cannot be claimed that the stability requirements are not met when 

concerning the particle size.  The pH value of the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel remains relatively 

neutral however a decrease in pH was noted at 40 ºC/75% RH, resulting in the formulation to be 

slightly more acidic but still suitable for topical application. 

The FTIR method provided results that could not be used quantitatively, but rather comparatively; 

the analysis indicated that the Absorbatox®-zinc silicone gel did not degrade physically or 

chemically, which indicates that the concentration of Absorbatox®-zinc remained stable within the 

silicone gel during the stability testing period.  Assays performed by usage of liquid 

chromatography posed to be complicated.  The pores of zeolites are typically much larger than 

the size of individual components used in the stationary phases and interactions are possible 

(Refaei & Salvador., 2012:4).  Consequently, there is a fine art to preparing the zeolite 

accordingly, to contemplate a method to assay the entities by means of HPLC (Refaei & Salvador, 

2012:5, 10).  Even if the concentration of zinc in the formulation is the component of interest, the 

HPLC analysis of zinc also poses challenges, since it is too polar and does not have a 

chromophore. 
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Zeta-potential is often used as parameter for the indication of physical stability of a dosage form.  

The zeta-potential of the samples was initially performed, however the Absorbatox®-zinc particles 

are insoluble in the de-ionised water medium that was used to wet the formulation.  It was 

observed that Absorbatox®-zinc particles aggregated to one side of the cuvette, causing 

unreadable surface charges. 

Stability testing showed that the silicone gel with the selected excipients facilitates a positive 

impact for keeping the Absorbatox®-zinc entities physically and chemically stable in its matrices.  

The glass containers with metal screw caps used during this study were successful in sealing the 

samples.  To conclude, the dispersion of Absorbatox®-zinc into a silicone gel, provided a stable 

topical application regarding the entity (chemical stability), pH, mass change, visual assessment 

and viscosity. 
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APPENDIX D – DESIGN AND STABILITY OF AN ABSORBATOX®-

SILVER DRY DRESSING

 

D.1 Introduction 

In the past, wound care consisted of manual debridement, irrigation techniques and gauze and 

bandages were used to maintain wounds (Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S28).  Due to the complexity 

of exudative wounds, choosing an adequate dressing is a challenge (Colenci & Abbade, 

2018:862).  Developments in research and understanding at a cellular level initiates approaches 

to design wound dressing materials that not only maintains the wound, but also provide increased 

functional support (Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S29; Maver et al., 2017:576; Weller & Sussman, 

2006:319). 

Strategies can be converted to provide dressings with a certain functionality, such as the capacity 

to accommodate varying amounts of wound exudate, while maintaining a milieu for proper wound 

healing (Aulton, 2013:702, 706; Bowler et al., 1999:499).  Furthermore, it could positively affect a 

patient’s quality of life due to a reduced number of dressing changes (Cutting & Westgate, 

2012:S29; Leaper, 2006:285).  Wound dressings have developed considerably over the last 40 

to 50 years, combining more than one functional angle to successfully heal the wound (Hollis, 

2008:23).  However, outcomes can be squandered as the level of performance varies with regards 

to the specific design and material characteristics (Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S29; Potgieter & 

Meidany, 2017:2).  Colenci and Abbade (2018:864-867) provided a study on the fundamental 

aspects of wound care and addressed the current wound dressing limitations; failure of wound 

fluid capacity, inability to denote bacterial load and ineffective dressing materials that adhere to 

the wound bed causing painful wound dressing changes. 

In this study, a dry dressing with the aim to functionally treat exuding wounds, was designed.  

Considering the wound healing mechanism of Absorbatox®-silver, it is a further objective of the 

dry dressing to serve as a dressing to embody the particulate entities within the inner non-woven 

sachet.  The stability of the dry dressing, comprising of Absorbatox®-silver can be assessed by 

conducting different methods at monthly time intervals, to evaluate the physicochemical 

properties of the entities within the dry dressing embodiment (Aulton, 2013:843).  Accelerated 

stability testing is performed over three months and the main parameters to induce the rapid 

occurrence of chemical and physical changes is through temperature and humidity variation 

(Barnes, 2013:843-844).  The functionality or performance of the dry dressing was also evaluated 

by conducting fluid uptake studies at each monthly interval (Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S28; 

Eccleston, 2013:706, 707). 
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D.2 Development and design of the dry dressing 

In this study, Absorbatox®-silver was incorporated in a dry dressing, subsequently referred to as 

Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing. 

D.2.1 Experimental design 

Different dressings have specific design and material characteristics that can also inevitably lead 

to variations in performance (Cutting & Westgate, 2012:S29).  This dry dressing design is an 

adaption of other patents and currently marketed products (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:864-867; 

Leaper, 2006:8; Reed et al., 1997:1-2; Zamierowski, 1990:1-2).  The dry dressing includes a cover 

layer with an adhesive-coated layer comprising an embodiment.  The embodiment can consist of 

a non-woven sachet, which allows fluid to be drawn into the embodiment and be retained within. 

In the practice of this design, the Absorbatox®-silver is incorporated in the sachet, with the aim to 

provide beneficial properties for the wound (see as defined in Chapter 2.6.2.1).  The Absorbatox®-

silver within the sachet does not interact directly with the wound bed, but enhances the ability to 

sequester micro-organisms associated with wound fluid (Bedi et al., 2012:352-353; Parikh et al., 

2011:495).  This contributes to an approach for wound care including infective and exuding 

wounds (Maver et al., 2017:577; Mogoşanu & Grumezescu, 2014:128). 

D.2.1.2 Materials used to manufacture dry dressings 

A “trial-and-error” approach was used during the early stages of the development of the dry 

dressing demonstration.  Current marketed designs were investigated and altered accordingly to 

the specific need of the study.  Figure D.1 represents the current invention and the materials used 

to support the design of the dry dressing. 

 

Figure D.1: Representation of the materials used for the dry dressing design 

The materials used in the dry dressing are designed to exhibit an absorptive capacity of wound 

exudates and can accommodate newly formed tissue while still maintaining an anti-infective 

environment due to the mechanism of the included Absorbatox®-silver. 

  

Protofix® 
Reverse funnel 
Viscose 
Absorbatox®-silver 

particles 
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Table D.1: Materials used to manufacture the dry dressings 

Material Function Supplier Batch number 

Protofix® Adhesive layer 
Electro-Spyres 
Medical (Pty) Ltd 

12/12/1990 

Reverse funnel 
Allows one-way 
absorption 

Electro-Spyres 
Medical (Pty) Ltd 

12/12/1876 

Polyester/viscose 
(275 g/m2) 

Absorbent 
material 

Electro-Spyres 
Medical (Pty) Ltd 

12/12/1876 

Absorbatox®-silver 
Wound healing 
entity 

Absorbatox (Pty) Ltd 
(SA) 

05/071674 

 

D.2.1.2.1 Protofix® 

Protofix® is a one-sided adhesive material that acts as a perforated breathable cover to allow 

moisture evaporation.  The Protofix® is aligned with non-adhesive backing to cover the adhesive 

lining.  The adhesive lining provides the attachment of the dry dressing sachet, as well as the 

adherence to the skin surrounding the wound.  Figure D.2 illustrates the Protofix® material that 

was used during this study for the manufacturing of the dry dressings. 

 

Figure D.2: a) Protofix® material consisting of the perforated layer and the backing, used to cut 

out the cover layer for the dressing design.  b) The Protofix® is placed face-down 

to show the backing that can be removed to expose the adhesive to the dressing 

sachet and/or skin. 

  

 

b a 
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D.2.1.2.2 Reverse funnel 

Figure D.3 demonstrates the reverse funnel material that was used during this study for the 

manufacturing of the dry dressings. 

Figure D.3: a) The reverse funnel material is cut out and folded to provide a size of 60 x 60 mm 

to be able to encase the rest of the dry dressing.  b) A representation of the reverse 

funnel mechanism where a one-way absorption suction force is allowed. 

D.2.1.2.3 Polyester/viscose 

Figure D.4 shows the viscose sachet that was stitched and used during this study. 

 

Figure D.4: a) The viscose material is stitched to form the viscose sachet; b) a side view 

representation of the viscose sachet comprising the Absorbatox®-silver particles 

The polyester/viscose (275 g/m2) material consists of a sense of moisture permeability and 

absorbency (Tyagi et al., 2009:142-143).  The material was folded and stitched together to form 
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a sachet to embody the Absorbatox®-silver.  The material is dense enough to successfully contain 

the Absorbatox®-silver particles within the sachet. 

D.2.2 Development process of the dry dressing 

The subsequent steps in developing a prototype for the dry dressing are noted below: 

1. The viscose, reverse funnel and the Protofix® was measured and cut out of the bulk 

supplies to fitting sizes as shown in Figures D.2 and D.3. 

2. The sides of the viscose were folded onto each other (see Figure D.4.a) and stitched to 

form a square embodiment of 50 x 50 mm (2 500 mm2).  Before the last side was stitched 

together, the sachet was firstly filled with 2.5 g of pre-weighed Absorbatox®-silver 

particles. 

3. The reverse funnel was folded around the viscose sachet and was heat stamped to 

encase the viscose sachet. 

4. The Protofix® was placed face-down (as seen in Figure D.2.b) with the adhesive backing 

removed halfway.  The viscose sachet with the funnel encasing was placed onto the centre 

of the Protofix® and the backing was allowed to cover the proposed dry sachet cut-outs to 

adhere to the contact layer. 

5. The layers (from wound surface outward) are as follow (refer to Figure D.1): 

a. Reverse funnel 

b. Viscose 

c. Absorbatox®-silver particles 

d. Viscose 

e. Protofix 

 

Figure D.5: Images taken during development of the final dry dressing design;  

a) is the dry sachet, (b) represents the dry dressing 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b a 
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The final dry dressing design as shown in Figure D.5.b illustrates that the backing can be drawn 

away from the sachet in order to expose the adhesive Protofix® layer, which will subsequently 

adhere to the surrounding skin of the wound when applied. 

D.3 Results 

A dry dressing was developed, the adhesive layer allowed it to be easily applied and painlessly 

removed from the intact skin (Colenci & Abbade, 2018:866).  The polyester/viscose cover is 

opaque and does not allow visualisation of the wound bed without the removal of the dressing, 

which could pose a problem in the clinical practise when wound assessment is critical.  The 

viscose sachet has been stitched together, which is a very informal method of sealing the sachet, 

considering oversaturation of the sachet can lead to leakages which, in return, can macerate the 

surrounding skin. 

Between the direct wound and the Absorbatox®-silver particles are two layers, the 

polyester/viscose material and the reverse funnel.  The funnel material protects the wound from 

the direct contact of the viscose layer, which can easily damage newly formed granulation tissue 

during dressing changes.  The viscose sachet contains the Absorbatox®-silver particles and 

hinders the particles to interact or disrupt the epithelial formation of a healing wound. 

Uniform thickness is produced after filling the viscose sachet with the pre-weighed amount of 

Absorbatox®-silver particles.  The dry dressings were then stored at the three different storage 

conditions and each dressing was sealed in a transparent SteriPack as shown in Section D.4.2.3.  

The storage operation of the dry dressings is important due to possible degradation that can occur 

due to water or molecular oxygen (Barnes, 2013:825; Mottillo & Friščić, 2014:7471, 7473). 

D.4 Stability 

D.4.1 Stability of the dry dressing 

Stability tests were performed on the dry sachet containing the Absorbatox®-silver in the dry 

dressing.  Exposure of the dry dressings to different storage conditions regarding temperature 

and humidity, may conclude to the physicochemical stability of Absorbatox®-silver within the dry 

dressing, as well as the functionality of the dressing.  The guidelines of the ICH (2006:3) was 

followed and the different tests were conducted after being stored at 40 ± 2 ºC/75 ± 5% RH, 

30 ± 2 ºC/65 ± 5% RH and 25 ± 2 ºC/60 ± 5% RH (Aulton, 2013:49:843; Eccleston, 2013:706-

707). 
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During stability testing the following tests were conducted: 

 Concentration 

 Mass change 

 Physical appearance assessment 

 Fluid uptake 

The aforementioned tests were performed initially (t = 0), as well as after 1, 2 and 3 months in 

order to determine whether any physicochemical changes occurred (Bajaj et al., 2012:2). 

D.4.2 Evaluation of stability testing criteria 

D.4.2.1 Concentration 

FTIR is a technique that is used to obtain information on the structure and the molecular 

conformation of a sample by measuring the vibration modes of bonded atoms (Coates, 

2000:10815).  IR-spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha Platinum spectrophotometer, over a 

range of 400 – 4 000 cm-1.  The samples were obtained by excising the dry dressing sachet and 

withdrawing a small amount of the Absorbatox®-silver particles, to place on the 

spectrophotometer.  The ALPHA Platinum Module has the ATR accessory designed for minimal 

operator induced variations and excellent reproducibility. 

The IR-spectra taken at each interval can provide the possibility to observe and investigate 

changes of the chemical composition of Absorbatox®-silver after being subjected to different 

storage conditions.  The peak positions and intensities observed in the spectra can change due 

to the degradation after being subjected to different storage conditions (Coates, 2000:10815; 

Hacura et al., 2012:8).  When evaluating the IR-spectra of Absorbatox®-silver in a dry dressing, it 

is noted that the spectrum of the initial sample has similarities that are comparable to the spectra 

of Absorbatox®-silver as shown in Figure A.1. 

Chemical degradation can often be caused by the presence of water or molecular oxygen 

(Barnes, 2013:825).  According to literature, zeolites remain stable after being subjected to high 

temperatures, pH and pressures, but sensitivity to moisture or humidity conditions have been 

revealed (Mottillo & Friščić, 2014:7471, 7473).  The FTIR method provides the possibility to 

observe and investigate changes by analysis of the IR-spectra taken at the monthly intervals 

within each storage condition (Coates, 2000:10815, Hacura et al., 2012:8).  Results obtained for 

the measurements of the IR-spectra can be seen in Figures D.6 – D.8 (each figure represents a 

different storage condition). 
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Figure D.6: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as blue, red, pink and green, respectively at 

40 ºC/75% RH 

 

Figure D.7: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as blue, red, pink and green, respectively at 

30 ºC/65% RH 
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Figure D.8: An overlay of the IR-spectra at each monthly interval of for month 0, month 1, 

month 2 and month 3 are represented as blue, red, pink and green, respectively at 

25 ºC/60% RH 

There are 3 peak intensity regions that will be focused on, the regions at 2 400 cm–1, 

1 100 – 800 cm–1and 500 cm–1, indicated as (1), (2) and (3) respectively in Figures D.6 – D.8.  

The peak intensity at the region 2 400 cm–1 is usually noted as spectral artefacts, which are peaks 

not caused by the sample.  The most common types of spectral artefacts in IR-spectra are water 

vapour and CO2 peaks; a CO2 peak is shown in Figures  D.6 – D.8 at (1).  However, more than 

2 pronounced peaks at different intervals are evident at each storage condition, which can be 

ascribed to possible chemical degradation of the Absorbatox®-silver within the dry dressing.  

According to a previous reference of Mottillo & Friščić (2014:7473) general atmospheric CO2 can 

cause degradation to zeolites (Mottillo & Friščić, 2014:7473).  This supports data to consider that 

long-term exposure of zeolites to CO2 in the presence of moisture (elevated humidity conditions) 

induces their chemical degradation (Mottillo & Friščić, 2014:7471, 7473). 

The second and third region (2) at 1 100 – 800 cm–1 show change in peak intensities which are 

due to possible degradation that occurred affecting the tetrahedral arrangements (Crupi et al., 

2006:377; Masmoudi et al., 2005:118). 

Lastly, in the third region (3) at 500 cm–1, structural changes can be reported as indicated in the 

differing spectra in this region according to literature.  The peak intensities differ pronouncedly at 

month 3 which indicate that the stability was influenced after the exposure period of elevated 

temperatures and humidity’s (Crupi et al., 2006:377; Ferwerda & Van der Maas, 1995:2149). 
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The study was able to investigate the effect of variables on the stability of the Absorbatox®-silver 

within the dry dressing during their storage at different temperatures.  The SteriPack used to store 

the dry dressings should be intervened for an improved, higher quality storage packaging. 

D.4.2.2 Mass change 

The mass of each Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing as stored in the transparent SteriPack was 

measured, using a Shimadzu balance (Shimadzu, Japan).  This test was performed to determine 

if there was a variation in the weight of the dry dressing after being subjected to different 

temperatures and humidity’s.  Mass change is a physical parameter which can allow evaluation 

of any occurring physical changes.  Measurements of each dressing will be documented and the 

mass was subtracted from the initial weight and calculated as a percentage mass change. 

Table D.2: The results obtained from each mass measurement (g) of Absorbatox®-silver dry 

dressing and the percentage mass change (%) after 3 months at different 

conditions for months 0 to 3 

Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

6.6945 6.7641 6.8467 6.7230 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 0.43% 

30 ºC/65% RH 

6.6945 6.7509 6.7463 6.7418 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 0.52% 

25 ºC/60% RH 

6.6945 6.7334 6.7306 6.7449 

Percentage mass change (%) from months 0 to 3 0.44% 

 

No pronounced mass change for the Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing occurred over the three-

month period.  All three storage conditions delivered a mass increase of below 0.52%, which 

shows no evident physical degradation.  The dry dressing materials did not absorb moisture from 

the external environment caused by the set relative humidity’s during the storage, therefore, it 

can be stated that the dry dressings are deemed stable according to their mass change. 

D.4.2.3 Physical appearance assessment 

The physical appearance assessment of wound dressing materials is performed to determine 

whether any changes in physical properties occurred by assessing the appearance, colour or 

thickness.  The dry dressing will be evaluated by feeling the consistency of the Absorbatox®-silver 

particles that are expected to remain evenly distributed within the sachet. 
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Each dry dressing was assigned to each condition at 40 ºC/75% RH, 30 ºC/65% RH and 

25 ºC/60% RH and stored for the total duration of the three months and are displayed in 

Table D.3.  At each monthly interval, they were visually assessed, and photos were taken with a 

camera (Nikon E240, South Africa).  The photos could show potential colour change on account 

of two possibilities: 1) moisture uptake from the external environment or 2) the Absorbatox®-silver 

particles could either leach though.  Also, the dry dressing was smoothed out by pressing onto 

the dry sachet to feel for any potential lumping or change in the dispersion of the Absorbatox®-

silver. 

Table D.3: Change in physical appearances of the dry dressing from month 0 to month 3 at 

40 ºC/75% RH, 30 ºC/65% RH and 25 ºC/60% RH 

Initial Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

40 ºC/75% RH 

    

30 ºC/65% RH 

    

25 ºC/60% RH 

    

 

During the duration of the study, no visual changes in the Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing was 

noticed.  The thickness of the Absorbatox®-silver particles in the dry sachet remained as a uniform 

dispersion of particles within the sachet, as observed in Table D.3.  Therefore, the Absorbatox®-

silver dry dressing may be considered as stable according to their visual appearance.  No 

changes in uniformity of particle distribution within the sachet occurred, neither clumping together 

due to possible moisture absorption were noted.  The viscose sachet was able to contain the 

Absorbatox®-silver particles without the particles seething through the viscose or stitched sides. 
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D.4.2.4 Fluid uptake study 

This study consists of two fluid uptake studies, which is based on measuring the fluid-handling 

capacity of the dry dressings.  It is of importance when considering the capability to absorb 

exudate in a general chronic wound (Maver et al., 2017:580; Parikh et al., 2011:494).  Controlling 

the moisture balance between the wound and wound dressing is a key aspect of controlling the 

environment for wound healing (Aulton, 2013:701; Widgerow, 2011:287-288). 

The first method as described in Cutting and Westgate (2012:S24) is based on determining the 

ability of the dressing to absorb and retain fluid.  The adhesive backing was removed and then 

the dry dressings were weighed before testing was initiated.  The weight obtained using a 

calibrated Mettler Toledo balance (Zürich, Switzerland) was documented.  Three beakers 

contained 100 ml of Ringer’s lactate solution (RLS) that was pre-heated in an Erweka® DRT-1 

multiple module testing apparatus (Hesse, Germany) to 37 ± 0.5 ºC; to simulate the wound 

environment.  Three dry dressings (for the purpose of triplicate testing) were immersed in each 

beaker where they remained for 30 min. 

The resultant swollen dressings were gently removed from the RLS, and transferred onto a grid, 

where they were allowed to drain the excess surface water for 30 s before being  

re-weighed with the same calibrated balance.  The fluid uptake of the dry dressings is the increase 

in weight, expressed as a percentage. 

The second fluid uptake study consisted of measuring these samples again after a further 5 day 

immersion at room temperature (22.5 ± 2.5 ºC) in 100 ml of RLS.  The fluid uptake (%) values for 

each of the different samples was calculated using Equation D.1.  Where, W1 is the weight of 

completely dried sample and W2 is the weight of the swelled sample at 37 ºC for 30 min. 

Fluid uptake (%) = (
W2 - W1

W1
)  x 100 Equation D.1 

The median value demonstrates the percentage weight separating the higher half from the lower 

half of a data sample.  The results obtained for triplicate testing, for each monthly interval and for 

each storage condition is shown in Figures D.9 – D.11.  The measurements of the dry dressings 

that underwent the fluid uptake test for a further 5 days is also graphed to determine the uptake 

capacity. 
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Figure D.9: Median fluid uptake (g) for months 0 to 3 at 40 ºC/75% RH.  The median 

percentage uptake after five days is stacked on each monthly data graph. 

 

Figure D.10: Median fluid uptake (g) for months 0 to 3 at 30 ºC/65% RH.  The median 

percentage uptake after five days is stacked on each monthly data graph. 
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Figure D.11: Median fluid uptake (g) for months 0 to 3 at 25 ºC/60% RH.  The median 

percentage uptake after five days is stacked on each monthly data graph. 

Figures D.9 – D.11 show the percentage fluid uptake for the Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing after 

30 min and after one week of immersion in RLS.  Initially, when looking at all the resultant values, 

pronounced swelling was visible after 30 min of immersion as percentage fluid uptake varied 

between 233.0% to 250.0% of its original dry weight to give a median percentage fluid uptake of 

239.0%.  There was a slight additional increase after 5 days varying between 7.9% to 15.5% to 

give a median percentage fluid uptake of 13.5%. 

After the dry dressings were stored under the specific conditions, a slight decrease in the fluid 

uptake capacity is observed.  The median fluid uptake (%) at 40 ºC/75% RH showed the lowest 

capacity at month 3 with a resulting value of 223%, which is a 12% decrease in percentage fluid 

uptake compared to the initial capacity determination.  Furthermore, when also comparing the 

initial capacity with month 3 at 30 ºC/65% RH and 25 ºC/60% RH, the dry dressing showed 

capacity decreases of 8% and 6%, respectively. 

The Absorbatox®-silver dry dressing were able to possess the functionality to absorb fluid, varying 

between a capacity of 10% percentage fluid uptake from the initial measurements to the final 

month’s measurements.  The capacity to freely swell did not pronouncedly change after the 

duration exposed to the storage conditions. 
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D.5 Conclusion 

Considering all that was mentioned, the purpose of this study was to design a dry dressing that 

can function optimally and serve as a wound dressing material comprising the properties of 

Absorbatox®-silver.  The viscose sachet was able to contain the Absorbatox®-silver particles 

without the particles seething through the viscose or stitched sides.  The design resulted in an 

acceptable dressing thickness, without uncomfortable application.  The Protofix® used was able 

to adhere to the skin at an appropriate level of firmness, which reduces the potential to cause 

painful removal. 

Stability testing showed that the dry dressing facilitates a positive impact of keeping the 

Absorbatox®-silver physically stable within the embodiment; no clumping or loss of the uniform 

dispersion of the Absorbatox®-silver particles were noted.  Absorbatox®-silver entities, after being 

incorporated into the dry dressing and subjected to each specific storage condition, revealed a 

stable wound dressing material regarding the mass change and physical appearance 

assessment.  However, the chemical stability of the Absorbatox®-silver within the dry dressing 

had revealed sensitivities as indicated with the IR-spectra.  Chemical degradation was observed 

and can be ascribed to unsatisfactory packaging allowing exposure to external environment 

during storage operations.  The SteriPack used to store the dry dressings should be intervened 

for a higher quality packaging, as this could minimise the degradation due to moisture or humidity 

conditions and maintain the stability with regards to the chemical stability of the entities, for the 

intended storage periods. 

The prior knowledge of the stability of the dry dressing is needed early in the development process 

in order to assist with its future developments.  It was not possible to conduct tests to determine 

the mechanical properties of dressings as resources and facilities for tensile and compression 

tests are limited.  The absorption capacity of dressings is finite, and limited by their size and 

volume.  The stability based on the fluid uptake study, demonstrated the capacity to absorb and 

retain the RLS and is therefore proposed to function at a level that can be appropriate for wound 

care of exuding wounds. 
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APPENDIX E – THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF 

PHARMACEUTICS: GUIDE FOR AUTHORS 

 

Introduction 

The International Journal of Pharmaceutics publishes innovative papers, reviews, mini-reviews, 

rapid communications and notes dealing with physical, chemical, biological, microbiological and 

engineering studies related to the conception, design, production, characterisation and evaluation 

of drug delivery systems in vitro and in vivo.  "Drug" is defined as any therapeutic or diagnostic 

entity, including oligonucleotides, gene constructs and radiopharmaceuticals. 

Areas of particular interest include: pharmaceutical nanotechnology; physical pharmacy; polymer 

chemistry and physical chemistry as applied to pharmaceutics; excipient function and 

characterisation; biopharmaceutics; absorption mechanisms; membrane function and transport; 

novel routes and modes of delivery; responsive delivery systems, feedback and control 

mechanisms including biosensors; applications of cell and molecular biology to drug delivery; 

prodrug design; bioadhesion (carrier-ligand interactions); and biotechnology (protein and peptide 

formulation and delivery). 

Note: For details on pharmaceutical nanotechnology, see Editorials in 279/1-2 281/1, and 288/1. 

Suggestions for review articles will be considered by the Review-Editor.  "Mini-reviews" of a topic 

are especially welcome. 

Types of paper 

(1) Full Length Manuscripts 

(2) Reviews and Mini-Reviews 

Suggestions for review articles will be considered by the Review-Editor.  "Mini-reviews" of a topic 

are especially welcome. 

Ethics in publishing 

Please see our information pages on Ethics in publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal 

publication. 
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Studies in humans and animals 

If the work involves the use of human subjects, the author should ensure that the work described 

has been carried out in accordance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association 

(Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments involving humans.  The manuscript should be in line with 

the Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing and Publication of Scholarly Work in 

Medical Journals and aim for the inclusion of representative human populations (sex, age and 

ethnicity) as per those recommendations.  The terms sex and gender should be used correctly. 

Authors should include a statement in the manuscript that informed consent was obtained for 

experimentation with human subjects.  The privacy rights of human subjects must always be 

observed. 

All animal experiments should comply with the ARRIVE guidelines and should be carried out in 

accordance with the U.K. Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986 and associated guidelines, 

EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments, or the National Institutes of Health guide for the 

care and use of Laboratory animals (NIH Publications No. 8023, revised 1978) and the authors 

should clearly indicate in the manuscript that such guidelines have been followed.  The sex of 

animals must be indicated, and where appropriate, the influence (or association) of sex on the 

results of the study. 

Examples of potential conflicts of interest include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, 

honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. 
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double-blind) or the manuscript file (if single-blind).  If there are no interests to declare then please 

state this: 'Declarations of interest: none'.  This summary statement will be ultimately published if 

the article is accepted.  2. Detailed disclosures as part of a separate Declaration of Interest form, 

which forms part of the journal's official records.  It is important for potential interests to be 

declared in both places and that the information matches. 

Submission declaration and verification 

Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously 

(except in the form of an abstract, a published lecture or academic thesis, see 'Multiple, redundant 
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or concurrent publication' for more information), that it is not under consideration for publication 

elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible 

authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere 

in the same form, in English or in any other language, including electronically without the written 

consent of the copyright-holder.  To verify originality, your article may be checked by the originality 

detection service Crossref Similarity Check. 

Preprints 

Please note that preprints can be shared anywhere at any time, in line with Elsevier's sharing 

policy.  Sharing your preprints e.g. on a preprint server will not count as prior publication (see 

'Multiple, redundant or concurrent publication' for more information). 

Use of inclusive language 

Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to 

differences, and promotes equal opportunities.  Articles should make no assumptions about the 

beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one 

individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, 

and should use inclusive language throughout.  Authors should ensure that writing is free from 

bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job 

titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' 

instead of 'stewardess'). 

Author contributions 

For transparency, we encourage authors to submit an author statement file outlining their 

individual contributions to the paper using the relevant CRediT roles: Conceptualization; Data 

curation; Formal analysis; Funding acquisition; Investigation; Methodology; Project 

administration; Resources; Software; Supervision; Validation; Visualization; Roles/Writing - 

original draft; Writing - review & editing.  Authorship statements should be formatted with the 

names of authors first and CRediT role(s) following.  More details and an example 

Authorship 
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and design of the study, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, (2) drafting 

the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content, (3) final approval of the version 

to be submitted. 
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addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only 

before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor.  To request 

such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the 

reason for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors 

that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement.  In the case of addition or removal 

of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed. 

Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement 

of authors after the manuscript has been accepted.  While the Editor considers the request, 

publication of the manuscript will be suspended.  If the manuscript has already been published in 

an online issue, any requests approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum. 

Article transfer service 

This journal is part of our Article Transfer Service.  This means that if the Editor feels your article 

is more suitable in one of our other participating journals, then you may be asked to consider 

transferring the article to one of those.  If you agree, your article will be transferred automatically 

on your behalf with no need to reformat.  Please note that your article will be reviewed again by 

the new journal. 

Copyright 

Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' 

(see more information on this).  An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding author confirming 

receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the 

online version of this agreement. 

Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for 

internal circulation within their institutions.  Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or 

distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and 

translations.  If excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain 

written permission from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article.  Elsevier has 

preprinted forms for use by authors in these cases. 

For gold open access articles: Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete 

an 'Exclusive License Agreement'.  Permitted third party reuse of gold open access articles is 

determined by the author's choice of user license. 
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Author rights 

As an author you (or your employer or institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. 

Elsevier supports responsible sharing.  Find out how you can share your research published in 

Elsevier journals. 

Role of the funding source 

You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or 

preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; 

in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision 

to submit the article for publication.  If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this 

should be stated. 

Funding body agreements and policies 

Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to 

comply with their funder's open access policies.  Some funding bodies will reimburse the author 

for the gold open access publication fee.  Details of existing agreements are available online. 

Open access 

This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: 

Subscription 

 Articles are made available to subscribers as well as developing countries and patient 

groups through our universal access programs. 

 No open access publication fee payable by authors. 

 The Author is entitled to post the accepted manuscript in their institution's repository and 

make this public after an embargo period (known as green Open Access).  The published 

journal article cannot be shared publicly, for example on ResearchGate or Academia.edu, 

to ensure the sustainability of peer-reviewed research in journal publications.  The 

embargo period for this journal can be found below. 

Gold open access 

 Articles are freely available to both subscribers and the wider public with permitted reuse. 

 A gold open access publication fee is payable by authors or on their behalf, e.g. by their 

research funder or institution. 
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Regardless of how you choose to publish your article, the journal will apply the same peer review 

criteria and acceptance standards.  For gold open access articles, permitted third party (re)use is 

defined by the following Creative Commons user licenses: 

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) 

Lets others distribute and copy the article, create extracts, abstracts, and other revised versions, 

adaptations or derivative works of or from an article (such as a translation), include in a collective 

work (such as an anthology), text or data mine the article, even for commercial purposes, as long 

as they credit the author(s), do not represent the author as endorsing their adaptation of the 

article, and do not modify the article in such a way as to damage the author's honor or reputation. 

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND) 

For non-commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a 

collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do 

not alter or modify the article. 

The gold open access publication fee for this journal is USD 3700, excluding taxes.  Learn more 

about Elsevier's pricing policy: https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing. 

Green open access 

Authors can share their research in a variety of different ways and Elsevier has a number of green 

open access options available.  We recommend authors see our green open access page for 

further information.  Authors can also self-archive their manuscripts immediately and enable 

public access from their institution's repository after an embargo period.  This is the version that 

has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-incorporated changes 

suggested during submission, peer review and in editor-author communications.  Embargo 

period: For subscription articles, an appropriate amount of time is needed for journals to deliver 

value to subscribing customers before an article becomes freely available to the public.  This is 

the embargo period and it begins from the date the article is formally published online in its final 

and fully citable form.  Find out more. 

This journal has an embargo period of 12 months. 

Elsevier Researcher Academy 

Researcher Academy is a free e-learning platform designed to support early and mid-career 

researchers throughout their research journey.  The "Learn" environment at Researcher Academy 

offers several interactive modules, webinars, downloadable guides and resources to guide you 
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through the process of writing for research and going through peer review.  Feel free to use these 

free resources to improve your submission and navigate the publication process with ease. 

Language (usage and editing services) 

Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture 

of these).  Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate 

possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to 

use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop. 

Submission 

Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article 

details and uploading your files.  The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used 

in the peer-review process.  Editable files (e.g., Word, LaTeX) are required to typeset your article 

for final publication.  All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and 

requests for revision, is sent by e-mail. 

Authors must state in a covering letter when submitting papers for publication the novelty 

embodied in their work or in the approach taken in their research.  Routine bioequivalence studies 

are unlikely to find favour.  No paper will be published which does not disclose fully the nature of 

the formulation used or details of materials which are key to the performance of a product, drug 

or excipient.  Work which is predictable in outcome, for example the inclusion of another drug in 

a cyclodextrin to yield enhanced dissolution, will not be published unless it provides new insight 

into fundamental principles. 

Note: 

The choice of general classifications such as "drug delivery" or "formulation" are rarely helpful 

when not used together with a more specific classification. 

Referees 

Please submit, with the manuscript, the names, addresses and e-mail addresses of at least four 

potential reviewers.  Good suggestions lead to faster processing of your paper.  Please note: 

Reviewers who do not have an institutional e-mail address will only be considered if their 

affiliations are given and can be verified. 

Please ensure that the e-mail addresses are current. 

International reviewers who have recently published in the appropriate field should be nominated, 

and their areas of expertise must be stated clearly. 
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Note that the editor retains the sole right to decide whether or not the suggested reviewers are 

contacted. 

To aid the editorial process when suggested reviewers are not chosen or decline to review, ensure 

that the classifications chosen as the field of your paper are as detailed as possible.  It is not 

sufficient to state "drug delivery" or "nanotechnology" etc. 

Use of word processing software 

It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the word processor used.  The text 

should be in single-column format.  Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible.  Most 

formatting codes will be removed and replaced on processing the article.  In particular, do not use 

the word processor's options to justify text or to hyphenate words.  However, do use bold face, 

italics, subscripts, superscripts etc.  When preparing tables, if you are using a table grid, use only 

one grid for each individual table and not a grid for each row.  If no grid is used, use tabs, not 

spaces, to align columns.  The electronic text should be prepared in a way very similar to that of 

conventional manuscripts (see also the Guide to Publishing with Elsevier).  Note that source files 

of figures, tables and text graphics will be required whether or not you embed your figures in the 

text.  See also the section on Electronic artwork. 

To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-

check' functions of your word processor. 

Article structure 

Subdivision - numbered sections 

Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections.  Subsections should be numbered 

1.1 (then 1.1.1, 1.1.2, ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract is not included in section numbering).  Use this 

numbering also for internal cross-referencing: do not just refer to 'the text'.  Any subsection may 

be given a brief heading.  Each heading should appear on its own separate line. 

Introduction 

State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed 

literature survey or a summary of the results. 

Material and methods 

Provide sufficient details to allow the work to be reproduced by an independent researcher.  

Methods that are already published should be summarized, and indicated by a reference.  If 
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quoting directly from a previously published method, use quotation marks and also cite the source.  

Any modifications to existing methods should also be described. 

Results 

Results should be clear and concise. 

Discussion 

This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them.  A combined 

Results and Discussion section is often appropriate.  Avoid extensive citations and discussion of 

published literature. 

Conclusions 

The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may 

stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section. 

Appendices 

If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc.  Formulae and equations 

in appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent 

appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on.  Similarly for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc. 

Essential title page information 

 Title.  Concise and informative.  Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. 

Avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible. 

 Author names and affiliations.  Please clearly indicate the given name(s) and family 

name(s) of each author and check that all names are accurately spelled.  You can add 

your name between parentheses in your own script behind the English transliteration.  

Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual work was done) below the 

names.  Indicate all affiliations with a lower-case superscript letter immediately after the 

author's name and in front of the appropriate address.  Provide the full postal address of 

each affiliation, including the country name and, if available, the e-mail address of each 

author. 

 Corresponding author.  Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of 

refereeing and publication, also post-publication.  This responsibility includes answering 

any future queries about Methodology and Materials.  Ensure that the e-mail address is 

given and that contact details are kept up to date by the corresponding author. 
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 Present/permanent address.  If an author has moved since the work described in the 

article was done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent address') 

may be indicated as a footnote to that author's name.  The address at which the author 

actually did the work must be retained as the main, affiliation address.  Superscript Arabic 

numerals are used for such footnotes. 

Abstract 

A concise and factual abstract is required.  The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the 

research, the principal results and major conclusions.  An abstract is often presented separately 

from the article, so it must be able to stand alone.  For this reason, References should be avoided, 

but if essential, then cite the author(s) and year(s).  Also, non-standard or uncommon 

abbreviations should be avoided, but if essential they must be defined at their first mention in the 

abstract itself.  The abstract must not exceed 200 words. 

Graphical abstract 

A Graphical abstract is mandatory for this journal.  It should summarize the contents of the article 

in a concise, pictorial form designed to capture the attention of a wide readership online.  Authors 

must provide images that clearly represent the work described in the article.  Graphical abstracts 

should be submitted as a separate file in the online submission system.  Image size: please 

provide an image with a minimum of 531 × 1328 pixels (h × w) or proportionally more, but should 

be readable on screen at a size of 200 × 500 pixels (at 96 dpi this corresponds to 5 × 13 cm).  

Bear in mind readability after reduction, especially if using one of the figures from the article itself.  

Preferred file types: TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS Office files.  See http://www.elsevier.com/ 

graphicalabstracts for examples. 

Keywords 

Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and 

avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of').  Be 

sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible.  

These keywords will be used for indexing purposes. 

Abbreviations 

Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page 

of the article.  Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined at their 

first mention there, as well as in the footnote.  Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout 

the article. 
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Acknowledgements 

Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references 

and do not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise.  List 

here those individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, 

writing assistance or proof reading the article, etc.). 

Formatting of funding sources 

List funding sources in this standard way to facilitate compliance to funder's requirements: 

Funding: This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, yyyy]; 

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA [grant number zzzz]; and the United States 

Institutes of Peace [grant number aaaa]. 

It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions on the program or type of grants and awards.  

When funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a university, college, or other 

research institution, submit the name of the institute or organization that provided the funding. 

If no funding has been provided for the research, please include the following sentence: 

This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, 

or not-for-profit sectors. 

Units 

Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the international system of units (SI).  

If other units are mentioned, please give their equivalent in SI. 

Math formulae 

Please submit math equations as editable text and not as images.  Present simple formulae in 

line with normal text where possible and use the solidus (/) instead of a horizontal line for small 

fractional terms, e.g., X/Y.  In principle, variables are to be presented in italics.  Powers of e are 

often more conveniently denoted by exp.  Number consecutively any equations that have to be 

displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text). 

Footnotes 

Footnotes should be used sparingly.  Number them consecutively throughout the article.  Many 

word processors can build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be used.  Otherwise, 

please indicate the position of footnotes in the text and list the footnotes themselves separately 

at the end of the article.  Do not include footnotes in the Reference list. 
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Image manipulation 

Whilst it is accepted that authors sometimes need to manipulate images for clarity, manipulation 

for purposes of deception or fraud will be seen as scientific ethical abuse and will be dealt with 

accordingly.  For graphical images, this journal is applying the following policy: no specific feature 

within an image may be enhanced, obscured, moved, removed, or introduced.  Adjustments of 

brightness, contrast, or color balance are acceptable if and as long as they do not obscure or 

eliminate any information present in the original.  Nonlinear adjustments (e.g. changes to gamma 

settings) must be disclosed in the figure legend. 

Electronic artwork 

General points 

 Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork. 

 Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option. 

 Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, 

Symbol, or use fonts that look similar. 

 Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text. 

 Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files. 

 Provide captions to illustrations separately. 

 Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the published version. 

 Submit each illustration as a separate file. 

A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available. 

You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here. 

Formats 

If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) 

then please supply 'as is' in the native document format. 

Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft Office, when your electronic artwork is 

finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the 

resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below): 

 EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts. 

 TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 

300 dpi. 
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 TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a minimum 

of 1000 dpi. 

 TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to a 

minimum of 500 dpi. 

Please do not: 

 Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); these typically 

have a low number of pixels and limited set of colors; 

 Supply files that are too low in resolution; 

 Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content. 

Color artwork 

Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF), 

or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution.  If, together with your accepted article, you 

submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures 

will appear in color online (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or not these 

illustrations are reproduced in color in the printed version.  For color reproduction in print, you will 

receive information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article.  Please 

indicate your preference for color: in print or online only. 

Figure captions 

Ensure that each illustration has a caption.  Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure.  

A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration.  

Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations 

used. 

Tables 

Please submit tables as editable text and not as images.  Tables can be placed either next to the 

relevant text in the article, or on separate page(s) at the end.  Number tables consecutively in 

accordance with their appearance in the text and place any table notes below the table body.  Be 

sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in them do not duplicate results 

described elsewhere in the article.  Please avoid using vertical rules and shading in table cells. 
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Citation in text 

Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice 

versa).  Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full.  Unpublished results and 

personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in 

the text.  If these references are included in the reference list they should follow the standard 

reference style of the journal and should include a substitution of the publication date with either 

'Unpublished results' or 'Personal communication'.  Citation of a reference as 'in press' implies 

that the item has been accepted for publication and a copy of the title page of the relevant article 

must be submitted. 

Reference links 

Increased discoverability of research and high quality peer review are ensured by online links to 

the sources cited.  In order to allow us to create links to abstracting and indexing services, such 

as Scopus, CrossRef and PubMed, please ensure that data provided in the references are 

correct.  Please note that incorrect surnames, journal/book titles, publication year and pagination 

may prevent link creation.  When copying references, please be careful as they may already 

contain errors.  Use of the DOI is highly encouraged. 

A DOI is guaranteed never to change, so you can use it as a permanent link to any electronic 

article.  An example of a citation using DOI for an article not yet in an issue is: VanDecar J.C., 

Russo R.M., James D.E., Ambeh W.B., Franke M. (2003). Aseismic continuation of the Lesser 

Antilles slab beneath northeastern Venezuela. Journal of Geophysical Research, 

https://doi.org/10.1029/2001JB000884.  Please note the format of such citations should be in the 

same style as all other references in the paper. 

Web references 

As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed.  

Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, 

etc.), should also be given.  Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) 

under a different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference list. 

Data references 

This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by citing 

them in your text and including a data reference in your Reference List.  Data references should 

include the following elements: author name(s), dataset title, data repository, version (where 

https://doi.org/10.1029/2001JB000884
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available), year, and global persistent identifier.  Add [dataset] immediately before the reference 

so we can properly identify it as a data reference.  The [dataset] identifier will not appear in your 

published article. 

References in a special issue 

Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any citations 

in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue. 

Reference management software 

Most Elsevier journals have their reference template available in many of the most popular 

reference management software products.  These include all products that support Citation Style 

Language styles, such as Mendeley and Zotero, as well as EndNote.  Using the word processor 

plug-ins from these products, authors only need to select the appropriate journal template when 

preparing their article, after which citations and bibliographies will be automatically formatted in 

the journal's style.  If no template is yet available for this journal, please follow the format of the 

sample references and citations as shown in this Guide.  If you use reference management 

software, please ensure that you remove all field codes before submitting the electronic 

manuscript.  More information on how to remove field codes. 

Users of Mendeley Desktop can easily install the reference style for this journal by clicking the 

following link: 

http://open.mendeley.com/use-citation-style/international-journal-of-pharmaceutics 

When preparing your manuscript, you will then be able to select this style using the Mendeley 

plug-ins for Microsoft Word or LibreOffice. 

Reference formatting 

There are no strict requirements on reference formatting at submission.  References can be in 

any style or format as long as the style is consistent.  Where applicable, author(s) name(s), journal 

title/book title, chapter title/article title, year of publication, volume number/book chapter and the 

article number or pagination must be present.  Use of DOI is highly encouraged.  The reference 

style used by the journal will be applied to the accepted article by Elsevier at the proof stage.  

Note that missing data will be highlighted at proof stage for the author to correct.  If you do wish 

to format the references yourself they should be arranged according to the following examples: 
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Reference style 

Text: All citations in the text should refer to: 

1. Single author: the author's name (without initials, unless there is ambiguity) and the year 

of publication; 

2. Two authors: both authors' names and the year of publication; 

3. Three or more authors: first author's name followed by 'et al.' and the year of publication. 

Citations may be made directly (or parenthetically). Groups of references can be listed either first 

alphabetically, then chronologically, or vice versa. 

Examples: 'as demonstrated (Allan, 2000a, 2000b, 1999; Allan and Jones, 1999)…. Or, as 

demonstrated (Jones, 1999; Allan, 2000)… Kramer et al. (2010) have recently shown …' 

List: References should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if 

necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified 

by the letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc., placed after the year of publication. 

Examples: 

Reference to a journal publication: 

Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J.A.J., Lupton, R.A., 2010. The art of writing a scientific article. J. 

Sci. Commun. 163, 51–59. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.Sc.2010.00372. 

Reference to a journal publication with an article number: 

Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J.A.J., Lupton, R.A., 2018. The art of writing a scientific article. 

Heliyon. 19, e00205. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2018.e00205. 

Reference to a book: 

Strunk Jr., W., White, E.B., 2000. The Elements of Style, fourth ed. Longman, New York. 

Reference to a chapter in an edited book: 

Mettam, G.R., Adams, L.B., 2009. How to prepare an electronic version of your article, in: Jones, 

B.S., Smith , R.Z. (Eds.), Introduction to the Electronic Age. E-Publishing Inc., New York, pp. 281–

304. 
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Reference to a website: 

Cancer Research UK, 1975. Cancer statistics reports for the UK. 

http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/aboutcancer/statistics/cancerstatsreport/ (accessed 13 March 

2003). 

Reference to a dataset: 

[dataset] Oguro, M., Imahiro, S., Saito, S., Nakashizuka, T., 2015. Mortality data for Japanese 

oak wilt disease and surrounding forest compositions. Mendeley Data, v1. 

https://doi.org/10.17632/xwj98nb39r.1. 

Journal abbreviations source 

Journal names should be abbreviated according to the List of Title Word Abbreviations. 

Video 

Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific 

research.  Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are 

strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article.  This can be done in 

the same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the 

body text where it should be placed.  All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they 

directly relate to the video file's content.  In order to ensure that your video or animation material 

is directly usable, please provide the file in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred 

maximum size of 150 MB per file, 1 GB in total.  Video and animation files supplied will be 

published online in the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including 

ScienceDirect.  Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or 

animation or make a separate image.  These will be used instead of standard icons and will 

personalize the link to your video data.  For more detailed instructions please visit our video 

instruction pages.  Note: since video and animation cannot be embedded in the print version of 

the journal, please provide text for both the electronic and the print version for the portions of the 

article that refer to this content. 

Data visualization 

Include interactive data visualizations in your publication and let your readers interact and engage 

more closely with your research.  Follow the instructions here to find out about available data 

visualization options and how to include them with your article. 
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Supplementary material 

Supplementary material such as applications, images and sound clips, can be published with your 

article to enhance it.  Submitted supplementary items are published exactly as they are received 

(Excel or PowerPoint files will appear as such online).  Please submit your material together with 

the article and supply a concise, descriptive caption for each supplementary file.  If you wish to 

make changes to supplementary material during any stage of the process, please make sure to 

provide an updated file.  Do not annotate any corrections on a previous version.  Please switch 

off the 'Track Changes' option in Microsoft Office files as these will appear in the published 

version. 

Research data 

This journal encourages and enables you to share data that supports your research publication 

where appropriate, and enables you to interlink the data with your published articles.  Research 

data refers to the results of observations or experimentation that validate research findings.  To 

facilitate reproducibility and data reuse, this journal also encourages you to share your software, 

code, models, algorithms, protocols, methods and other useful materials related to the project. 

Below are a number of ways in which you can associate data with your article or make a statement 

about the availability of your data when submitting your manuscript.  If you are sharing data in 

one of these ways, you are encouraged to cite the data in your manuscript and reference list.  

Please refer to the "References" section for more information about data citation.  For more 

information on depositing, sharing and using research data and other relevant research materials, 

visit the research data page. 

Data linking 

If you have made your research data available in a data repository, you can link your article 

directly to the dataset.  Elsevier collaborates with a number of repositories to link articles on 

ScienceDirect with relevant repositories, giving readers access to underlying data that gives them 

a better understanding of the research described. 

There are different ways to link your datasets to your article.  When available, you can directly 

link your dataset to your article by providing the relevant information in the submission system.  

For more information, visit the database linking page. 

For supported data repositories a repository banner will automatically appear next to your 

published article on ScienceDirect. 
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In addition, you can link to relevant data or entities through identifiers within the text of your 

manuscript, using the following format: Database: xxxx (e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053; 

PDB: 1XFN). 

Mendeley Data 

This journal supports Mendeley Data, enabling you to deposit any research data (including raw 

and processed data, video, code, software, algorithms, protocols, and methods) associated with 

your manuscript in a free-to-use, open access repository.  During the submission process, after 

uploading your manuscript, you will have the opportunity to upload your relevant datasets directly 

to Mendeley Data.  The datasets will be listed and directly accessible to readers next to your 

published article online.  For more information, visit the Mendeley Data for journals page. 

Data in Brief 

You have the option of converting any or all parts of your supplementary or additional raw data 

into one or multiple data articles, a new kind of article that houses and describes your data.  Data 

articles ensure that your data is actively reviewed, curated, formatted, indexed, given a DOI and 

publicly available to all upon publication.  You are encouraged to submit your article for Data in 

Brief as an additional item directly alongside the revised version of your manuscript.  If your 

research article is accepted, your data article will automatically be transferred over to Data in Brief 

where it will be editorially reviewed and published in the open access data journal, Data in Brief.  

Please note an open access fee of 500 USD is payable for publication in Data in Brief.  Full details 

can be found on the Data in Brief website.  Please use this template to write your Data in Brief. 

Data statement 

To foster transparency, we encourage you to state the availability of your data in your submission.  

This may be a requirement of your funding body or institution.  If your data is unavailable to access 

or unsuitable to post, you will have the opportunity to indicate why during the submission process, 

for example by stating that the research data is confidential.  The statement will appear with your 

published article on ScienceDirect.  For more information, visit the Data Statement page. 

Submission checklist 

It is hoped that this list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to 

the journal's Editor for review.  Please consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any 

item. 
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Ensure that the following items are present: 

One Author designated as corresponding Author: 

 E-mail address 

 Full postal address 

 Telephone and fax numbers 

All necessary files have been uploaded 

 Keywords 

 All figure captions 

 All tables (including title, description, footnotes) 

Further considerations: 

 Use continuous line numbering (every 5 lines) to facilitate reviewing of the manuscript. 

 Manuscript has been "spellchecked" and "grammar-checked" 

 References are in the correct format for this journal 

 All references mentioned in the Reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa 

 Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources 

(including the Web) 

 Color figures are clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the Web (free 

of charge) and in print or to be reproduced in color on the Web (free of charge) and in 

black-and-white in print 

 If only color on the Web is required, black and white versions of the figures are also 

supplied for printing purposes 

For any further information please visit our customer support site at service.elsevier.com. 

Online proof correction 

Corresponding authors will receive an e-mail with a link to our online proofing system, allowing 

annotation and correction of proofs online.  The environment is similar to MS Word: in addition to 

editing text, you can also comment on figures/tables and answer questions from the Copy Editor.  

Web-based proofing provides a faster and less error-prone process by allowing you to directly 

type your corrections, eliminating the potential introduction of errors. 
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If preferred, you can still choose to annotate and upload your edits on the PDF version.  All 

instructions for proofing will be given in the e-mail we send to authors, including alternative 

methods to the online version and PDF. 

We will do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately.  Please use 

this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness of the text, 

tables and figures.  Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only be 

considered at this stage with permission from the Editor.  It is important to ensure that all 

corrections are sent back to us in one communication.  Please check carefully before replying, as 

inclusion of any subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed.  Proofreading is solely your 

responsibility. 

Offprints 

The corresponding author will, at no cost, receive a customized Share Link providing 50 days free 

access to the final published version of the article on ScienceDirect.  The Share Link can be used 

for sharing the article via any communication channel, including email and social media.  For an 

extra charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once the 

article is accepted for publication.  Both corresponding and co-authors may order offprints at any 

time via Elsevier's Webshop.  Corresponding authors who have published their article gold open 

access do not receive a Share Link as their final published version of the article is available open 

access on ScienceDirect and can be shared through the article DOI link. 

Author inquiries 

Visit the Elsevier Support Center to find the answers you need.  Here you will find everything from 

Frequently Asked Questions to ways to get in touch. 

You can also check the status of your submitted article or find out when your accepted article will 

be published. 
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APPENDIX F:

 

Gill Smithies 

Proofreading & Language Editing Services 

59, Lewis Drive, Amanzimtoti, 4126, Kwazulu Natal 

Cell: 071 352 5410  E-mail: moramist@vodamail.co.za 

 

Work Certificate 

         

To Ms. J-M Redelinghuys 

Address Centre of Excellence for Pharmaceutical Sciences, North West 

University, Private Bag X6001, Potchefstroom. 

Date 24/10/2019 

Subject In vitro efficacy of cations incorporated in Absorbatox® for 

wound healing 

Ref GS/JMR/01 

 

I, Gill Smithies, certify that I have proofed the following for language, grammar 

and style, 

Abstract, Chapters 1 to 5 and Appendices: In vitro efficacy of cations 

incorporated in Absorbatox® for wound healing, by J-M Redelinghuys, 

to the standard as required by NWU, Potchefstroom Campus. 

 

             Gill Smithies 

    

  24/10/2019 
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